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Foreign
with
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$3.50

from

YOUTHS’ SUITS,

pieces, from 12
from
$3.50 up.
OVERCOATS,

to

HOYS’ SUITS, 3

up.

The latest

styles

furnishing goods

$3.00 up,
17, from $3.00

Hale hose company will give a
dance at Odd FellowB hall to-

Senator

evening.

Sunday evening
a

pie

church,

Dummy.

sociable and enter-

Burning Block

town

are

personal.

General

Unitarian
society will be held at tbe vestry this
a
evening, following parish supper.
W. J. Ryan will soon make his twen-

meeting

The annual

C. W. & F. L.

MASON,

Insurance

First National Bank

Agents,

Building, Rooms

of

1902.
TheClark minstrel

troupe will give an
hall, East Burry,

entertainment at Rural

by

followed

Friday evening,

social

a

dance.

The wiuter time table will

HOT WATER HEATING AND PLUMBING.

fect

on

go Into efnext Monday.

the Maine Central

same

the

Boston,

by

in

accompanied

his

Mrs. McQown.
of the

Ellsworth

meeting
Charities, the officers elected
temporary organization last spring

Associated

“CLARION" RANGES, FURNACES, STOVES.
Ammunition

the

re-elected.

were

There will be

Me.

special meeting of the

a

Hopkins,
hospital, continues

F.

who

is

at

the

to

im-

It is hoped she will be able to reby next week.
Mrs. Isasc Murch, formerly of Ellsworth, who has been living with her
prove.

turn home

AMMUNITION.

children in Maine and Massachusetts, is
visiting relatives and friends here.

May Sealander, of Caribou, spent a
days last weak with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. David Friend, in Ellsworth.
She was accompanied by Miss Leta Kates,
Mrs.

Our stock is the

largest

prices

and

All kinds of shot

the lowest.

gun

and rifle cartridges loaded with black and smokeless powder.
Air rifles, revolvers, hunting knives, etc.

n

STREET,

few

of Caribou.

ELLSWORTH.

Ellmvnrfh

The

team

MY OWN MAKE....
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-WALNUT KISSES,
-CHOCOLATE KISSES,

,-MOLASSES KISSES,
-CHOCOLATE CARAMELS,
—fio bar.

own

PEARS
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J

AND

I

_

j

make)

<

I

....Next Saturday....
< >
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I

8. E. CHAPMAN,
Ellsworth.

Main Street,

■

QET THE

BEST;

IT COSTS NO MORE.

M. M. MERTZ,
Practical Tuner
Repairing

a

<

&g

11e

specialty.

Fourteen years’ factory experience.
Out of town orders solicited.

Drop a postal
Crippen’s

or

leave orders at J.

music

store,

I

-1
g

1
PR
APpQ
Uiml uu. §

Concord
Delaware

——~

—

Cal. Tokay

CONFECTIONERY

1

....OF ALL KINDS....

afternoon.

ALE.

I have
no room

but

are

before

a

|

surplus
CARNATION PLANTS.

fine lot of carnations which I have

for.

They

are

out of doors and
frost.

While

all budded to
so

they

bloom,

must be taken up
last will sell them

25 cents each.

school

football
season

The Ellsworth town team is
a game with Mill-

trying to arrange for
town the same day.
The

proposed

excursion

of Ellsworth

Swan’s Island and Stonington, arranged for last Friday, has been
The postponeindefinitely postponed.
ment of the fair from Thursday until Friday on account of the rain, made it
impossible to have the excursion on that
day, aud suitable arrangements could not
business

men

to

be made to have it

on a

later date.

Next week for three nights—Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday—the bazaar of
the Catholic society will take place at
Hancock hall,

J. A. CUNNINGHAM.

hi?h

will play its first game of the

with a team from the Shaw business
college, Bangor, at Wyman park Saturday

the

SPECIAL

at

§

Preserving.

Salem

Ells-

worth, Me.

_|

for

QUINCE

<

SPECIAL CANDY SALE
(my

;

biggest

doubtless be one of
in this line of enter-

it will

successes

tainment ever scored in Ellsworth. The
general plans for the three evenings have
already been outliued in The American.
On the first evening there will be a concert. On the second evening, the drawings for prizes and the voting contests
will take place. The crowning feature of
the bazaar will be the minstrel show on
the last evening. A special train will
run

from

Bangor

on

the

evening

of the

minstrel show.

pleasant Incident

of the carnival dayH
for Senator Hale hose company and a
number of the visiting firemen took place
A

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

TURKEYS.
Leave order for your Sunday Tutiey
by Thursday; to be delivered Saturday

Home-grown Pork, end Home-mede Seuiege.

DAVIS' MARKET.

Pianoforte Instruction.
begs to announce that
she will be prepared to receive pupils for pianoforte Instruction after September 1, 1901.
/lisa Lora V. Parsons

Ellsworth, Me., July 24.

moved

his

friends here Just week.

Ml-o

II

rt

Brewer,

in

Baking

Powder.

D_

visited relatives here last week.

Garland,

pisiting

of

Massachusetts,

is

Wil-

liams.

Henry Stanley and wife, of Otter Creek,
plaited Mrs. Stanley’s
mother, Mrs.
Samuel Alley, last week.
Harry Alley, who works in Camden,
ipeut a few days with his parents, George
George Murch and wife, of Kittery
Point, visited Mr. Murch’s parents, W. S.
Murch and wife, recently.
Minnie

Murch

in

Bangor a
few days last week, visiting her husband,
who

is

board

on

was

“Wesley

schooner

Abbott”.

Hodgkins

borne in

will make her

Bucksport. She has rented her
Stone, who will take pos-

house to Fred
session in

short time.

a

GLIjSWOKTH

A. H. Wilbur is visiting friends in

Salisbury

has

to

gone

Great

Pond to work.

M.

M.

Moore 1b having

Herbert Moore and

wife, of Brewer, arc
father, Zelmoo

Moore’s

jarland.

Rollins and wife spent SunMr. Rollins’ auut, Mrs. C. E
Billiugton, of Surry.
Charles F.

lay

with

|7

jiven by

realized from the concert

was

the school children

Friday

even-

The

following programme was wel
rendered: Violin solo, Miss Flood, Ellsworth Falls; march and song, school; recitations, Helen Salisbury, Harry Rollins
ing.

long, Miss Garland and Helen
recitations, Bertha Hopkins,

Salisbury
May Gar-

land; song, Geneva Webber and Rolauc
Miss Garland
Salisbury;
recitations,
Mansel Garland, Winnie Garland; violii
lolo, Miss Flood; Japanese dialogue, Norc
Moore, Bertha Hopkins, Tina Nevella anc
Helen Salisbury; song, school. At tin
Hose of the programme, ice-crearn auc
jake

were

bert

are

Kerr, pastor.

by Rev. C. S. McLearn, o
Sunday Bchool at 12 m
service
at 7. Subject: “Dari
Evening
Days and Their Lesson.” Mr. McLearn
Sermon

A.11 welcome.
CONGREGATIONAL.
Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor.

Friday evening

at

7.30, prayer and

con

Oct.

13—Morning

service

wife and

returned

where

school at 11.45.

they

from

Coar, pastor.
at
teachers
7.30,

at home of Mrs. S. D.

Wiggin

Subject: “Jesus in the Temple.”
Sunday, Oct. 13—Morning service al
.0.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
METHODIST

daughter
Northeast

employed

were

EPISCOPAL.

afternoon in

small sail

a

in-

investigation,

the

Raccoon

On

cove.

body of Pettengill

found

was

between

The accievidently occurred about 11 o’clock
Friday night, at which hour Pettengill’s
boat and the mainland.

the

dent

work.

B. Fletcher, who has recently been

Mrs.

moved to

road,

hopes

upon the Waltham
serious relapse in health,

a

entertained

are

Bruises

that

improve-

of

stopped

watch had

house

a

haH had

six

vicinity

ment.

J.T. Moulton has put in some hard
on the grounds of his new place on
Sonth Main street, in way of hauling up
Bturnps, getting out rocks and grading.
Charles F. Smith is making extensile
h s
alterations and improvements on
place, putting in new drains, new cellar
to house, new foundation walls and raising the house.
work

following young people from this
freshman class

on

body, and the report

the

shots

bad

been

in

heard

the

accident,
foul
play.

about the time of the

raise to suspicion of
Coroner D. L. Fields, of Ellsworth, was
summoned, and had a medical examination of the body made.
Tjuis snowed

gave

that the bruises

superficial
wounds,

ably

on

body,

the

examination

which

resembled

on

bullet

only skin deep, and probby the striking of the body

were

made

--

“6"*"“*

suspicion
by the raising
All

of foul

play

of the

was

boat.

removed

The

sheet

at the

rope, which had been made fast, was cut,
and a knife was found in the boat indi-

mond

cating that Pettengill had been caught

have entered the

high school: Ralph Fernald, RayDyer, Ivory
Frazier, Herbert
Staples and Nettie Grace.
boys up here have

tlw.

pulling

lul

K..II

H

n

hair and

fighting
while kicking it.
over it, and once in a
The minister says tuis sort of thiug helps
to make men of the boys as much if not
school.
more than the average Sunday
But he believes heartily in both.
another’s

one

Miss Emma Harrim&n died of consumption at her late home ou the shore road
last

Sunday night.

ing

health for

over

Machias

from
feeble.

a

when

Formerly she worked in
town, and

of

oue
was

a

voice, and in former years has sung as
soloist iu churches and entertainments.
funeral

services

Sunday

at

held at

were

o’clock,

one

the

the

inter-

being at Orland. The pall bearers
Whitcomb, Hoy Moore, Will
Joy and M. U. Jordan.
ment

B. B.

France,

not

in

at the

new

prison,

belief in

bad

time

cut

the sheet rope,

to

Pettengill was the only son of Mr. and
Edward Pettengill. He was twenty-

Mrs.

two years of age.

Letter to Dr. J. F. Manning,
Ellsworth.

which

is

Dear Sir: You understand chemistry; how’d
you like to earn $100?
Devoe lead and zinc—that’s the name of our
paint that last9 twice as long as lead and oil—
Is made of white-lead, white zinc, its color, turpentine dyer, and linseed oil.
If any chemist finds anything else in this
paint, we’ll pay ids bill and $:00 besides.
It’s nobody’s business what we put in our
paint, of course; but we want It known. For
lead and zinc and linseed oil are luc stuff to
paint with: and lead alone is not.
We want It known that one word describes the
best paint in the world; ami that word is Devoe.

fresh air and

sunshine, and the prison

Are

is

a

A

you

going

iif

is

to

paint?

Yours truly.
10F. W, Devoe & CO.

model
in

prison
largest
the world aud lakes the place of three old
It is built iu a very simple style,

sanitarium.

and

Cove for intermeut.

eight miles from Paris, the authortheir

squall,

prevent the boat capsizing. He had evidently tried to swim
ashore, and sank before reaching there.
Coroner Fields, when these facts were
ascertained, deemed an inquest unnecessary. The body was taken to Salisbury

quite

general favorite because of her uuwavering amiability. She had an exceptional

house

a

but

coming here

year,

spring

last

the shoe factories down

The

in

She had been in fail-

lue

Stjbrrtiarmrnts.

ones.

but covers, with its floral gardens and
residences of

officials,

more

than

half

a

There are 1,824 cells, but as
square mile.
there is accommodation on the association system for about 400 more prisoners,
thetoial it will contain is considerably

2,000.

COMING EVENTS.

Tuesday evening, Oct. 10, at Free Baptist vestry—Sociable aud entertainment.
Saturday, Oct. 12, at Wyman park—
high

Football;

Ellsworth

business

college, Bangor.

school

vs.

Shaw

Tickets,

25

cents.
^

Monday, Oct. 14, at Odd Fellows hall,
Ellsworth
Special meeting of State
—

grange.

J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Oct. 15,
Friday evening, at 7.30, prayer meeting
of Catholic society.
Sunday, Oct. 13—Morning service al 16,17—Bazaar
0.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
Wednesday, Oct. 16, at Methodist vestry
Harvest !
—Harvest supper.
soncert at 7.
Tuesday evening at 7.30, class meeting
Trenton—Service Sunday at 2.30 p. m.
O. W.
Vlr. Simonton.

badge is of the same design sb the regular
company badge, with the name captain
in the scroll above the shield. Mr. Goodwin has been foreman of the company
since its organization six years ago, and

Country Doctor (catechising)—Now
ittle boy, what must we all do in ordei
o
enter
heaven?
Die. “Quin
Boy
ight; but what must we do before w<
lie?” “Get sick and send for you.”

Rev.

Friday

to go to Lamoine, where he
tended to visit George Hainor. The

first
known of the accident was the discovery
Saturday morning of a boat’s mast sticking out of the water near Meadow point,

for

The Manthano club held Its first meetseason Tuesday evening, with
Whitney. The club is taking
the Chautauqua course for the winter’s

but

Marlboro, by the capsizing of
Suspicion of foul play which
was at first entertained, was removed later
by the raising of the boat, which showed
the drowning was purely accidental.
Pettengill left his home at Salisbury
near

boat,

ing of the
Mrs. J. O.

Evening

UNITARIAN.

evening,

on

summer.

a

lervice at 7.
Rev. A. 11.

month.

Salisbury Cove,

of

small boat.

Cove late
have

Harbor,
the

over

meeting.

neeting

down town this

Coves

Salisbury
Marlboro.

Friday night in Racoon

drowned last

cove,

a

be absent till the first of uext

ities show

Bar Harbor.

Friday

move

hiiney has gone to New York

Harvey Salisbury,

about

Friday evening, at 7.30, prayer meeting
Sunday, Oct. 13—Morning service a

Sunday,
L0.30. Sunday

to

business, to

In

[erence

Bangor bridge is

the

of

near

Percy Pettengill,
was

NOTES.

BAPTIST.

Rev. David

ST., NEW YORK.

Percy Pettengill,

addition

an

completed, ana ready for the iron.
Mrs. Jonathan Staples and son Her-

were

sold.
CHURCH

LQ.30.

on

The grammar school

plaiting Mrs.

Royal

Drowned

village

Marlboro.

Harold

and

BOAT CAPSIZED.

falls.

work.

The

LAKEWOOD.
Mrs.

POWDER CO., 100 WILLIAM

BAKING

Lutbur Tucker has gone to Bangor to

Hattie

mother, Mrs. Eunice

his

the

use

week.

Un/4»lri..a

cake

hot-breads,

ROYAL

in

delicious and wholewho

J. O. W

George Ray who works
visited his family last week.

skill

greatest

engine house Thursday afternoon.
The only man who didn’t seem to know
just what was going on was Foreman Roy
J. Goodwin, of the Senators. He found
out a little later, when Charles H. Leland,
on behalf of Senator Hale hose company,
presented him with a gold badge. Foreman Goodwin was surprised out of speech;
he simply looked his appreciation. The
at the

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.

has

family to tbe city.
Henry Slack, of East Boston, visited

About

Rev. C. S. MoLearn, of Bar Harbor,
formerly pastor of the Baptist church
here, will occupy the pulpit here next
Sunday morning and evening in exchauge
with the pastor. Rev. David Kerr.

STRATTON & WESCOTT,
MAIN

Robinson

Those cooks

biscuit

The stone wail

Thomas

the

built to the south side of his store.

MOUTH OK THE RIVER.

attend.

Bar Harbor

Ellsworth,

Bouton) and duet for soprano
(sung by Mr. Bacheller.)

tenor

Mrs. Charlotte

ladies of the relief corps to-morrow evening. Every officer and member is urgently

requested to
Miss Mary

J. P. ELDRIDOE.

Mme.

serves.

Be-

sides the solo work in this oratorio, there
Is a duet for soprano and contralto (sang

Mrs.

At tbe annual
at

afternoon concert she sang an aria from
David’s “Pearl of Brazil”, aud in the evening she sang the soprano solo parts in

Mendelssohn’s “Hymn of Praise”.

food she

some

singer possesses, and it would seem that
her future is particularly bright.” At the

by

family

the medium of the

making

her career.
Few sopranos of sc
range have the liquidity and sweetof tone which this young Maine

ness

anu

the

to

through
show

a

klley and wife, recently.

M. Y. McUown, book-keeper of
First national bank, is spending
vacation

improvements in both systems.
Prices as
First-class workmanship.
low as is consistent with good work.
Latest

ware.

Is demonstrated

Officer Donovan let him ofl

Miss

James

Congregational society held its
annual parish meeting last Friday evening. The old board of officers was elected
throughout.
Tbe

Tbe service will be substantially the
as last winter.

Pearl, agate and granite ware.
Crockery and tin
of all kinds. Special attention given to repairing.

him.

of

the

tieth annual tour through Maine, selling
copies of the Old Farmer’s almanac for

3,

Maine.

Kllmvokth,

Main Street,

at the Methodist

iu nwii

puoipviieu

whs

will make you feel how Inwithout
INSURANCE.
the
off
matter
any longer. To morrow
Why put
the rates won’t be>ny lower, but the chance of
FIRE
will be just as great. Our office Is open from 8
a. m. to ti p. in., and|durlng those hours wc are
prepared to write rlsks.on property, either real
or

bad time to pull the triggei

a

Of

vestry of the Free Baptist
church Thursday evening, Oct. 10.

you

The Skill of the
Cook

paid bis tine of f3 and costs, amounting to about fll.

high

There will be

your

a

man

tainment in tbe

secure

one arrest for Intoxi
the carnival. One of thi

was

simple charge of intoxication,
though he might have preferred a much
more serious
charge against him. The

The harvest concert announced for last

BYRN,
In

only

during

before he

set

social

a

Sbbntiacmcnta.

(though it proved afterward the revolvei
wasn’t loaded) he felt the strong arm ol
the law In a
literal, not a figurative
sense, and all the light was knocked

J. P. Simouton left Monday for a
visit of a few days in Rockport and

morrow

The Sight of

tribute to hit

deserved

faithfulness.

doing business in towr
got a little too noisy one evening, anc
City Marshal Donovan put in an appearance.
ibe drunken man
whipped out «
revolver and aimed it at the
officer, but

with

Booth bay.

in HATS anti CAPS.

OWEN

was

fakirs who

Oct. 16.

up.

ottered to my customers.

ever

cation

out of

Blush ill:
Non resident tax notice.
Brewer, Mb:
Daniel C Emerson—Notice of foreclosure.
Bangor:
Mr Baleh—Agent wanted.
Grand Union Tea Co—Agent wanted.
PINKHLUFP. N C:
Y T Patrick—Help wanted.

Rev.

ULSTERS, from $4.00 up.

I have the best line of

There

a

and

Monaghan’s singing at the
Bangorifestival last, week, the Commercial.
of that city, has this to
say: “Miss Monawhose high, clear and bird-liko soMrs. Etta Condon Is visiting Mrs. Let- ghan,
prano is already familiar to Bangor peotie Gray in Brooksvilie this week.
ple, sang on Satuiday, afternoon and
Henry L. Rowe and wife, of Aurora, evening, and on each occasion her
singing
spent a few days last week in Ellsworth. gave evidence that she is
rapidly attaining
There will be a harvest supper at the that high position among soloists which
Methodist vestry Wednesday evening, her friends predicted for her at the out-

CLOTHING.

MEN’S SUITS,

i

real

improved

on

SEDGWICK:
Mark L Elwell—Notice of foreclosure.

Safety.

collateral.—

NEW FALL and WINTER

x

ME.

Charles K Crockett—Administrator’s sale.
Fred 8 Herrick—Notice of foreclosure.
In Bankruptcy—Kst Willard H Phillies.
Rockland, Hluchlll A Ellsworth Steamboat Co
—Change In schedule
8 E Chapman—Confectioner)'.
.? A Cunningham—Confectioner.
C F Davis—Market.
GA Pnrcher—Apothecary.
Bank statement—Condition of First national
bank.
Caps Rosier:
Frank L Sawyer—Caution notice.

badge is

efficiency

NEW ADVkKTIHKM KNT8 THIS WJEKK.

SON,

a 0. BURBILL k

the

TAPI^I ^..

—

General In surance and Real Estate
We write all kinds of Ins urance, buy and sell Real
Estate, and collect rents, Also sell first-class if ilnicipal and Railroad bon ls.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BU1LDIN Q.

Agent.

ELLSWORTH.

CHRISTIAN

Ulutnal timrht tfioinmn.

KNDKAVOK

Soplr Fop ihp Week BpRlnnlBR Opt.
13—to ns men t bj Hct. S. II. Doyle.
ns.—P*. crU,
Topic.—Dirk Cays and their 1«

MineiBMi sa

V»W»rM

H’lTKt* BV

vit;ur%» KmuR^am

/<* Motto: “Helpful and Hopeful

bis.

nnd Seventh
Hundred
The purpose* of »bl* column are succinctly
Psalm is in nil probability not historMiami In tl»e title and motto—It la for the muical.
The psalmist selects a number I tual hem lit, urn* Him* to he helpful ard hnpefu*
Being for the common good. It )s for the com
>f incidents in life which are general mon
use—a public servant, a purveyor of In]
In which he shows the goodness of God
formation aim suggeMtton, a tm-dium for tin* inIn this Capacity it
of Ideas
all
terchange
In delivering man and calls upon
communications, ami Us sucres*depends largeLornwho have thus been delivered to praise
ly on the sui port given It tu this respect.name
of
munlcaUons must In* signed. but UM
the Lord for Ills goodness. The expewriter will not l»e prlaled except by permission.
Communications will l»e subject to approval or
riences described in the psalm come in
none
rejection by the editor of the column, hut
borne of their forms to all men at some
will be rejected without good reason. Address
to
all
communications
time.
There are dark days in every
The Amkeicah,
life, ami sometimes there are days so
Ellsworth, Me.
Bark that it seems as if the light has
forever gone out of our lives. But all
THE W1KD8WKFT WHEAT.
who trust God And that it is not so and
From west to east
that, while "weeping may endure for The warm breath blows, the slender heads droop
the night, Joy eometh in the morning."
low
4s If In prayer:
There is no intimation in the word
Again more lightly tossed in merry play,
of God that we shall not have dark
flays in our lives. Some Christian peo- They nend and how and sway
With measured beat
ple seem to think that the Bible teach- But never
rent—through shadow and through
es that God's people are exempt from
sun
trouble in this life. Nothing could be Hoes on the tender rustle of the wheat.
further from the truth. The Bible emNot for to-day
phasizes the fact that “in the world Nut for this hour alone—the melody
we have tribulation.” but it urges us in
So soft and ceaseless thrills the dreamer’s ear,
Spite of it to be of good cbecr because Of all that was and Is, of all that ye* shall be
It holds a part.
It
Christ has overcome the world.
Love, sorrow,{longing, pain,
teaches that God will be with us in
trouble and that He will sustain ns. The restlessness that yearns,
burns,
but it nowhere suggests that we shall The thirst that like
a fountain overflows,
The bliss that
lie free from adversity and affliction. The
deep repose,
Lot us have no such a misunderstandHood that we might have known, but shall no*
ing of the Scriptures as this, for, if we
know,
do. when trouble comes, as it surely
The hope God took, the joy I!e made complete,
The

Dr

Or.e

perhaps

even

Life’s chords all
wheat!

destroyed.

2. Paul urged the Corinthians to
practice the grace of giving under the
Inspiration of the benevolence of oth“I speak not by commandment,
ers.
but by occasion of the forwardness of
others.” Paul would not use his authority to command them to give, but
appealed to them to be inspired by the
benevolence of others. Others had been
forward in giving. Their forwardness
Should be emulated by the Corinthians.
The liberality of others should inspire
us to liberality.
Christian liberality
should receive a tremendous uplift under this stimulus today. It is an age
of philanthropy and of liberality. Colleges, libraries, hospitals and institutions of various characters are the objects of great liberality. These gifts
ahonld spur Christian people to greater
giving. Benevolence should inspire benevolence.
3. Paul urges the Corinthians to
practice the grace of giving under the
Inspiration of the example of Christ.
•‘Ye know the grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ, how that though He was rich,
yet for your aakea He became poor,
that ye through His poverty might become rich.”

fail
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In the way, that be

a
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Give Thanks.

everything give thanks. Let It
bit-come a chronic habit to be grateful.
—Barn’s Horn.
In
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the street will have no charms for
him. Keep him by the fireside evenings
as long as possible, or know just where he
and

is and who his associates are when he is
away from home occasionally. Be considerate of his whims, of his ambitions, of

experiments.
read

once

; sons, and

a

mother w’bo had several
friend, in speaking to her
of

a

about them, mentioned

| George,

as

being

one

of the

smart and

boys,

intelligent.

; She replied: “Yes, but I have more anxiety
! about him than any of the others.” The
friend asked why and the mother said:
“Because he hasn’t any hobby. The other
! boys have hobbies—Charlie’s is bugs and
butte flies, and Harry’s is rocks and
curiosities, but George does not knew
what to do witn his leisure hours because

|

be has

^

'state.

Puritp.
kern thvself
the commaod
to every Indlvl aal fcgarlh-naal |

Itellevlug that

! pure" appll m

ftcaotrerf. Thai we will do awe lw*l to atwf
the command ourselves.
Kducat,on of the Vena#
mo*y
Wc rejoice Ini he great volume of
whleli is coming to oa from the laboratories •*!
urnaU
the old world and from the medical
and physicians of our own roantry In the r«|>
ah-ttrw*.
of
total
poit of the principle#
and we call lor Increased effort* en the part of

The Only
j

COUNTY

the ew
every union to aorure In oar school#
forccmcntof the law# requiring temperance In
rilma
lc
of
alc«ho
atruetton as to the effect*
Inula and narcotic* upon the human *jHra.
*en«nil
for systematic Instruction fa the Wandav
and for the onmnlaatlott of the Loyal Temper

Legion throughout our (Hate
Franekioe.
nTorres the original aim and purpo~ ,*f the
ballot are to secure gt*»d govern” e» i, and a#
*»
good government la ba-cd on pr**terii.>n to
clety and the highest welfare of the community
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Lucky Imitation.
Marshal Gourko, the fatuous Russian
general, was a terrible autocrat. On
one occasion an impersonator of celebrated men was performing ut a theater in Odessa. One evening he received
a
mysterious message, which read:
“Study General Gourko.** In Russia It
Is better not to inquire into matters
Ihftt one does not understand, and so
the artist spent an hour In privately
Impersonating the autocratic Russian.
Just ns the evening performance was
about to commence an order of arrest
signed by Gourko was presented to the
impersonator, and without explanation
he was led through the streets to the
marshal's palace and into an apartment
where the terrible man was seated.
“They tell me that you Impersonate celebrated men,” he roared. “Impersonate me!”
Giving a hasty look at Gourko. the
performer turned to the mlrtor to
“make up.”
It was an anxious time,
for if the marshal should take exception to the representation he had unlimited power to inflict punishment.
The impersonator dragged himsHtf together and turned to the marshal a copy
if his own face and overbearing man
ner.
Gourko burst into a roar of laugh
ter. and the dangerous moment was

MISS VIRGINIA CRANES.
“Dear Mrs. Pink ram :
Twelve years continuous service at, the
sick beds in some of our prominent hospitals, as well as at private homes,
has given me varied experiences with the diseases of women. I have
nursed some most distressing cases of inflammation and ulceration of
I have known that doctors used Lydia K.
the ovaries and womb.
Pink ham's Vegetable Compound when everything else failed with
their patients. I have advised my patients and friends to use it, and
have yet to hear of its first, failure to cure.
“Four years ago I had falling of the womb from straining in lifting
a heavy patient, and knowing of the value of your Compound I lx-gun to
use it at once, and in six weeks I was well once more, and have had no
trouble since. I am most pleased to have had an opportunity to say a
few words in praise of your Vegetable Compound, and shall take every
Miss Virginia Cranes, 444 80. Spring St,
occasion to recommend it.”
Los Angeles, Cal. [Present address.]
Be it, therefore, believed by all women who are 111 that Lydia
B. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is the medicine they should
take. It has stood the test of time, and it has hundreds of thousands of cures to its credit. It should, therefore, he considered
—

—

experiment

unwise to

further.

Mrs. PInkham, whose address Is Lynn, Mass., will answer cheerfully and without cost all letters addressed to her by sick women,

jfk
11

■§

We have deposited with the Nation*! City Hank of Lynn, $5000,
REWA RD.
which will!»« paid W> any per mm who can And that the above testimonial letter
is not genuine, or was published before obtaining the writer’s special |*er»
mission.
Lydia K. IMnkliam Medicine Co.. Lymi, .Waa*.

over.

—
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I wish every parent in tbe State
could read it and remember it and thus
and true.

fully realize for wbat tbe young r
generation ia to be trained. Tbe children
are going out into tbe world in a few years
as men and women.
Wbat will their influence be? Does not tbe future of tbe
State and tbe nation largely depend on the
way the children are trained and educated?
Aunt Madge.
more

“Your husband ia doing so well, madam,
that 1 don’t think it will be necessary for
me to .prescribe
for him further.” “Ob,

doctor!

I

am

so

glad.

Now 1 feel

sure

Hliiorti

III. C. €. U

Column.

th'

compliment

in

her

wi;b

calcined

magnesia.

STATE

CONVENTION

NOTES.

Hancock

The

at Widows’

w*eek.

island

The State

one came

work

to him and asked how

we

to the State for the

The women, he said, have
influence than most people think.

stopped.

Beedy,of Bangor, responded.

Mrs. Stevens gave an interesting lecture
in which she said no well-informed tem-

person to-day advocates license as
temperance measure, and that prohibition at its worst was better than any form
of license at its best.
A new department was created for the j
benefit of families of lighthouse keepers.
Mrs. Estelle Stanley, of Manset, was

The following resolutions

were

adopted:

The Maine W. C. T. U. In twenty-seventh annual convention assembled, gratefully ackuow
ledge the guiding hand of God In all the good
that has come through Its Instrumentality dic
ing the last year. We earnestly and prayti
fully look to Him for wisdom aud strength t
go forward In tbe special work for which w
are met.
We pledge renewed loyalty to the
principles of the W. C. T. 1. and to Its prlncl
pies as set forth In the followlns resolutions.

Mrs.
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WHY PAY RENT f
when you ran borrow on your
•hare*, giro a tfrat mortgage and
reduce It every month. Monthly
payment* and U> tercet together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and la about M year* you
will
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For
▲

particular* Inquire of
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it
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support of the poor, -luring the rusttlng
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■•upport
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BURNHAM,
ATTORNEY

men

enough to correct your mistakes when you quote the classics and
who don’t know enough not to do It

»f

NF/VV .HF1UFH

open.

MD

who know

COUaNHELLOK at law.
Also prosecuting attorney for ail r-it ol
pensions against the United Slate*.
Business solicited.

Ellswokth.

xliurrUsnurnts.

JOHN
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kj*
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INFLAMMATION

Sorethruat, Headache (5 minute*), Toothach© (1 minute*. Cold 8ore«,P*lon«.et©.et©.

p

-5
h d

^ ^Colds^JForcUn^evers^GRI^
CURES ANY
"""

By

PAUMNSIDEOR^UT

Healers.

M.

■■■"■

can

be cured of

any

E.

BUNKER, JR.,
AT LAW.

ATTORNEY^
omexa

at

BAR HARBOR AND

BLUEHILL,

ME.

Moore-

S-T" TOBACCO SPIT
| and SMOKE

You

MaiFh.

...

°are’: 7 and 8 Ml. MoaertBlocA.
S*T ”lrh2.r
niuehlll
office open Saturdays.

In on© to thirty minutes.
Thu Me. six© by man cue. irviloma.N.Y.

For sale by M.

more

Stanley has
superintendent.
that be is out of danger.”
Total Abstinence.
taken a large interest in the Mercy work.
Because the inevitable outcome of universal
in
the
instrumental
She
wa
passlargely
total abstinence must be tbe emancipation of
Hives are a terrible torment to the little folks,
all mankind from tbe terrible train of evils
and to some older ones. Easily cured. Doan's ing of the gull law.
for
elected
was
Stevens
Mrs.
president
which the indulgenoe to Intoxicating liquors
Ointment never falls. Instant relief, permanent
the twenty-fifth time, and acknowledged produces, therefore, we urge by ovary considersAt any drug store, 50 cent.—Advt.
curechosen

those dreadful

should

j

a

of

this business.

Patrick in her sparkling
Sheriff Pearson, of Portland, said:
and bright manner reported a gain in Y j
“Politicians and bocketbooks have no efwork. Five new Y’s have been organized, i
on
me, as 1 shall speak my mind
: fect
Scientific temperance instruction, by
wherever I am. I believe within the next
Mrs. Anna Sargent, was ably handled,
decade the saloon will go, or else the home
Mrs. Sargent is an active worker. She
has got to go.”
wants more attention to this branch in
Mrs. Grant, of Washington
county,
the schools.
which received the banner last year, with
The address of welcome to the city was a modest
speech surrendered the banner
given Tuesday evening by Major Walker, to Mrs. Ginn,
president of Lincoln counwho said the liquor traffic was allowed to
ty, which has made the largest gain durit.
allowed
on
because
sentiment
go
public
ing the year—49 per cent. Mrs. Hanson
He heartily welcomed the White Ribthen presented a gavel made of a limb
boners, who are doing such a grand work. from Mrs. Stevens’ cherry tree, to Mrs.
Words of welcome on behalf of the Ginn.
churches and local unions followed. Mrs.
KB8OLUTION0.

perance

one

;

purpose.
Miss Lubelle

Helen Coffiu

“lie’s

an

Our policy was taken
president, for granted on tbe start. But tbe credit
Mrs. L.- M. N. Stevens presided.
does not belong to us, it belongs to the
One of the recommendations of the prescitizens of Saco. The people of Saco are
ident was a state reformatory for women. not
willing to have the saloon, and when
Several spoke in favor. It was stated that Christian
people vote right and tbe women
the government would give the building !
do their part, the liquor traffic can be
deford last

ton.

open saloon. [Cheers.]
Nobody thought it could be done. No
which had not

White Rlbboner

]
County
twenty-seventh annual convention
of the Maine W. T. C. U. was held at Bld[By

a

now

Place

usual

making, notours, and will be what they make j tbe ladies of the convention.
Items and communications should be short, I
It.
The treasurer’s report showed a gain of
and are, of course, subject to approval of the
•180 74 over last year.
editor-j
V:
=
Major Crossman, of Saco, said he was
pleased to represent one city in Maine

la

earn
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A

Delicate lace may be clemed by spreading it out on flue white paper and cover-

a

Grandma G. has given us some excellent advice in her letter, deep and solid

Is what your money*will
Invested In .hare* oftbe

Hank

graceful
manner. Miss Belle Do-vns then presented
under n heavy weight for two or three
her a beautiful bouquet of ro9e% sent by day**. A gentle snaKe will remove the
Dear Aunt ifa-dae:
editor Invites secretaries of local unions
[The
Mrs. McDowell. Later a slight commo.In
aiil.i.wt nf lP.tr..
powder, which will have abeorht d the soil
of the W. C. T. U. In llaucock county, and
was
from the lace.
Ing children, especially in Ego’s remarks. That white rlbbouers generally, to contribute to this tion at the back of the plntform
fault is too common, and parents thoughtlessly column reports of meetings or items that will be | heard, and a little girl, dressed in white,
allow it and by that means cultivate it. My of Interest to workers in other parts of the \ arose in a chair holding a beautiful silver
“Why Is it that so few people seem
mother said that when she was a young woman county. We would Mke this to be a livecolumn, ! candelabrum, which Mrs. Sarah L. Cram, anxious to talk to Mr. ('arptngion? He
hhe was railed out of bed one night to bring the but it needs some effort on the part of W. C. T. with
appropriate words, presented to Mrs seems very well informed” “Thai's just
water pails into the kitchen to keep them from
(J. women to make it so. It is a column of their Stevens, also a silver fern dish, tbe gift of the difficulty,” aiiMwered Miss
Dimple*
them
She was careful not to

Dear

%

6

hikim

To Clean Delicate Lace.

ing it

exbaus'ed

The future will be filled with cares and anxieties.
A good
foundation wants to be laid while
young. We can be firm and still kind and
loving. Get the confidence of the little ones,
and they will generally think mother knows
best. Our country is depending on the character we give our children to help build It up or
pull It down. Parents are In a responsible
position to train their little ones for God, future
Ghanuma G.
usefulness and happiness.

Banking.

j

A

and—“the lime is yours.”
1

use

Hurry, Oct. 7.

Last

a

boys

in Intoxi-

known

eating liquors as a beverage.”
Let good citizens sharply watch the
jurors, inform the county attorney and
judge of persons, if any, are on the Juries
who are habitually addicted to the use of
intoxicating liquors as a beverage, or engaged in its ilk gal sale.

hobby bas its benefits, as it
out of mischief. Now the sub-

even

traffic
are

habitually addicted to the

hobby

no

«nd

4.

W. F. Berry say*: “The law ex
empts from service a* jurors all persons

Oh, don’t I pity that boy!
Let him be sure there is always a place
for him In the family circle, room near the
evening lamp. If he has not outgrown

reading for himself. Then 6ee that
reading Is at hand.
Make home so attractive that the store

dbti' (,

diafattt

Rev.

there.

wholesome

mndbrn

Vkb Mbfapt rarboa* ap 1,M

m

!■»«»«*•» *»4
wbtrb bat*

WATCH THK Jl’BORA.

parlor

toys, let him enjoy those awhile. As he
grows older, drawing or games will take
his interest, and then it will pay the older
members of the family to join in the
read
games. A bright, entertaining story
to him will make a change. Soon he will

ha r*

Mf

tatiwf

iHkMk

•»

tlal, moral ami political reform.

boy
isn’t

A modern writer on Christian ethics
Bays of prayer that, “whatever else it
Is—duty, privilege or spiritual exercise
forget
—it is also a necessary element of the freezing.
spiritual life. When it stops entirely, again.
Hut I wish to speak of another trait too much
life stops. To be without prayer Is to
cultivated or tolerated In children, ol allowing
be without God.” These are uncom- ;
them to answer back and arguing with them
promising assertions, but they cannot when It is not convenient or suitable to grant
be denied.
They are according to their request. The mother will try to show
Scripture and to all human experience. them some good reasons for her denial. That Is
But what a ghastly testimony they well with some dispositions, orj if the mother
bear against those who restrain prayer has been judicious la her training, a few words
before God. who go to a prayerless bed will suffice, but If she has not been firm in her
and rise to a prayerless day's work, management the child will take the advantage
vexed
who are neither drawn by Joy nor driv- and argue tbe case till the mother gets
and frequently gives way to the child to stop
en by sorrow to the mercy seat, but
the teasing.
live from day to day and week to week
This cultivating an arguing spirit Is maxing
like the beasts that perish 1—Christian trouble for the future. Dear
parents, make the
Intelligencer (Baptist).
childhood of your children bright with kindness
but
one childhood.
have
will
ana love, for they

Journal.

Me

*ud women
everywhere shad
"»• ffvh *•! *1Ml

an«l stale:
lift..lied. That the right of fran. hl-e shonM
!«• more carefully guarded lnthe wtsteof Maine,
and that the violators of the constlteti'*»»ai pro
Mldtory law. with other couttrtod criminal*,
should be deprived of the ballot, the hljbeM
privilege of American chbw»Mp.
While we Itelleve that tuffra** *■ **» Inherent
right of woman, we al«o believe that the ballot
In her hands would be a powerfBl agent la no-

when company is
there, that the kitchen will do for him,
allowed to wnitlie
end perhaps he isn

I

\

—

boys

to feel that be is
wanted in the

his

survival of the fittest is one of the comGod.
It
monest laws of
operates everywhere, and we are All subject to It.
hard
Jesus often spoke
things Just to
test His followers. He sought to create
character, and not appearances. One
reality with Him had more force than
a thousand semblances.—Presbyterian

It is not infrequent that information comes to our attention proving that
the medical profession in general prescribe large quantities of Lydia K,
Pink li;i in’s Vegetable Compound in their private practise.
It is a fact beyond dispute that nowhere is to be found a remedy so
universally successful in curing female ills, and the broad-minded physician
of to-day is quick to recognize his duty to his patient, and does not hesitate to
prescribe the best medicine he can tind, the medicine that is surest and
quickest to bring relief to his patient; for this very reason thousands of t he
very l*est physicians are prescribing in their treatment of female ills Lydia
J5. Ptnkliam’s Vegetable Compound, while not in the original bottles
perhaps, but in plain prescription bottles with their own or druggists' name.
It is our pleasure and our privilege to publish a letter from a grad n at#
nnrse whose reputation and prominence in her profession lends much weight
to Tier opinions, and whose testimonv goes to prove our statements in regard
to the high esteem ia which Lvdia Iih Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
is held by our leading physicians and trained nUTaoS.

ment of those boys into a pure and noble
manhood. There are boys and boys, but

Being Content.

The Survival of the Fittest.
What the scientists term the

•

sex

Has Yet To Hear of Its Failure To Cure.

just possible that not
or young gentlemen
department, but tho«e who have
management of a boy or two cannot
to be interested in the best develop-

the

11 Cor. ix, 6-8.

^

E. Pinkham’s

Lydia
Vegetable Compound.

You know it is
many of
read this

Gen. xxviii, 20-22: Prov. Ill, 9, 10; xl,
E4, 25: Mai. Hi, 8-12; Math, vi, 1-4; Luke
Xiv, 13, 14; Acts xx, 35; I Cor. xvl, 1, 2;

us ara
The
God's means of securing our heavenly
Joy. They lie upon the road we have
<o travel, and they help us forward.
As means of sanctiScatlon they make
If Christ
lus meet for the inheritance.
prepares mansions for His people it is
by preparing them for the mansions.
The affliction is not merely light compared with the weight of glory, but it
actually worketb that very glory and
secures It. It holds a chief place among
the "all things” that work tf-ether for
good.—Sunday at Home.

:

You have said something about the
girls quite often.”

BIBLE HEADINGS.

Earthly Trials.
earthly trials that come to

I

do?

be

Without Prayer.

l.hrlxtlRD* «ml p«trh*t«
l*cc and iMMHia*' ta*u
cohollc drink*.
/VrMWM

CIMrt
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THE PRAYER MEETING.

versalist.)

!

[

Tells How Much Doctors Use

**d

oi»r common

principle* of

Graduate Nurse, and President of Nurses' Association
of Y»Tatei to wn, N. Y.,

lion of

I

«9vff$IibO

A few weeks ago a young lady who Is
aware of the relation 1 hear to this column
said to me: 4 Why don’t you write something about boys and what they ought to

Make a special study of systematic
and proportionate giving.

When those hours come upon us In
which we yearn for the wings of a
dove that we may fly away and be at
pest, let us strive to overcome our sadness by the cheering influence of hope.
Let us go to God for that "peace that
passeth understanding.” and thus
change the burdens of life into blessings. There Ts no sorrow which may
not In this way be alleviated, no
wound that may not by tins balm be
healed. In doing so we will Indeed be
carried away from onr sorrows and
trials to a condition of holy rest in
God. This is after all the great blessing. As Hunt says, “Being content, the
poorest man is rich, while he who
counts his millions hath little Joy be
he otherwise.”—Christian Leader (Cni-

i^PlsaMITO

from the wind swept

answer

—

|
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CLOSED

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS.

YourLifeawayl

form of tobacco using

easily, be made well, strong, magnetic, full of
new life and
vigor by takiug MO-TO-BAQ.
that makes weak men strong.
Many gain
ten
in ten days. Over 600,000
pounds
cured. All druggists. Cure guaranteed. Booklet and advice FREEAddress STERLING
REMEDY CO., Chicago or New York.
437

Dr. IF. W. Hat res
begs to notify Uls patrons
and others that until farther notify bis
dental
rooms will be closed on
Wedueeday afternoons
Ellsworth, Oct. 25,1*99.

]y£ELVIN

A.

WARDWELL,

M. D

Graduate of Bellevue Hospital Medical
College.
——————

0

anything you invent

;! CAVEATTRADE-MARK,
PROTECTION. Bend
«

or

improve; also geti1

model, sketch, or photo. ]»
(•

|

BOOK ON PATENTS fe before patent.
w.riouG.A.SNOW&CO. \
;

; Patent Lawyers. WASHINGTON, D.C.
EXiXjSWOHTia

LAUNDRY

AND BATH ROOMS.
"NO

PAY,

Mb

COPYRIGHT or DESIGN «!

for free examination and advice.

STEAM

Pexobscot,

NO

WASHEE,"

All kinds of laundry worx done at short note®. Goods called for and delivered.
H. B. ANTE? A CO.,
Weal End Bridge,
Ellsworth, He.

DR

H.

GREKLV,

DENTIST.

elSiTof *7? °f <lle Ph'udelPhl» Uental College,
*»-Offick

notice!*1

J\

in

oilks'

Block, Ellsworth.

Wednesday afternoon,

until further

CARROLL BURR1LL,
ATTORNBV
AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Notaet Public

and

Justice

of

Office over Burrlll National
Skate Street,

the Peace.

Bank,

Ellsworth,

me.

A

■wtful to tired eye* and sweet
Are fresh fields full of growing
wheat;
Afar they melt Into the mist
Of tvening'a deepest amethyst.
Circling round, the hills arise,
A lapis blue 'gainst deeper ikies.
At hills of ancient Rome they stand,

laughed, but did not commit
himself; then the picture slowly faded as
they both walked away on the veranda,
The

0HM040tt>*G-^-00!OK>K>bO*0*0

A Summer Story of Seaside
and City.

S

By BEATRICE E. RICE.
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X
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“I rather liked those little blue stone*
Beetling Against your bair, Milly. Why
don’t you ever wear them now?” Young
Wallace, big. brown and athletic, changed
bis neat fr- ui the iiilaid chair with the
uncomfortable back to one beside Mildred on the settee.
“Then*,” thought the girl, putting up
two slender hands and fathering up the
obstinate hair for the third time, *'I might
have known he would remark these horrid little bristling things.” She remembered that during the winter when they
were at thi* hall he had complimented the
btfle curling tendril* at the nape of her
Beck.

“By Jove, Milly,** Wallace** voice
broke in upon her reverie, "do you know
that you are actually growing thin?” Hi*
eye* awept from the two small feet upward until they re*fcd on the slim white
throat that appeared above tho lace of
the fichu that surrounded it.
"Ob, I always lose flesh in the summer
time.” Mildred's voice sounded distant,
as if he had touched upon an unpleasant
topic, aad she fancied she surprised a
lurking glimmer of a smile deep down in
bis eyes and quickly supplied the thought
that she imagined had been the cause of
It.

Al way* lose flesh

in

atimmer; wtiy.

•be never bad any to lose/ I just know
he’s thinking that."
“That Winston girl’s a peach! Did yon
ever meet her. Milly?** Wallace rested his
elbows on his knee* and dug his square
jaw Into the bracket made by his folded
hands and thumbs, while he regarded
Mildred out of the corner of his eye.
“No, I never have.”
“She had a •‘tunning suit on the other
Swims like a fish, you know, and
day
say, well, you should see her arms!
They are absolutely flawless.” Wallace
warmed up to his subject as he saw a
fa ft flush creep into Mildred's cheek.
”! wi*h. Milly, you could manage to
come d< wn to Sea flirt for a week or
M-ther's craxy to have you, and
two
she »ill tii It up with your father If you’ll
'>
I can swim, t
only aay the M

jour

single stroke, and I'm afraid
dreadfully so. those waves
look
fearfully big as they roll in upon
one.” and she gave a little unconscious
•hirer; then all at once discovered that
irding her intently and
Walla. < u
promptly <• r, hided that her graceful
llmt-s cr<**i*.»•*! in an attitude of perfect
ease were n\*k ng what appeared to her
critical ryes most awkward and inartistic
lines twin urh the soft folds of her muslin
gown. «> she sat up «»f a sudden very
I rim and straight. Wallace was thinking
pew sweet the gown was and so fitting a
garb for the girl who wore it.
on get over that feeling of
••Ob. y u’d
fright.” he said “Why. Betty Winston
ant« she always has It, just like stage
I
die fir«t goes in.
nv
tu at
g " *h h« r the other day until
over
it.”
She got
fa rirl In a stunning bathing
Am
•ait, with “absolutely flawless** arms.
with graceful motions and
*w .ruining
flo.iTctg laxdy on the incoming billows
flashed before Mildred’s eyes, and she
fle twit from Wallace and
an vcf n
t
lrai«ed her head wearily against the wall.
*’| to*** «he always have to hare nome
one swim beside her?” site asked in a
lowered V«|CW.
•‘Ye*. f«r a rod or two, until she gets
ap strain, end there arc so few follows
down there, rgrept on Sunday, that I
ge tier all r tender my aervlces.”
"
Mildred drew the lace of her
"I M-e
**\

n

a

©f the water,
*o

»

IrhH a
“W.

trnw rpwr

inr

lurom.

muaiderable
at»Tt if you’d >4)1 y e>«ue down to tbe
*b,,re.
1‘ye got a whole month of leiaure
1

three

could

hare

“We three.* thought Mildred. “It uaed
Wouldn’t you bare atone
te be we two.
lemoned- or claret cup?" waa what ahe
mid aloud.
•*Ob. I don’t know. tt.ippooe yon onto
The nir will do you
«ut a:id hare an lee.
ftttni. and you don’t tree to put on your
hat nay out here."
I d«u’t think I ear*
“No. thank y.*u
lt*» plenaanter
about errata tonight
here.'*
Wallace aighrd. He dhl not unite know
to
why. only Mtidied'* minuter aeetued
hare a depewaniag effort ttnou hi* apirila.
to
the
even
and
preamt
up
In t’i“ »inter
evening ahe had alwaya treated full of
hfr and vitality, but—he at.de a look at
her-the ray. f the lamp In the wrought
Iron lantern fell npou her head and upturned far.-, deepen lag the ahadowa under
the eyea and ao rat .taring the little hoi
“I wonder what haa
Iowa in the i-beeka.
made her gr»« » «kta. That tire*.iue
Theti
I anapeet
her*.
of
old goTrrnor
Mildred * a* f.r*‘ tieu for an Inatant aa
Kan Intrrewiug mental picture aaeartad
arlf. He aaw a hotel veranda, long and
of
merry pwuwide, filled with a throng
to
p!e. who w re laugh.ng and chatting
the accompaniment of the ocean’a roar,
while through tha Krvncb wiadowa of the
big bali.wom atraina of a walla Butted out
All at once a girl appeared
to them all.
in the doorway leading on te the porch.
The electric light abore her turned her
of aparkling
yellow hair into an anre.de
•old and touched her gown beta and there
of a
with allrcry high Ughta. The figure
man—bim*elf- left a group ua tha piaaaa
ami approached tha girl.
••I’m aurre.” the man aaW, “hot I won t
tobe a Ida to lead the german with y.m
I hay# ao Important aomorrow night.
farpiQfnt in towti.”
The mouth of the girt drooped a llttla
Itaeif up Into
at the corner*, then twleted
“Oh.
the enteat little grimace Imagiaable.
U oaid. men are m esarv* dowa

dear."

its height. I
went to my employer ami told him that
He
on getting away.
my life depended
Tlie hot

and*

Wallace came back to Mildred, somerething she was saying having suddenly
called to him her presence.
WinMiss
that
“Wallace, do you like
ston very much?”
“Indeed I do; she's an awfully jolly lit“So
tle party,” came the quick reply.
would you if you only knew her.”
voice
Mildred's
not.”
“No, I should
to
was calm and almost too smooth not
Wallace sat up a bit
create suspicion.
■traighter as he heard it.
j “Whew!” he exclaimed. “It seems to
have grown ten degrees warmer since I
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laid, per doz
Poultry.
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Fowl.
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fellow
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telephone
insane by the

was
pronounced
experts who examined

of this the

him.

jury Monday
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found him

The

fisheries,”

Harbor,
fisheries;
of
“Investigation
general discussion
water power of Maine,” F. H. Newell,
hydrographer, U. S geological survey.
Hon. A.

At the

and

sea

shore

meeting of the State topograph-

recently

subject

the

utilizing the peat supply of the Slate

Pickles, per gal .40 g.6<
Olives, iioitle
.25*.7ft

subject

the

under discussion.

well known there is

Vinegar—per gal—
Pure cider,
.2t
Cracked wheat,
.Oft
.04
Oatmeal, per ft
.2C
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
Graham,
.04
Rye meal,
Grnnulnted men I, ft 02 B

Htr.rt

gioltgic&l

a

of

survey

the State.

They would begin in the vir'nhv of Mt.
Desert. He thought the rerun oi toe re*,H

determine w»**»**»#r there

would

deposits

any mineral
worth v.orkirig.

were

in

the State

The Weather of September.
Following is an abstract of meteorological observations at the Maine agricultural experiment station at Orono, dur-

ing the month of September•
Number of clear days.,...13
Number of lair day..7
10
Number of cloudy days.
Total precipitation as water... .4.22 Inches
Averuge foi same month lor 3.1 years. .3.39 Inches

Temperature.
Average for the month.59.5*
Average for same mouth for 31 years.67.17*
Highest, Sept. 7.89*
Highest for same month for 33 years.93*
Lowest, Sept. 26.28*
Lowest for same month for 33 years.23*
Average of wannest day.73*
Average of coldest day.48*
To learn the worth of
d

)

a

man’s religion,

with him.

business

J. Nickerson, Booth hay

commissioner

.0ft*.Of*

ft

electrician,

his

in the Puri.«..d central

ical commission

Rice, per

40

re-

the

eral discussion “Sea and shore

Groceries.
.16 3.2ft

res-

The state board of trade will hold its
annual meeting at Rockland Oct. 15 and
16. The programme of topics for Tuesday
is: “The assessment of abutting property for purposes of permanent improvements,” Rodney I. Thompson, Rockland;
general discussion “The preservation of
Maine forests, and park and lake reservation,” Francis Wtggin, Portland; gen-

76 ga0 .Squash, lb
Potatoes, bu
02
04
Pic. pumpkins,each lu
Onions,
04 Citron, ft
Carrots, ft
08
Sweet potatoes, ft
08 Celer\, hunch
20
02
uo
Turnip*, lb
Parsnips, ib
02
licets, 1b
Beans-pet qt—
.02
CaldiHuc,
12
imp Yellow
Green tomatoes, pk 20
10
Pea,
02
Tomatoes, 1b
Fiult.
Apples, pk
25y3u Oranges, doz
.35y.4ft
to
2ft y3.
Cranberries, qt
Lemons, doz

Mocha,

three of

25
„.-»q

Loots*.
Baled...
Vegetables.

H. Brainerd,

guilty of murder in the first degree.
verdict was a surprise.

Htraw.

Rio,

was

beyond

almost

spite

loose, per ton. .13 a 14
Baled.
.39

.37
Java,
Tea—per lb—
.45 3-65
Japan,
.30 y 6ft
Ooiong,
•Sugar—per ft—
.06)4
Grauuluted,
Coffee—A A B, .06
.06
Yellow, C

before she

0ft

..

lb

and

burned

who shot down

Hay.
Best

practically

of

was

As it

is

end

to

no

All who use Atomizers in treating nasal
will get the be*i result, from Eiy's LiPrice Including spraying
quid « ream Buim.
bold by druggUts or mailed by
tu‘*\ 75 cts
Ely Bros-, 56 Waren .street, N. w Vork
New Orleans, Sept. 1, 1900.
1 sold two bottles of
Messrs Ely Bros.
Balm to a customer, Wm.
Cream
your Liquid
New Orleans:
Lumberiun, 1415 Helnchaise St
he hai- u-ed the two bottles, giving him wonderful and most satisfactory r> suits.
Oku. W. MohO'F, Pharmacist.
—Advt.

catarrn

abbrctiBtmrntB.
*

f
t

i

.iiuiaonva

Havana.
Porto Rico,

.35

.55 0.6*)
18
16

Linseed,
Kerosene,
Astral oil,

.ft**

.60

Syrup,

f

Lumber and Building Materials.
1 25
Lumber—per M—
Spruce,
11 §13
125
Hemlock,
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 12 313 Clapboards—per M
12 316
Extra spruce,
24 326
Spruce,
1««‘20
Soruce floor,
Spruce. No. 1, 17018
Clear pine,
12.315
Pine,
863(0.
Extra pine,
Marched pine,
15320
35861
Shingles—per M
Laths—per M—
2 75
2.06
Cedar, extra
Spruce,
2 35
clear,
Nalls, per lb
.040.06
••
is*. Cement, per cask JSC
2d char,
"
9.
1 Co Lime, per cask
extra c .e,
••
7 311
125 Brick, per M
No..,
••
.75 White lead, pr lb .050.08
scoots,

■%

/

are

two

ways

of buying

one

is to take

what you

—

Ti-iere
tea;

—

get; the other to get what you want.
The air is full of theories but you

Provisions.

Meats are higher, but retail prices in Ellsworth are not changed.
Pork, tb.
Beef, tb:
15
.15 3.30
Steak,
Chop,
<8
.13 3.25
Pigs’fee*,
Boasts,
Ham, per tb
153.I8
.1)83.lu
Cornett,

Tongues,

Shoulder,

18

.08

Tripe,
veal:
Steak,
Roasts,
Lamb:

.IB3I8
.»”»

bacon,
**"lt

Lard,

.18
.IO3.12

UuUud

hog,

Uod,
Halibut,
White perch,
Mackerel, tb

!b

If you enjoy

facts.

want

of

cup

.12314

lb

tea,

you

will

like

You

Sanborn's Tea.
05
2u

j

to

40
18

ton—
6
6
6
6
6

try it.

Send your

50

50
50
50

or
Blacksmith’s
Flour, Grain anti Feed.
Corn meal, bag
Flour—per bbl—
1 40
Straights, 4 25 54 75
1 ?o
rnrn, bag
St. Louts roller,
50
4 25 $4 75 Oats, bu
4A0 36o0 ouoria—oag— 1IO3I 15
Patents,
Mixed feed,bag

you will receive

what

1.1501.20
Middlings, bag

name

tea you

a

now

lb—

h

Tallow—per

.04)4
.04 >4
.04

Bull,

Mention

“original package”
TEAS.

]

Orujfp (Formosa Oolong).
Koii-i-NOOR (F.ng. Breakfast).
Orange i'ekub (India & Ceylon).

.25 0.50
B»—

Rough,

Chase

drink.-

1.15 81.80

Ox,
Cow,

**

to

free sample.

Hides and Tallow.

Hides—per

yourself

it to

owe

& Sanborn, Boston, Mass.," with a
two-cent stamp for return postage, and

Fuel.

Lamb skins,

Chase &

c<

Fresh Fish.
05 Haddock,
14 3 '6 Clams, ct
12 Oyster qt
12
1 r 1
Lobstera, lb

Coal—per
Wood—per cord
Broken,
Dry hard, 8 00 g5 00
2 00 33 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Roundings per load
Egg,
Nut,
10031 25

delicious

a

.In

10 320
Spring lamb,
i5
Tongues, each

|

The barn owl when she is young brings
Despair Personified.
In her nest a mouse about ev.-r> tl minBishop—Sterllngwcrth looks as if he
ute*. ami. as she is actively employed
and lost, doesn’t he?
both at evening and dawn and as mala! had loved
Barlter—Yea. and didn’t get his presmod female hunt, 40 mice a day are the
lowest computation we caa make.—Man* ent* b»ck.—Smart Set.

ed in her

George

39

l)alrv..

C01 oe—per

musics'

for

cognition.

Country Produce.

Fgg*.
Fresh

fastener

l ot first annum meeting of the recently organized Undertakers’ Associatin of
State will he he’d iu Augusta Oct. 24.
Miss Carrie Booth by, aged thirty-five,
formerly o. Uumfoiu a«*iIh, was fate.ll>
burned in a tire at the Rockaway bouse,
Bangor, Friday evening. A lamp explod-

Kl-jyees

(■

---

onions.*

Creamery per lb.

.01)4
04

Tried,

f ski 1 s, green
.2 01.00

Fri»«*.

ll.ie.i

.12 3.20
.10
.06 5.15
.103 14

-Mas,

u«t #»<■.

Raisin*,
Prunes,

j

ltor,

pounds;*

I

Best factory (now) per lb.Ui3l8
Be«r dairy (new)
u?
Dutch (imported)..

to that of
to catch

mbi tom

Deans in
ft* „nm.d«

string

instruments.

buckwheat,

Butter.

the figure in his arms was came over me.
“Miss Sue.” 1 called, "here is a girl.
so
ns
the faintly whispered
answer.
“Yes. did you say? Bully foi Hus she no place to sleepV"
I'll send mother up to town on
you!
A snore from Miss Sue was my an- t
Thursday. She will arrange everything.” swer, and still the girl did not move. I
The fresh tide breeze wafted through I
the
got out of bed. On the stand were
the door and windows ladened with a
j matches, but to reach them I should
sweet moist smell of wet grass and tlow- 1
arm around the silent
cm.
The lantern swung gently, casting have to pass my
The action of course brought
a mellow light on the couple that stood j figure.
of
ocnriiiii it.
me near her, and I was conscious
nno feellnor—to avoid personal eon•‘One u>*»ro. dearest—now another, just
Good night.” Wal- tact with her. I had my eyes on her
for luck, you know.
lace run down the steps, then called back until I reached for the match, and then
t.> tin- little figure
in white that stood
were removed only for a second,
watching him from the doorway. “It’s they
when I looked again the girl was
but
he
th<j
to
a
fine
ic- in#
day tomorrow;
I’or a moment I was too surrain's nil over.”—New York Commercial gone.
the
Advertiser.
prised to think. Then I lighted
It
lamp and glanced around the room.
Kelvin ns Damocles.
I went to the door and
was deserted.
A characteristic always of Lord Kel- found It bolted as I had left It. 1 stole
vin was his absolute faith in figures, and Into Miss Sue’s room, but she was
this ruling passion once led to his exsleeping soundly. I had seen a ghost
P< riment as a Damocles. When he once
of the other world. It comM.dved a problem iu mathematics, he wav a creature
I determined to
willing to stake upon its correctness not pletely upset me. and
heat of an up
only his reputation, but, if necessary, hi* leave the next day. The
to
Ufe.
town boarding house was preferable
Taking an immense heavy cannon ball, the company of spirits.
he calculated with the utmost accuracy
With daylight I thought I might have
the size of the smallest wire which would
been mistaken and concluded to stay
Uar the Weight of the load of iron. lie
another day. But I entered my room
then procured a length of wire of just
with many misgiv11.
11
-u; eng! li und to prove the, the following night
I beguilded Miss Sue into conoo bull ings.
truth el
and
suspended over his lecturing platform at versation, but she soon grew sleepy
•'
|
pol «hM it would be most left me. I would not allow my mind
likely to strike and crush him should the to dwell on the subject, but read until
wire give way, and it remained there foi
I could uo longer keep my eyes open.
weeks.
Then I went to bed and soon was
asleep. After a time the strange, magMade It Plata.
I
to steal over me.
II«- v as a German and couldn’t under- netic force began
I opened
stand the intricacies of the law. He was bad left the lamp burning.
the stand, in the
trying to mortgage his share of the old my eyes, and there by
Tho
hum. Stead. The lawyer couldn't quite see selfsame position, sat the girl.
I covered
what he was driving at, and at last the sight was too much for me.
German in desperation cried:
and
my head and called for Miss Sue,
i>iy mother’*
at the xi
as I did a sigh, the deepest, saddest,
most heartrending, was wafted to me
—New York Times.
And then I
from that silent figure.
realized a soul, once the dweller In a 1
1 si-oRgraial lorroandlnga.
human frame, standing tn need of help,
Mr. F«*rgt»w*D Did you have a good,
had appealed to me, but because of my
time at Mrs. Highmore's tea, Laura?
not aid
Mrs. yatguaoM No. I was miserably pitiful mortal weakness 1 could
It
lonesome.
Mr. Ferguson—Lonesome?
The next day I went home. About j
I was the only tlx months afterward 1 heard my friend :
Mrs- Ferguson—Yc*.
who hadn't been haviuj had sold her house, and from that I
woman there
trouble with her help.—Chicago Tribune.
others had seen the ghostly vis j

it'

of

for

can

dug and devoted to industrial uses, a
great source of wtalt b is insight. Prof.
L A. Lee, of Bowdoin college, a member
of the commission, slated that, at the
request of the commission the United
Htates depart merit of geology would send
m to
errnpefent men to Mai' e
be
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If it

of the 8 ale.

peat deposits
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Mildred stroked the back of one small stands a somber house of stone, moss
They
of the other.
and Ivy clad. Grand old trees,
A little “No,” roofed
were moist and trembled.
“I should not like Miss over whose head centuries have passed,
she repeated.
A winding
Winston. I don’t like fat girls.”
| stand sentinels around It.
“Fat!” Wallace turned upon her in drive leads up to it. and when my
the
prettiest friend turned her horse in at the Iron
surprise. “Why, she’s got
figure you ever saw, but she s not fat, ^ gateway I exclaimed:
nor is she thin.”
"What, Is that your house?” for I
“Ah,” thought Mildred, “the last is knew
they were far from being rich.
I know I am thin and
meant for me!
Is It not lovely? We got a
"Yes.
growing more so, but if I only could go
bargain. They almost gave the place
away from everything and everybody
here and have a real good time for once, away. And it was furnished too!”
I was not the only guest, ns my
like other girls, I expect I’d begin to look
ns well and be as happy, but it’s always
friend's aunt, a most delightful old
until
and
plan,
worry and fret, scrimp
maid, was also visiting there. As I exI’m sick of it all.” Two little vertical
pect to be nil old maid some day, I allines separated the delicate eyebrows, anti
"make love” to them, as a little
her voice sounded almost tearful when ways
friend once expressed it. The room asshe spoke again.
“I can’t see how you could have left, j signed to me was a front one. Opening
oh
to it was another oue, somewhat
even for n single evening, such a paragon
of loveliness as Miss Winston seems to I smaller, but fitted up In the same style,
’*
be
and I came to the conclusion this had
“Well, I promised you. Mllly, I’d be in once been some early mistress' apartI broke nn engagement with hoi ! ment.
town.
In the smaller room the old
Wallace’s voice
as
it was to come.”
maid, or Miss Sue. as I shall call her,
trailed off dolefully as he cast a surrepslept. Now, observe, the only way of
titious glance in her direction.
“Too bad. You should not have done entering her room was by passing
that.”
through mine.
“Wouldn't you have cared if I had
When we bade each other good night
was
most
not?” Wallace's face
eloquent I, with true feminine caution, locked
as it bent toward her. but Mildred forced | and
bolted the door opening to the
herself to study the blue pattern in the
ball, but the one separating our rooms
matting with much pertinacity.
I left open. There was a little table In
“I had almost forgotten you were comcenter of the room holding the
ing, and father wanted me to copy some the
manuscript for him. I suppose I should lamp. I drew up a chair and tried to
have been too busy to bother about It one read. But 1 could not tlx my attention.
way or the other."
My eyes would wander from the pages
“Sorry I should have beenthe cause of to the things around me. 1 shall not
Wallace
work.”
began
interrupting your
attempt to analyze the peculiar feeling
searching after his gloves and hat as Mil- that
began to take possession of me. I
dred rose to her feet. She looked very
shall only say the general Impression
sweet and lovable in the dim light of the
was
hall. The door blew open, and a faint left on me after a careful survey
night wind blew cool against her cheek that the personality of some other
and stirred the draperies of her thin dress. woman than my friend lingered In the
"fliviflhv "
\Vn4lnrp
out his hand.
1 felt that personality like a
room.
8he slipped a slender one into it.
living, breathing thing. It was a
a
little.
voice
Her
caught
“Goodby.”
creepy Beusuuuu, ou 1 uuuicbbcu uuu
“Remember me to your mother.”
went to bed, and, being tired, 1 soon
“Yes, I will.” And be was gone.
She listened until the footsteps grew fell asleep.
Perhaps I slept an hour, perhaps not
fainter and fainter, then covered her eye*
with the lace ends of her fichu. “He’s in ten minutes, but gradually over my
love with her! He’s in love with her! I sleeping senses came a power subtle,
know it, and now he’s gone for good, and mysterious, drawing them back to the
It will be every day and forever, with real agniu. I can never describe that
nothing to look forward to.” Two big awakening. To think of it even now
tear* started from her eyes and slowly
sends an unaccountable chill Into my
percolated through the net meshes of thf heart.
scarf she wore ns Miss Winston’s laugh
The moon was shining, und the room
lng face rose before her. One white arm
curved itself agninst the back of the sofa, was Oiled with light. I unclosed my
and the brown head sank into the bend of eyes and. leaning upon one elbow,
it. while sob after sob shook the slendet glanced toward the stand, and there
figure.
on the chair I had recently occupied
“Oh, I cannot bear it. I cannot! Oh, sat a
young girl. She was dressed In
oh!” The voice rose in a perfect tremolo
white and had short, curly hair. One
of pain and despair, which proved too
on the stand, and she was
much for a silent listener who stole softly elbow rested
1 sat
baud.
in at the open door and up behind Mil- leaning her bead on her
dred. gathering her into a close embrace.
up In bed and, never supposing my
visitor was other than flesh and blood
“Thought you said you were not jeal
Poor little girl. There, and thinking I wus at my hoarding
ous, Milly, dear?
I will never tease you again. Miss Win
house, asked:
ston,
pshaw! She’s married, only I
"Have you no bed?’’ But the occuthe
Mrs. this once.
thought I’d drop
of the chair did not move. Then
pant
Now. will you come to Sea Girt for a
of where I
visit?” Wallace bent his head down like a flash remembrauce

judged

One

,V>
of
52
Vr,~ i.„B
?*»*«■«•*
rrr
inuian meai, ou pounds; or
parsnips, 4ft pounds•
of barley ami
48 pounds; of oats.
or ev<M* mea*ure as
by agreement
1 he prices quote.1 indow ure the retail
prices
at Ml Is worth,
banner* can easily reckon from
there what they are
likely to receive In trade
or cash for their products.

the station. She was radiant with
health and happiness—such a contrast
to my pale, miserable looking self.

The Bara Owl.

October 9,1901.

WRIQRT8 AND MR ARC HR*.

The standard weight of a bushel
wood order and »!♦ for dilmiln* t«
•rj”'1" of

palm with the palm

nearer

RKOARIMNO

pounds; of corn,

at

town!”

LAW

l felt

myself being whirled through the fresh.
My friend met me
sweet country air!

L- Is a charming country town—a
new town, you know—and Its pretty
cottnges are all of modern style. But
«u a cuff frowning down on ilie village

KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall
weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 uounds.
I he standard
weight of a bushei of potatoes,

at

consented, and 1 left the burning city.

tlARKRTS*.

—

liignt.*'

Full seven ttrong, locked hand in hand.
Atween their rifta run path inn stream;
L’pon their alopra the cattle dream;
The nurseling flocka in patches lie
Like drifta of cloud in summer sky.
Beils rin- out the su. t hour.
Crows fly hone, and in each flower
Bet# are dronftg an evensong,
And night niufls hover the buahea among,
Dear rest to tired aouls and kind
Thia evening hour l Then one may find
Her Mother Earth, and on her breast
The head may fall. Come, night! Come, reatl
-New York Unald.

X

KMjSWOK I'K

THE GIRL
IN WHITE.

fcere. Girls who stay in town all sumrocf
have n great deal more fun than we do,
and 1*11 wager you anything you’re going
to «v e one of those city girls tomorrow

SONG OK REST.

Eating

a

Tamarinds,
Ourrsnu.
A „plos, string
Apples, sliced

!«'
.08 8.1?

06
.10

Living Ox.

Only the

very few among us run any
in the course of our peregrinations
vicissitudes, of being Invited to

•isk.
tucl
sucb objectionable dinners as it was
:he lot of Bruce, the explorer, to eat.
Sucb very nasty feeders as the Abyssinlans of Ills day are becoming ex:iuct.
Fancy sitting down to table and
seeing the meat walk alive into the
And
room! That was their custom.
they ate it alive, too, tbe brutes!
The wretched ox was tied fast, head
and legs, and then, by a delicate incision on both sides of the backbone,
near the haunches, the attendants were
able to strip its skill away, to enable
them to cut slices from the poor animal again ami again without touching
The guests ate the meat
an artery.
raw and quivering to the music of the
roars and bellowing of pain of the ox
of which it was a part.
This is hideous, and even the least
particular of men may be excused for
Shirking an experience of the kind.

A

Bird With

Ss

&

to

to

x

to

x

Tales and Tails

I

handsome

book for

$

Is the title of

£

children, lithographed in colors.
It contains very little advertising, and is alive
with

|

new

and

Send for it

our

new

catchy picture and verse.
To-day. J} Postal will

w

$

|

do.

%

to

Minard’s Liniment
to

Boston,

Mfg. Co.

^\ass.

^

Four Feet.

This little creature, still to be found
In South America, is a relic of bygone
ages. It is known as the crested hoatzin,
and the adult bird is about as big as a
young birds, when hatched, have
four legs, the front pair being reptilian
in character, and have strong claws. As
they grow older these claws fall off,
the legs become fattened, feathers
grow" on them, and they develop Into

SIMPLICITY.

Tlie

wings.
These nestlings are tbe nearest approach to a reptile that can be found
among birds, and they can climb and
dive and swim with great facility.
Sonth America.
Competent authorities assert

that

South America has greater undeveloped resources than any other portion of
the world. Any crop grown elsewhere
can be duplicated there, and the country abounds in mines of coal, silver and
gold, most of which have been only
______

ft

EXTREME

peacock.

slightly developed.

|

Absolutely

over is

no
to

needed

experience
rightly mangling

iVlONITOR
or

H.

iaya
Harbor
wt>uthwe»

Hot Blast

I
g

WOOD FURNACE.

I

damper —no

H

only
complicated system
There Is

one

as
in other
furnaces No grates to shake and
few ashes to remove.
Economical, healthful and ah*
ways satisfactory.
There is a reason why our wood
If your
furnaces are the best.
dealer doesn’t know it, write to

us.

WOOD & BISHOP COMPANY,
EmUblished 1839. BANGOR, ME.

■
■

9

B

£
pi

B
P

pf

I

■

out
®l)eii:li0ujortl) American. j carried
singers all
A LOC AL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.

all
were
Otten, Hirschman
there. And Ellsworth may take pride
in the fact that she furnished a star—
Miss Monaghan—to the famous galaxy
Her solo on Saturday
of artists.
afternoon was one of the notable
features of the festival, and her debut

AT

WORTH, MAINE,
BY THE

__COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins, Editor and Manager.
V.

Bnbs* -rfptton price—$2.00 a year; $1.00 for
six month?; 50 cents for three months; If
paid strictly in advance, $1.50, 75 and 38 centB
respectively. All arrearages are reckoned at
toe rate of
per year.
Advertising Kates—Are reasonable, and will
be made known on application
Busin*

mm unications

to, ju
Babcock
worth, Maine.

1901
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Su.

Tu. We. Th.

Mo.

_6__7
JB U

1

2

8

_9_
JB

15

it sent twentyeight members to Bangor. There are
100 singers who ought this year to
make up this chorus, and it is sin-

capped last year, yet

1901
Fr.

Sa.

4

5

3

also for the benefit each member can
derive from the study of the music
that is to be sung.

10 11 12

29|30 31

Bucksport,

First

A.5ew
WMoon

y Quarter
^ Full
Vi. Moon

a. m.

outcome

will be.

Over that way the reopenof the case is generally attributed
to W. T. Treworgy, who has figured
so prominently in it, but as a matter
of fact Mr. Treworgy has had nothing
to do with it.
most

an

surprised

nrnbahlv

man

when the summonses

the

was

in Bucksport
began to ap-

pear.

County Attorney Tracy has been
working quietly on this matter ever
since last April, and believes he has
sufficient evidence to warrant bringHis
ing it before the grand jury.
investigations have been on a somewhat different line from all previous

longer an exinstitution, and

are no

are

and

ones.

hereafter will be as much a part of
our State life as are
The “America’s” cnp is safe until
holidays, fairs
and “Old Home Week” celebrations. another challenger comes across the
And interest in them will intensify as water. The “Columbia” has had the
time goes on.
When the people of distinction of having twice defended
the State wake up to the fact that the cup successfully. The races this
once a vaor s group of the most fayear were the closest ever sailed for
ns'”'" --of the world is
brought the cup. Sir Thomas Lipton has
to our very doors, and that they may proven himself a sportsman and a
be heard for a fraction of the cost
gentleman in every sense of the
that attends hearing them in the large word—one with
whom
American
cities, the successes of the past five sportsmen are proud to do battle.
years will sink to insignificance by His acknowledgment of defeat has
the side of the triumphs that will at- the ring of the true sportsman.
He
tend these marvellous musical events. says: “I admit frankly that I was
The coming of famous singers is licked
by the better boat, in a fair
perhaps the least of the many direct and square race. I am very much
benefits that accompany this great
disappointed at the result, and the
movement.
The organization and only consolation I have is that I
maintenance of a State orchestra is know I’ve been licked by a good,
of no little consequence.
It affords a honorable opponent.
I know that
goal towards which aspiring players the wind was true and that the
may strive. Of greater consequence ‘Columbia’ won without any fluke.”
still is the chorus, which, after all, is
the backbone of the entire move■OKTH KtLSWOHlH.
ment, and far-reaching in its influMrs. Lewis FlooJ is able to be wheeled
ence.
out pleasant days.
Is it not an inspiration to think
Henry Mlllikeu, jr., of Orono, spent
that, scattered all over this State, are Sunday with friends here.
little bands of music lovers, wrestling
Mrs. Hsnaah butler, uf Franklin, is visweek after week for nine months of
iting ber daughter, Mrs. Johu Googins..
the year over the same music—music
Maynard Clement, ot B*r Harbor. »r
of the loftiest charactei? And doing
visiting bis grandparents, Galeu Madit all for the love of it, for the eleva- docks and wife.
tion of an art within reach of all, but
Mrs. Vira Ellis, o( Bangor, who bar
too little appreciated by many.
been spending the summer in New York,
The world’s art treasures of paint- is
visiting her mother here.
ing and sculpture are available to but

John L. Goss, the Stonington granite
says there is no doubt that the present boom in Maine granite will continue.

violet

Cnpt. Ed.
writes

Yet five short years have demon• ion It*-ward, s> no.
strated that the audacious Chapman
The renders of this paper will be ideaned to
was no dreamer; that his
that
learn
there
is st least one dreaded di.-ea**'
“visionary”

proposition
and that

was

science ha- been able to cure in all ustage-, anil that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
U the only positive cuie now Known to the
medieval fraternity
Catarrh, being a constitutional dl-case. requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is Ukeu internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous eur
ftces of tin* system, thereby desroytng the
foundation of the disease, and giving ’be pa
lietit strength by building up the constitution
and a--isitng nature in doing its work
The
proprietors have So much faith In Its curative
powers, that they offer one Hundred Hollar*
for an v case that it falls to cure. Send for list
of testimonials.
K. J CHENEY * CO., Toledo, O.
Address,
that

intensely practicable,

great musical feast was not
only possioie from an artistic point of
view, but also from a financial point
of view.
N« sane nerson expects to possess
great works of art, or even see them,
without cost; so no one can expect to
hear art, that is, music, gratis.
And
it is

a

dawn upon the peobeginning
ple of Maine that these music festivals are bringing within their reach a
great deal of art at a very low price.
to

fisherman

who

Thursday.
Richardson,

A.

of

Deer Isle,
Buenos

American from

.,
Ayres,
paid by
centiy to the grave of Lapt. Brophy, of
near
that
Castine,
city:

SA.

of

a

visit

him

re-

Far out from the city, beyond the life and the
turmoil of town, to day i visited the English
cemetery and the grave of my friend la*
Brophy, of Castine. He diet! here from pneumonia in 1895, when commander of the bark
“ALanwllde”
The grave is curbed and railed
with white marble and tubing, and over it
stands an Inscribed marble slab.
Capt. Brophy was one who spoke only when
there was reason for speech, and he rarely
laughed, yet to know him well was to be fond
of him. He was genial, witty and Interesting,
temperate, intelligent and ambitious. And here
he sleeps, far from home and friends, forgetting
the cares of life and the calls of the seaman.
A thrifty young p!atlu!us tree stands close
by, while perennial blossoms surround the
grave and almost constant days of sunshine
Rest
brighten the covering of nature's green.
In ]>eace, my comrade!
Tills little village of the Protestant dead joins
the monstrous Catholic cemetery, which Is
ponderous and grand in its walls, gates, tombs,
temples and monuments, while the former is
more simple and new, though well kept and fast
improving In beauty, shade and blossom. To
read there the marble records of the English
and American dead Is almost startling, and half
tells many tales of sadness, of the sudden sorrows that have been sent to many distant
homes.
Over the grave of a very young English naval
officer th« re Is a tablet which reads
•‘Tread lightly near the stranger’s grave,
He came far o'er the sea.
No mother watched his dying bed,
No voice said, ‘live for me1."
In sadness we drove back to town, while a
mist dimmed the eye, not so much in sorrow for
the dead, for they know not, but for the llvlug
who may mourn for those who come no more.

He

#f

was one

Lygonia lodge,

Free

ty-eight

Telephones.

made

announces new

he installed

during

TELEPHONE

telephones

will

the month of Oc-

tober, 1901, for trial until January 31,
190*2.

{

For information

In 1860.

having been

He

leaves

five

children—Andrew P.t Fr**d H. and Misa
Mary H. McFarland, Mra. Herbert K.
Holmes and Mra. Albert E. Foster, all of
Ellsworth.
Punara!

aorvioM

h«IH at. Ihp hnnaa

u-pr«

Friday forenoon, Hev. J. M. Adams,
tbe Congregational church, officiating.
HARRIET

MRS.

of

HA8LAM.

Harriet Haslam died Saturday at
the home of her son, Wellington Haslam,
Mrs.

in

the

Mrs.

ninety-fourth year of her age.
Haalam was born in Amherst,

most of ber life

was

but

spent in Waltbam,
was married.

where she moved when she

past fifteen years she has lived in
Ellsworth.
She leaves six children—Mra. Calvin
Kingman, of Waltbam; Mra. Lewis Roberson, of Brewer; Mrs. Abbie Haliett, of
Chicago; Charles Haslam, of California;
Mrs. J. F. Morrison, of Ellsworth Falls,
and Wellington Haslam, of Ellsworth.
For tbe

Funeral services

were

held at the

bouse

Monday forenoon, Rev. G. H. Salley, of
the Free Baptist church, Hancock, officiating. The body was taken to Waltham
for interment.
The neatest town in the world is
In

Holland.

So

tidy

the

are

Brock,

inhabitants

that tbev won’t allow horses in the
streets. If contains n population of 2,700,
and the chief industry is the tusking of
cheese.

aftbrrtisrmmta.

3135

AGENT

We
Have

Special Notices.
CAKU OF TIUNKS^'/^W^

SPECIAL

Three
Other

Styles
of

Figures

NOTICE.

from the county of Hancock, the State of
Maine, and the United States of America.
Mary C. Frrtz Ait«*ttn.
NOTICE.
■VIT'HEREAS Earl Leroy Hopkins has left
our home
vv
without cause, we hereby
forbid any one harboring or trusting him on
our account from Sept. 30. 1901. as we shall not
pay any debts of hfs contracting after that
date.
Frank L. Sawder.
Oct. 2. 1901.
Cape Rosier, Me.

apply

to manager.

track

pian**r.
surface planer, 1 la. ge and 1 small wood
turning lube, I ripping *»aw machine. 1 saw
bench (all iron), 1 swing saw, 7^ H. P. gasoline engine. All iu good working order. Also
hangers, shaft*, pulleys, etc. Isaac L. Hodgkins. Ellsworth, Me.
r.

oana

saw

imtcnme

1

ouzz

Can You Afford to Pat a Dollar a Year
to Have this Machine in Your Office?

T"f

BATES

is the best Numbering Machine in the
world and the office boy can't get poor
work out of it. The actual price is

$12.oc
It will easilv last
A DOZEN YEARS
and that makes it cost you just
A DOLLAR A YEAR.
Can you stand it?
Cur

Catalogue Is yours

for

the

asking.

SOlTItWORTH BROS..

Co lUl.

PORTIONS, ME.

100 MIDDLE ST.

floor and basement—
^TOHE—Booms—first
in Masonic block on State street, until
recently occupied by the Hancock Connty
Publishing Co. Inquire of John B. R. maN,
agent, in same building.

I

j

FURNITURE COVERINGS.
I have a flne line of coverings that
will convert old furniture Into new
at small cost.

jS&Brrtiormmta.

Room Mouldings.

R«dt >-tu lout of the Rockland Commercial
f'oPevC receiver 1NDJVIDU M. IXSTBHCI ION
and m..re attention than would oe possible at
We
the hUh-prlee«l schools in large cltbs.
leach the new "Actus! Business from tne
■'Utit” method of business training, the Beun
Pitman System of

at

moderate

mattresses as

prices.
good

as new.

UNDERTAKING.

they

are

thoroughly qualified.

Agent C.

due

was

Ellswcrth fair and

E. Green

REPORT OP THE

OF THB

First National Bank,

Ellsworth, in the State of Maine,
at the close of business,
Bept. 30, 19U1.
RESOURCES.
discounts.
#330,750 18
Loans and
1,9#l SO
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
U. 8. Ronds to secure circulation.50,00000
1.137 50
Premiums on U. 8. bonds.
149,907 92
Stocks, securities, etc...
Hanking-nouse, lurnuure ann nx12,000 00
tures..
1,410 74
Other real estate owned.
46*874 80
Due from approved reserve agents
Checks and other cash items.
2,370 01
1,440 00
Notes of other National banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels
180 00
and cents.
Lawful money reserve in hank, vix.:
at

Specie...18.5S4 80
14,434 00
Legal-tender notes
Redemption fund with U. 8. Treasurer

(6 per

cent,

2,500

00

Total. #683,864 80
LIABILITIES.
#80,000 00
Capital stock paid in.
30,00000
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits, less expenses
and taxes paid.
3,<23 04
National banknotes outstanding
47,480 00
Due to other National banks.
1,258 59
Due to trust companies and savings
banks.
4,422 82
20 00
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check 369.368 99
Demand certificates of deposit.
127,470 18
16 80
Certified checks.
284 58
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
Total.
#633,664 30
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss:—I, Henry W.
County or
Cushman, cashier of the above-named bank,
do solemnlv swear that the above statement
is true to (he best of my kuowledge and belief.
HENRY W. CUSHMAN,Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 8th
day of October, 1901.
LEONARD M. MOORE,
(Seal.)
Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
A. P. WISWELL,
)
A. W. KING.
I Directors.
J A. PETERS, Jr.,)

JORDAN.

No. 1 Franklin Street,

lot just received—various patchoice lot. From $3Ji0
up.

terns—a

CHAIRS.

A

good Rocking Chair

for

$1.39.

Franklin Street,

ia

,0

£.Si

275

6.68

MU It »

100

2.70

*

1.51

100

2.70

400

40c

o*o

4 jwi
4ft>

100

170

10166’

JBrewer.

..

In the

matior

of

Wiu.»*n H. Pnthupg, ! In Bankrupt!*.
Bankrupt,
)
ro the Hon. Nathan Webb,
Judge of the 01*triet court of the United stale* for the 01atrlci ..I Maine.

\lrII.La/t» it
PHILUPa, of Hancock
"*
¥* M“"'f of Unite;.. *, and State
>i
it or it». ibMid district.
rcapwifuily repreleuis. ih-tt o.i the
!8'h day of May laat
be v»»«. duly a ljudged
under
^aai,
be Acu o! Congress relatingbankrupt,
to
hat he has duly surrendered all bankruptcy;
his property
ind rights of property, and has
fuily complied
mh »1* the requirement* of said act*
and of
he orders of court
touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore

he pray* thit he mav be deby the court to have a full discharge
all debts provable against his estate,
inder said
uankrupt acts, except'such debu
^ ‘awof,roo each .lischarge.
listed this 26th
day
teeptemcer, a. d. 1901.
WiLLaan H. Bwiixips.

in

:reed
rom

airf

bankrupt.

Order

of Notice Thereon.
Maine ss.
thi" 5<h day of
October, a. d. 1MI, on
ending the foregoing petition, it ln~
bj lhe t'ourt. 'hat a hearing be had
,rn d »“«
on the rath
day of October,
be'ore “»ld foart at Portland, in .aid
10o clock in the forenoon: and that
thereof he pubiiahed in the ElUworth
”e"*P»i«-t printed in said dia*
known creditor,, and other
i■
n interest,
may appear at the aaid
»«<> «how cause, if
any they
yrayerol said petitioner should

>isteict

un-

or

®S.

73

350

6 ga

jS

2 27

; if.'.!!!1’

i

[otice

t”,d ?!***•
”.TfrwbBh*

h. ef.UJ‘wU,r,lh<'r?rdere<i hT ‘he court, that
send by mail to all known credrf.f1?1rk‘h»ll
of aaid petition and Ihia order,

25
25
l.ta
F- A. Davis, Collector
1
o* the town o! Bluehill, Me.
_

Th* AmEKICAK:

l.o*l UK

Dedham,

u«i

10

C, or
unknown.house

owners

I-OH hi

Id

rouiity. 8ta e of Maine, by their mortgage
jeed dated November ii, 1K87, and recorded Tn
the Hancock registry of deeds, vol UQ.
page
173, convey id to me. the undersigned, a certain parcel of iea' estate situated in said
dham. and being the same neweri'-ed tn the
entinned mortgage, and wnereasthe
ahove-p
conditions of
said m« rtgagt have been
broken, now, therefore, bv reason of the
me luuuiijon
claim a
iDertui,
Foreclosure of said mortgage.
I»’MKL C, EsiMOf.
Me., 8ep». 5,19U1

7.80

lot on road to
mine, riea, F A Fisher’., lot
Wnrdwell. William R
or

• 0*1 UK.

bankrupt's fVrltlon far DisdMkiye

4

laud joining
Penobscot town line,
Webber, George A, or
unknown, house near
Dawes Curti. ptaee,
W ebsler, George Est. or
owners unknown, wood
lot near hurry town
line, bounded on N E
by Surry line.ou southeast by land of G A
Pert, on 8 W by land of
Allen Fisk, on N W by
Allen Fisk and Hoten
Saunders,
undivided
with G A Pert, range 3,

<

•><.>

"""

Ellsworth.

NdTM

1.85

jtxr

William

OKI

H1.EEA8 Fuuicc J. Piukham and <Je«*rge
\\r
11
tt
Piukhnio
of
Hancock

heirs, or owners an
known, >4 house and
land,

Of

'tlT’HEREAH William S. Nevills, of Sedg▼f
wick. Hancock county, Maine, did on
the seveuteeni h day of March, a. d. 1HM, by
bis mortgage deed of that date recorded in
Hancock registry of deeds, book 396, page 385,
convey in mortgage to humuei IDrrtcB, late
of sail! Sedgwick, deceased, and Kufus E.
Hagerthy, of said Sedgwick, the following
described real estate, via.:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
Sedgwick aforesaid, and bounded and described aa follows, to wit. Beginning at stake
A stones at the northwestrrn corner of land
formerly owned by Cla»a A. Herrick on the
eastern -ide of the highway leading to Coleman Tarter'*; thence by said highway north
&6 degrees east 40 rods to stake and stones at
land formerly owned by John li. l.»odge;
thence by said Dodge’s land south «5 degrees
east 33 rods to stake A stonea; thence by said
Dodge's land south .’•» degrees west 40 rods te
Isnd formerly owned by Clara A. Herrick to
stakt A atones; thence by said Hern, k’s land
m>rth 45 degrees we*i 33 rod* to the first mentioned bound at the highway. Containing
igbt and one quarter acre* be !he same more
or less
With the (‘lira A. Herrick house
bought of the said Herrick and Hagerthy and
to hi- erected on the above described premises.
Express ref« rence »* here made to said
mortgage deed above referred to.
And v heress the connition of said tnortg t;e is broken and unperformed, now, therefu.e, we. Fd«i ». Her. ica. «*l vedgwirk, the
ei ecu tot of
be l**t will and testament of said
late eiatnuel Herrick at* n g >d Ms capacity
as executor, and ku«a* fc.
Hagerthy. hereby
ti
give
>h»|
i •cmion to foreclose
“aid n.oitg go bv <et>*>.n of the breach and
nou-ptrit»»a* cce of tbc coualtii-DS thereof.
Ksisn 8. Hikrick,
Executor of the luat will or r-antui 1 Herrick.
h* ►!
K H AOS HTH Y.
Dated this 2d day of October, s d. I9t»i.

Ly
&o0

Bluehill, Oct. 7,1901.

E. J. DAVIS,
No. I

i.mtl,

Gray, John F, or owners
unknown, wood laud,
75
Grindle. Daniel M, or
owners unknown, land
on Long Island joining
school house lot,
64
Hodgkins, Asa, or owners
unknown.
Augustus
Parker pasture undivided
2
Herrick, Byron, or owners uukuown, undivided
lot with Allison
Herrick,
15
Herrick, Bryon and Milunton, or owners
known, mill lot on
C'amu stream.
10
Hinckley, Marshall, or
owners unknown, land
joining W a Hinckley s
84
,arni»
Osgood, Mrs H H, or owners
unkuown, house
and lot on Tenney hill,
Fred Darling house,
20
Perkins. Chelsey Est. or
owners unknown, house
and lot near J H
Dodge
farm,
lot
Silverman, Solomon

and

Ellsworth.

<IUUU

a

uSuSTuirSc! !

v

notick or roKycuMCRk.
'1YTHKRKA8 Burley 8. Young, of- Bed*wick, in the county oi Hancock ami*
ff
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
May 30, 1898, and recorded Oct. 1,1901. in' registry of deeds for said Hancock county, in
book 365. page 462. conveyed to .Mark L. Elwell. of said Sedgwick, a certain lot or parcel
of land situated in said Sedgwick, county and
State as above, and bounded and described aa
follows, to wit: Beginning at a stake and
stones on the easterly side of the town road
at the westerly corner of a lot of land owned
by the late Moses P. Allen and at the souther- *
ly corner of said lot No. Nina; thence north
thirty six degrees west nearly fifty rods on \
the ssid road to the late Henry Carter’s land;
thence north fifty-four degrees esst by said
Carter's land one hundred rods to a stake and
stones; thtnce south thirty-six degrees east
nearly fifty rods to said Allsn's land to stake
and stones; thence south fifty-four degree*
west one
hundred rids to 'first-mentioned
bound, containing twenty five acres more or
less, with all buildings thereon, meaning to
convey the premises deeded to Moses B» Carter by William Wasgatt dated the fourteenth
day of April, 18*3. and recorded May 21, 1863,
in Hancock registry of deeds, and the said
Moses B. Carter did for a valuable consideration convey to me, Mark L. Elwell. with the
transfer all his right, title and interest in the
above-described premises mod dated the third
day of Dec.. 1890. and * h< rest* the conditions
of said mortgage have been snd now are
broken and unp* rformed, now, therefore, by
reason of the breach snd non-performance o'f
the conditions of said mortgage, I claim a #
foreclosure thereof and give inis notice for
the purpose as provided by statute.
Mask L. Elwill.
•Sedgwick, Me., Oct. 1, 1901.

83,018 6u

of circulation).

to

pond;

noticed that

CONDITI O 3M"

• mnrr*

W.

During

pant year the demand for capable students
Terms about onems exceeded the supply.
School year begins first
mlf the usual rate.
Souvenir Catalogue
I’uesdav In September.
tnd Penmanship Art Poster free on application,
h. A. HOWARD. Manager,
ROCKLAND, MAINE.
he

the

Wednesday

train

National Bank Statement*.

Stover,
L.

Some very pretty patterns of willow
and reed chairs. Prices to s«d%.
because

switch

excursion

the light at the switch was out, and
started to investigate. He discovered tbe
rock wedged between the sleepers. An accident was averted, thanks to hla vigilance. It is hoped tbe perpetrator may be
found and punished.

known,

rouch Typewriting, and give special attention
lo Arithmetic, C muuerci&l Law. CorrespondOur teachers of penmanence, Spalling. etc.
ship are unexcelled. Our graduates

the

near

An

people from

with

uuniuinu,

Jot Salt.

*■ UK,
license from Hon. O. P.
Cunningham, Judge of the Probate
X
! at a
court for the county of Hancock, i*s
regular term of said court, held at Biuehill,
in said county, on the third day of September,
a. d. 1901, I shall sell at
public auction, to the
highest bidder, at the office of Oeo. M. Warren, in Casting, in said county, on Saturday,
the 16th d»> of November, a. d 1901, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, the following described real estate of Hannah M. Mayo, late
of Brooksville. in said county, deceased, to
wit:
First Lot.
Beginning at the shore at a
small white Wren tree; thtnee eoutl. fortyseven degrees east two hundred rods; theuce
south twenty degrees west two huno red and
filty-four nme to the marsh, so called, conthence
tinuing to the waters of the mill
northerly, westerly and easterly by the waters
lu the Hue of low water mark to the point intersected by the first escribed line of this
lot produced north forty-seven degrees west
thereto; thence south forty-seven degrees
east to said birch tree, the place of beginning, containing two Hundred acres, more or
less.
Second Lot.
Beginning at a birch tree:
thence south forty-seven degrees east tvo
hundred rods: thence south twenty degrees
west two hundred and fifty-four rods to the
marsh and to the waters of the mill (Kind, socalled; thence by the waters in tbe line of
low water mark, to a point opposite a fir tree
at the head of the water; thence east to said
fir ree: thence continuing east one hundred
and twenty seven rods; thence north twenty
degrees east three hundred and forty rods;
theuce north forty-fi*e degrees west to tie
north corner of the Howard lot: thence south
forty-five degrees west six rods to a poplar
tree; thence north forty-five degrees west to
the shore and continuing tbe same course to
low water mark; theuce generally southwesterly but by the line of Tow water mark, to a
point inteisected by the first dfsrdbfd line
of this lot produced north forty-seven degrees east to a birch tree, the place of beginning, containing five hundred and tweutythree acres, including the one hundred acrea
awarded to Francis Bakeman by the Honorable Commissioners appointed by resolves of
the General Court, passed June 20. ISOS, and
February 39, IWH. as by reference thereto will
more fully appear.
Raid Hannah M. Mayo's ownership and interest in said premises being one undivided
fifth part of the same.
Charles R. Crockrtt,
Administrator.
Oct. 8, a. d. 190!.

ADMINISTRATOR'S

TYURSUANT

fpH8

Senses.

not

ILcgal Xottccg.

STATE OF MAINE.
Collector’s Atlvertiaemcnt of Sale of Land
of Noii-Kesident Ow ners.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town of
Bluehill. in the couuty of Hancock, for the
year 1900.
following list of taxes on real estate
X of uou-resident owners iu the town of
bluehill lor the year ISM), committed to uie
for collection for said town on the twentieth
day of April, 1VM). remains unpaid: and notice
is hereby given that if said taxes, interest and
charges are not previously paid, so much of
the real estate taxed as is sufficient and necessary to pay the amount due therefor, including interest and cnargts, will be sold at
public auction at town hall, in said town, on
the first Monday in December, 1901, at 9
o’clock a. m.
Amt of
tax due
No. of
incld In
Nameofowner.description of property, acres. Value. A cbgs
Allen, Horace, or unknown, land near Sedgwick town line.
65
# 400
$ 7.80
Allen.
Horace, or unknown. wild land at
East Bluebill.
65
30
1.57
Bowden, E h Eat, or unknown. wild land on
road to Penobscot near
tow u line.
25
25
1.43
Closson, Fred H, or unknown, house atm lot
iu Peters pasture,
lot
150
2.06
Ellsworth and East Bluehill Granite Co, or owners unknown, laud and
quarry at East Bluehill,
Pounded east by Bluehill bay, «'>uih by land
of Collins Oraui.e Co,
north by laud of C H
Curtis.
28
250
5.25
Gray, Leonard I, or owners unknown.wood land,
18
75
2.27
Luther
or
ownW,
Gray,
ers unknown, wood land, 18
75
2.27
Gray, James b, or .owners unknown, wood land, 37
150
3.55
Gray, Job E, or owners

ADollaraYear

Address immediately with references
Ir. Balch, Bangor House, Bangor, Me.
in Ellsworth or vicinity to sell
our teas, coffee, etc.
For terms apply to
Grand Union Tea Co., 114 Main St., Bangor,
Maine.

trespass in Cuniculocus Park. I
DO demand
protection to life and property

--—-————

Urgal yottccb.

and lower rates.

A few free residence

member# of

BEDSTEADS.

and TELEGRAPH CO.
|

tbe oldest

Mason

a

A new

ENGLAND

In

(STYLE E)

THE

NEW

interest

F. and A. M

I make old hair

'!«.

his

the

Station

at once a reliable man to represent us in eastern Maine. To the
party we will pay #100 a month and ex-

TITE hereby desire to express our heartfelt
TV
gratitude to neighbors and friends for
the kindness shown and assistance rendered
during our mother’s last illness, and for kindly help and sympathy at her death.
Mr. and Mrs. Wellington Haslam.
Ellsworth, Oct. 9, 1901.

manufacturing in a small way with
view of enlarging. N<> doubt many will accept this generous offer.
to start

Attempt to Wreck a Train.
Franklin, Oct. 7 (special)—Some miscreant placed an eighty-ponnd boulder on

carnival.

WANT

WE

C., tbe well-known winter health resort, oxers building and power free to parties wishing

Camden.

the

SEIantcU.
right

8m*

nt

X

N.

following
meeting
officers were elected:
President, Col.
Green leaf A. Goodale, U. 8.
A., 17th
regulars; first vice-president, John C.
Haney, Bsngor; second vice-prealdent, O.

evening.

tHanttb.

T. Patrick, Industrial Agent
T^RKR—Y.
Pinebluff,
board Air Line Railway,

the

At the business

house, and returned to Ellsworth,
soon
afterward entering the Arm of
John M. Hale & Co., in the livery stable
and atage business.
Ills
conmction
with tbe Arm continued until the death
of Mr. Hale a few years ago, though on
account of ill health, he took no active
part in the business for several years.
In 1870 Capt. McFarland was appointed
postmaster of Ellsworth by President
Grant, and was reappointed in 1874, serving in all eight years. He was a stalwart
whig and republican and took a leading
part iu politics for mauy years.

Many styles

en^“l‘lss a..-.

Per Cent.
nation about big profit* to a
bariu&y
J but the conservative and cau
tious tradv „.l efers to have the lesser .per cent,
of interest aui the larger percent, of safety in
Trare is no business man
hi* investrnenie.
who woulu not const h v£t a sound proposition
to invest in an enterpr
$n which absolute lo***
was impossible fnd which %gered ninety-eight
chances in a hundred of a rlcfc profit. The statistic* of cures effected by Dr. Bierce's Golden
Medical Discovery show that ninety-eight per
cent, of cases of “weak lungs'* <fc» be abso
lately cared. Almost If not all foftes of physlcal weakness may be traced to starvation. Star
rations saps the strength. The body is just a*
much starved when the stomach eaunot extract
nutrition from the food it receives as when
there is no food. “Weak lungs,” bronchial affections, obstinate coughs, call for nourish“Golden Medical Discovery" supplies
ment.
that uouwouuo-at iu Its most condensed and as•iaillable form. It makes “weak lungs” strong,
by strengthening the stomach and organs of
digestion which digest and distribute the food,
and by increasing the supply of pure blood.

Aurora, and for four or five years conthat hotel, which iu the days of
the stage coach did a flourishing business.

ducted

3;'jtrt:amnUs.

Of the recent concerts in Bangor no
extcowed ootice is needed. The prof the five concerts were
^

lobster

to The

j

It is s great miatake to set up our own
very small proportion of the world’s
population; but the no less valuable i standard of right and wrong and judge
treasures of the art of music, the people accordingly.
works of the great masters, are
■‘Grandpa,” said Dot, wbo bad been
met ring she
puzz.iug ber brains over
brought to us.
'.vsm reading, “what ia‘f od for thi ught?’
How many right here in Ellsworth ‘‘Head chee-e, my rVm.” replieo the
would have agreed, six years ago, professor.—Chicago Tribune.
Towne—Isn’t he the moat tiresome talkthat the oratorios “Elijah”, “Messiah” and “The Redemption” were er you ever heard? Browne—Yes, he rea
available here? Could be studied to minds me of woman sharpening a pencil
Towne—Sets your nerves on eugc,
uuv
aere:
Gouia ever oe sung
eh? Browne—Not only
hut
il
'h«t,
him so long to get to the point.
here?
a

Capt. McFarland retired from the sra
the breaking out of tbe Civil war
and soon afterward, with the late George
8. Hale, he bought the Aurora house at
about

Aurora

man,

matter.

The Maine Music Festival.
last three days of last week
were given at Bangor, and the first
thr»- ii.». 0f this week are being
given at Portland to the Maine music
festival. This is the fifth season that
these festivals have been held; they
have grown in interest from year to
year, and there can now be no question as to their recurrence every fall
for years to come.

here for him.

In 1867 he sold out

V

Bucksport was taken entirely by purple
surprise, and is away at sea in the

0:57
ZU p. m.
10:06
0r7
Z / h. m.
nn

The

These festivals

with tbe

COUNTY 4 >08811*.

Seawall

was

of

Old friends, perchance we may not meet
When next your glorious tints shall greet
The clime; on earth's great bosom laid
To rest, the debt to nature paid,
Ah, then be thou our winding sheet,
O, Autumn leaves!
G. H. il.
Klleworth Falls, Me., October, iflOl.

Jljftp

Sixth Maine at Hucksport.
The annual reunion of tbe Sixth Maine
regiment was held at Bucksport last week.

for many years Identified
day,
business and political interests
Ellsworth.
E. W. Hinckley, Old Town; third viceHe was born in Ellsworth Jan. 9, 1817.
L. H. Whittier, Guilford ; treasIn early life he followed the sea, first in president,
urer, 8. L Hey wood. Bucksport; aecrelary,
coasting vessels, and then as master of
James B. Nagle. Lubec.
foreign-going vessels, esiting many years
«Ten members have died during the past
for the late Andrew Peters. The handyear.
some brig “Andrew Peters”
was
built
The next reunion will be held in

same

blueberry and raspberry blossoms. Down
at Goaldsboro W. W. Sowle picked a

ing

periment; they

on
Capt.
Wednesday afternoon of last week was
recorded
iu The American of the
briefly

Down from the trees you whirl; then floet
Before the wind In wild retreat.
••Good-bye*', you murmur soft and low,
The airs of Indian summer blow
Y«u
ntly ’round th< village street,
O, Autumn leaves I

The

speculation

just what the

to

MOON’S PHAStS.
3:52
*± p. m.
8:11
-i
q
1Z

CAPT. DAVID MCFARLAND.
David McFarland, whose death

Among matters which will be pulled 100 traps and caught five lobsters
brought before the grand jury at the worth 10 cents each, says he will soon be
present term of court is the Sarah able to retire.
A big array of
Ware murder case.
Little Miss Neua Benson, of Seawall,
witnesses has been summoned from
one day
last week picked strawberry,
is rife as
and

17 18 19

»

OBITUARY.

Autumn Leaves.
<>, Autumn leaves! how sadly sweet
Your whisper to my wandering feet!
Farewell! you cannot stay, although
Beloved, and thou art loth to go.
For soon will come the snow and sleet,
O, Autumn leaves!

The Ware Murder.

~

0T Third
M_ Quarter

Written for Tho Amertcan.

Sutton’s island ami Big Cranberry want
cerely to be hoped that they may be to be connected with the rest of the
got together, not only to continue the world by telephone.
grand work of the fall festival, but

20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28

—

in oratorio on Saturday evening was a
highly creditable performance.
Already preparations for the festival of 1902 are begun. Verdi’s “Requiem” is to be long work. The
Ellsworth chorus was seriously handi-

should be addressed
orders made payable to. The
bounty
Publishing Co., Ells-

*’

audiences were

ton,

ft

or*

announced. The great
and five im-

appeared,

delighted.
Suzanne Adams, Campanari. Schumann-Heink, Bacheller, Miles, Bou-

mense

^

as

drtJJifEi'f

| .staled** *° tbeIU **■ “te‘r place* of residence
Honorable Nathan Webb, Judge
,r'!i!!“e“ !,h'oonrt.
and the aeal
at
c

>„r.i! ,,‘',d
Wober ’a d,?iit
A

true copy of

UUiCt'

oa

A. H.

thereof,
lhe 5tb *•* 0f

Davis, Clerk.

petition and order thereon.

Attest:—A. U. Davis, Clerk.

I

FAIR AND CARNIVAL.

time of the Senators, 46 seconds, considering the condition of the track, is remarkable.
Following la the official time of the

companies

In

order

the

In

which

HANCOCK

8. J.

ftirocTtuuntcn

COURT,

OPENING

OF
THE
OCTOBEI
TERM TUESDAY.

they

The Small

ran:

THE

RAIN THURSDAY DID NOT STOP
FUN BUT KEPT AWAY MANY.

Yarmouth.48 seconds
City Hose, Ellsworth.46
*•
Hose 4, Waterville.47 1-6
Senators, Ellsworth.45
roe coupling race followed me wet r»*i
The two Ellsworth companies drew out of
blit* race in favor of t»e visitors. Hose 4,
of Waterville, won from Yarmouth by the
narrow margin of one-fourth of a second.
The time was Waterville, 21 seconds; Yarmouth, 21ft seconds.

yard

Hose Teams

in

Ran

the

Played—Fireworks

and Entertainment in the

Bands

and

Evening

dash for

professionals was
Willis Dnnu and
hi a k Ka>mond, both of Ellsworth, wn
the competitors. Dunn won in twentythree seconds.
The 220

Faked

in

run

street.

Main

IN

—Fair

Friday—

to

Postponed

Races

there
f he

square, all the

bands gave
carnival.

It

was a success

Wednesday

clouds of

spite

in

and

the

the

of

rain

run

pulled

was

but the hose

42% seconds,

in

off

made

The Senator*

third.

Yarmouth,

a

of the

reel

the

too

quickly,

Thursday. The rain upset plans some- and because the pipe was behind the
what, and kept down the attendance, but seventy-flve-foot line they forfeited three
1t did not put

stop to the fun.

a

The

nival committee and fair association

seconds.

rose

second money.

occasion, and provided entertainment for the visitors. There were band

time

to the

well

patronized.

Hancock hall

excellent,

were
_

fusion

and

was

no

44
44

hose.47
Yarmouth.46

Eureka

44

HORSE RACING.

was

Following

The arrangements
there

in

companies

of the

the order in

City Hose, Ellsworth....44%
Senator Hale Ellsworth. .45%

evening. The trotting at the fair was
postponed to Friday.
The dancea every night of the carnival
crowded each night.

of this, they won
Following is the official

spite

which they ran:
Watervllle No. 4.47% seconds.

concerts, hose races during the day, and
fireworks and an entertainment in the

were

In

car-

Isa summary

afternoon’s horse

con-

of Wednesday

races:

Purse, #90.
by Erwin M, Wm H

2-50 Class.

pleasing because

more

the

best

consolidated

concert

of the show features

the

of

fair and

were

FresliUnir •lustice-ANDKKw P. Wiswell.
—John F k
ro^
Countv
E. TRACT.
Attorney—B.
Sheriff—H.
F. Whitcomb.
Staples, Castlne.
DenutlMi-i) L Fields,
Ellsworth; Jamk*
» T. SIL8BT, Aurora
Portland.
Sarrows,
Messenger— F. E. Til den.

VJerTTALL^BV
GVul,i^ro*
2r

disturbance.

William

H, b

g.

weak all the time.
1:1-1-.
ou.:~

1

and it is not unusual to find them
borrowing trouble as if they hadn’t

Half way down the incline he
lost control of his wheel. He managed to
stay on the sbute, however, but at tbe

trip

peated.

Fortunately he landed in tbe
water, just striking one side of the tank
and bruising bis hip somewhat. Thetank
Is only four feet wide. Quincy says the
Accident was due to the high wind.
thrown.

The hose

race

was

was

The

were

not made.

out

The hose teams ran in the mud on
Water street, and a good sized crowd suffered

the discomforts of the weather to

four teams in the
race, the Eurekas, of Ellsworth, dropping
out. The officials were the same as at the
dry race at Wyman park the day before.
The two Ellsworth teams which won
see

feature of

Stoningtou

bands

afternoon.

HOSK RACES.

RACE.

the

Thursday

early, undaunted
by rain and mud, and pushed away at the
clouds until, at noon, there were signs of
clearing weather. The fakirs did a good
business on the streets.

bottom of the Incline his wheel struck a
one side of tbe tank and he was

tbe

Afternoon. Michael Shea, of Bar Harbor,
acted as starter; J. H. Belaud, C. H. Leland and F. S. Lord, as judges; A. W.
fireely and E. F. Robinson, timers.
City hose "f E-1-worth won find prir**,
E'n«o Mi, second,
f
Henntor Mm'*h

from

The

rock at

THE HOBB

there

turned

cases were

put

on

twenty-one
special assigned lisl

tti©

for trial, it is believed that
very few oi
them will be tried. At the
opening of tin

staged at Han-

them.

first

There

and

were

Wednesday

second

reversed

positions in this race, the Senators
taking first witli City hn«e second. The

thetr

|

A life Stafford. liar Harbor.

3

2

Austin, b g, It W Burrill, Bangor, 1
Harvard, b g. W II Freemau, Mon-

4

111
4 4 3

4

3

3

tague.

3

worth...

2

1 2

2

x

Agnes B, br m, II B Phillips, Ellsworth. dls
x distanced for foul driving.
2 31**, 2 33,*. 2 35, 2 33**, 2 33*.
Time
2.‘J1 Class. Purse,
Lancey, b g, by Apple Jack, W G
Morrill, Pittsfield. 3 1 1
Joe Hal, blk g, E B Ireland, Bangor, 12 2
R A 9, b g, E Me Kenney, Bangor-... 2 3 3
Time: 2.27*, 2.23*, 2.26, 2.27**.

1
2

3

W. Ellis’ speedy Salinas, 2 17%, by
Donum, went an exhibition mile in 2.19%.
E. H. Greely’a
handsome Bingen colt,
‘“Columbo”, was also on the track, but whh
nnt

uont

tnilt.

u

CARNIVAL NOTES.
A member of the Yarmouth hose team
f y '1 HE

asked

was

I

these

suit

w

cheap

and see liow

♦

a

8
o

|

a

we can

good

a

which

find, but we do try
suit we can sell for

corn

5j

counters.

iVorking

placed

on

our

♦

should buy

:

IUTCHESS

yg

o
o

men

TROUSERS,

greatest wear-resisting trousers on
8 market.
Every pair sold under an
inclad guarantee to give satisfaction.
i

{CLOTHING
ilers anil Furnishers.

Ellsworth, Maine.

Smltn, George F.
.»urry
Swett, Ell-ha .1 .Dedham
Gould-boro
raft, George F
Fhorseu, Sovercnc C. Hancock
Web-ter, John E.Bluehlll
Whitmore, Richard.Verona
....

Wilbur, Llnley.Sorrento

a

also

exhibited

cattle feed

new

some

resembling corn,

to this section.

This feed

for It.

CASES ASSIGNED

The remainder of

vhich is

The fact is their kidneys are
weak, either naturally or because
of sickness, exposure, worry or

42.
03.

151.
49.

CATTLE.

67.

(Continued

on

paqe 7.)

Promises to

«

Box Tonight.
While you think of it, go buy and
try a box of Cascarets Candy Cathartic, ideal laxative, tonight. You’ll
it.
never regret
Genuine tablets
C. C. C. Never sold in
All druggists, ioc.

stamped

bulk.

a

and keeps the
treatment with

cure

Begin

promise

Hood’s today.
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Sch T.ulo W Fjqies. .Iordan, Rosion
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of grammar cannot give us a
mastery of language, ru'es of rhetoric
cannot nu ke us eloquent, ru»es of coi
duct cannot make i;> good.
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Dally.
Sundays leave at 3 2ft p m.
Sundays only, from Southwest Harbor.
rStop on signal or noticeto Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with throng*
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boo-

"gOMI

Caressa, Harvey, Northeast Ha’bor
Sunday, Oct 6
Sch Ig’onora, Ronsev, Boston
Sch Lydta Webster, Duillver, Bar Harbor
Tuesday, Oct 8
Sch Lavolta, Whittaker, Portland
Sch

x
z

ton and St. John.

Tickets for All Points South and Wool
sale ot the M. C. R. R. ticket ofieo,
Ellsworth.
Passengers are requested to procure ttflla*
before entering the train, and especially Kile*
on

BOUN.
EMERSON-At Bluehtll, Sept 30, to Mr and
Mr Eiwin N Emerson, a son.
HASKELL— At Deer Isle, Sept 29. to Mr and
Mrs Judson T Haskell, a daughter.
TATNToR— At Brooklln, Sept 1ft, to Mr and
Mrs George A Taintor, a daughter. [Ethel

May.]

WINSLOW—At Birch Harbor, Sept
and Mrs Fred P Winslow, a son.

2fi,

Mr

to

worth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vlce-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt

Rockland, Blnehill & Ellsworth Steamhl Cot

MARRIED.
CAMPBELL—DAVENPORT—At Bar Harbor,
Oct 1, by Rev James D
O’Brien, Rose
Campbell to Albert H Davenport, both of Bar
Harbor.
DESISLE—COUGH—At Lamolne, Oct 2, by
Rev A H Coar. Miss Helen Luella Deal ale, of
Lamolne, to Adonlram Bird Cough, of Bar
Harbor.
GRA Y —HODGKINS—At Castlne, Oct 1, by Rev
Norman
Madge
K la Gray, of
La Marsh,
Castlne, to Ralph Leon Hodgkins, of Bar
Harbor.
HIGGINS—LUNT— At Long Island, Oct 2, by
W A VanNorden, esq. Miss Lena M Higgins
to Grant H Lunt, both of Long Island.
LELAND—ELWELL-At Bar H»rbor. Oct ft.
In Rev C S Me Learn, Maude Agnes Leland,
of Bar Harbor, to Lewis Elwell, of Boston D
M ’CA BEL—vt A DDOCKS —At Macldas, Oct »,
by Rev I H W Wbarff, .Miss Alice M McCabel,
of Bucksport, to Fred J Maddocks, of Ellswo’tb.
WITHAM LEACH— At Penobscot, Oct ft, by
A E Vanillin, esq. Miss Laura Wltham, of
Castlne, to w ard C L»*ach, of Penobscot.
At
WELLS
ALLEN
Baptist parsonage,
Brooklln, Oct 6, by Frank W Cole, assisted by
Rev W II T Bock, Miss Rose G Wells to
George Reed Allen, both of Brooklln.
WYATT—TRKA DWKLL-At Bar Harbor, Oct
3. by Rev S L Hauscom, Sara T Wjatt to
Charles H Treadwell, both of Bar Harbor
YOUNG—YOUNG-At Portsmouth, N H, Sept
30, by Rev George W (Hie, Mis* Grace Eleanor
Yninur. of
Portsmouth, to Hi.rrv Chesnull
Young, formerly of Lamolne

In

Connection with Boston and Bangor
Steamship Co.
Leave Ellsworth (stage to Surry), every Monday and Wednesday at 6 am, Surry at7, for
Bluehill, South Bluehill, Brooklln, Sedgwick,
Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, South Brooksvllle (Mondays), Dark Harbor and Rockland, connecting
with steamer for Boston. Returning to Ellsworth via above every Tuesduy aud Saturday.

Every Thursday will leave Rockland at 5 a m,
for Dark Harbor, Sargenfvlllt, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Brooklln aud Bluehill. Returning, leave
a m. for «bo^<* la^dDes,
Bluehill rame ds v n»
arriving at Rockland to connect with steamer
for Boston.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland,

—

—

—

Me.

Passengers wishing

word at

to take the boat will leave
*27 Hancock street, Ellsworth (telephone

connection).

BLUEHILL LINE.
ANNUAL SEASON OF

EXCURSIONS

was

1)1 KD.

64.
66.
66.

>13.
56.
’68.

67.
102.

ft8 Vane

Peters.

V.

V.

He

Carter,
was

of

afternoon
on

was

for

sen-

at

the

guilty

indictment for

His

case

Sept 30, George B

months in

continuing

xV new and

complete line

sentenced

yesterday
Bangor work jail.

went to
to

ELLSWORTH,

) Leave

SliRRY

II

SO.

0.

Goods
just been

4.00

4.00
3.75
3.75
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.25

Mondays,
Wednesdays
Thursdays.

and

BROOKSVILLE,

Tickets
of sale.

Upholstering
has

Mondays $4.25

Wednesdays.

EGGEHOGGIN,
DARK HARBOR,

Drapery and

7

Oct.
Oct. 30.

I Leave

SARGENTVILLE,

A.

good to

j

Leave

return

15

Mondays. 3.50
days from date

CROCKETT, Mgr.

BOSTON AND BANCOR

Steamship Company.

received.

Special Designs,

Change in Shetlule.
FALL

Unequalled

SERVICE.

Workmanship,
Making dainty, effective and durable
Draperies and Upholsterings.
Commencing Monday, Sept 30, lPOl,

C. R. FOSTER,
Telephone Connection.

32 Main Street.

*

EDWIN M. MOORE,

S

dealer In all kinds of

#

Fresh, salt. Smoked and Dry

l

J

FISH.

*

steamer

"Ml Desert”, Capt F L Wlnteibotham, leave*
Bar Haroor Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays at lo a m, touching at Seal Harbor (when
llagged), Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
ami Stoulngton, and connecting at Rockland
with steamer for Boston.

WEDNESDAY.

as

Ion;

From Boston, Mondays and Thursdays at
5 p m.
From Rockland, Tuesdays and Fridays nt
from 5 to 6 a m, touching at Stoulngton, Southwest Harbor, Northeast Harbor and Seal Harbor.
E. S. J.

eight

This is a very quiet day in the court
The juries were excused until to-morrow
Zinc and Grinding Make
Devoe Lead and Zinc Paint wear twice
as lead and oil mixed by hand.—Advt.

S. Co.’s

RATES OF FARE TO BOSTON AND RETURN:

5EDGWICK,
of

Wednesday,

until

BLUEHILL,
BROOKLIN.

court, which sustained verdict,

was

S

Rockland,

Monday,

Commencing
and

from

RETURNING.

Ellsworth,

found

October term last year,
receiving stolen goods.
[the law

3,

Mrs

Flyers

Great White

CARTER SENTENCED.

trraigued yesterday
tence.

Isle),

Oct

atmrrtisnnntts.

Keezer

Alden

•*

O’Neill.
SMALL—At Sunset (Deer
Eliza Small, aged 90 years.
THOMPSON—At Deer Isle,
Thompson, aged 20 years.

Giles; Clark.

Saturday, Oct. 12.
Lunt vs. Reed. Fuller; Mason, R. E.
Collins vs. Campbell. Deasy; King.
Milltken Co. vs. Collins. King; Deasy.
Emerson va. Collins. King; Deasy.
Campbell vs. Collins. King; Deasy.
Monday, Oct. 14.
Buzzell & Rice vs. Buzzell. Rice; Hutchings, Hale & Hamlin.
Rice vs Buzzell. Rice; Hale & Hamlin.
Tanning Co. vs. Buzzell. Rice; Hale A
Hamlin.
Tanning Co. vs. Buzzell. Rice; Hale A
Hamlin.
Tuesday, Oct. 15.
Walsh vs. Wheelwright. Deasy; Hale A
Hamlin.
Doyle vs. Wash. R. R. Co. Tracy; Curran.
Parker vs. Sherman. Clark; Deasy.
Thorn vs. Mitchell. Deasy; King.
Wednesday, Oct. 16.
Leach Bros. vs. Me. Lake Ice Co.
Chase;

ALDKN

Bangor

Via the Boston &

v

—

DEER ISLE.

Spofford.
vs. Salisbury. Giles; King.
Thursday, Oct. 17.
135. Saunders vs. Union Shoe Co.
Hurley;
143.

BOSTON

to

BRIDGES-\t Sedgwick. sP,,t 30, Fltz W
Bridge-, aged 52 years, 12 days.
‘I
E 'Winto
II f»|.
\i
oet 5, Mrs Martlet
Mn«law, Hg«-d *8 e r-, 7 month1*. 2 days
Emma
U F.11-worth, Oct B, Ml
H
ItKI *' \
.1 llarrlman, iue-1 30 y earo.
LOW ELL-At Orlai.d, Oct 3, Miss Harriet N
Lowell, aged 80 vears, 15 days.
NICHOLS—At
Bluehlll, Sept 27, William

follows:

as

Peters.
Scott vs. Huntley.

barter

Buy and Try

TRIAL.

forenoon

Thursday, Oct.
14. Black vs. Robinson. Deasy; King.
Friday, Oct. 11.
40. Paine vs. Paine. Deasy; Clark.
69. Paine vs. Paine. Clark; DeaBy.
! 03.
Carter vs. Phillips.
Graham, Clark;

51.

CO.

I

What this great medicine did for him it has
done for others.

10.

PREMIUMS AWARDED.
Following is a list of the premiums
awarded at the Hancock county fair. The
figures indicate first, second or third prenot
miums. Residence of exhibitor is
given if in Ellsworth:
E and P Hinckley, Brooksvllle, Hereford bull, 3 yr, 1; Hereford heifer, 1 yr, 1.
Lewis Hodgkins, Jersey bull, 3 yr, 1. J U
Barron, Jersey bull, 1 yr, 2 divided. F M
Gaynor, Jersey bull, 1 yr, 1. Roswell
Murch, Jersey bull, 1 yr, second divided.
Lewis
Roscoe Holmes, Jersey cow, 2 yr, 2.
Hodgkins, Jersey cow, 2 yr, 1. Roscoe
Holmes, Jersey cow, 1. Lewis Hodgkins,
Jersey cow, 2. G M Barron, Guernsey
bull, 1. A E Tracy, West Hancock, Grade
Parker Hinckshorthorn heifer, 1 yr, 1.
ley, Brooksvllle, Grade Hereford heifer,
1 yr, 1 and 2. E A Lermond, grade HolM C Smith, grade Jersey
stein cow, 1.
Roswell Murch, grade Jersey
cow, 2.
1.
H
E
Hill, grade Jersey cow, 2 yr,
cow,
1. Jeremiah Hurley, grade Jersey heifer,
F M Gaynor, grade Jersey heifer,
1 yr, 1.
M C Smith, grade Guernsey cow,
1 yr, 2.
M
1. G S Cook, grade Guernsey cow, 2.
C Smith, grade Guernsey heifer, 1 yr, 1.
Jeremiah Moore, yoke oxen, 1. Henry
Eppes, yoke steers, 3 yr, 1. Wallace C

FOR

the

occupied by t lie calling of the docket and
issignmeut of eases. Twenty-four cases
vere put oti the general trial list, and
:wenty-one on the special assigned list,

50.

$7, $8, $10 and $12
ever

Saunders, Alfred L.Orland
Smith, Emery W.Franklin

_

suits are wonders,
We have the greatest values in allwool suits for

which we have

is

He

grows rapidly, and after being cut, the
stalks grow again. Mr. Cushman says
cattle seem to like it, and will leave green

little money.
Our new fall line of heavy-weight

Z

apples.

Pencilaria,

Try
to See How

x

fast enougn to

run

country.
win-that’s all there is to it.”
An interesting exhibit in the fruit department was a plate of last year’s apples,
of the Beu Davis variety, exhibited by J.
T. Cushman. Mr. Cushman had a peck of

CLOTHING CO.

I

Z

isfactnry.
hesaid; “arrangements couldn’t have been
better, and a fairer set of judges or a better
starter couldu’t have been found in the
We didn’t

We Don’t

reporter

race, if everything was
“We are perfect ly satisfied”,

sat

j

AMERICAN

^
jit?

I

SECOND TRAVERSE JURY.

Thursday’s

Hfter

W. R. PARKER

FIRST TRAVERSE JURY.

Leland, Ansel B, foreman.Eden
Allen, Isaac M.Sedgwick
Avery, Isaac N.Ellsworth
Baketnan, John J.Brooksville
Bonzey, Ransom.Ellsworth
Googlns, Asa W.Ea-tbrook
Herrick, Austin G.Brooklin
Sullivan
Hill, Harry.
Jedklns, Edward .Slonlngton
Marks, Horace.Trenton
Powers, Thomas S..Deer Isle
Richardson, Clifford B.Mount Desert

A.

abbtrttBtmtiUB.
Q ♦040^030^0*0#030*0*0*04C C *0 *0+-j+0+Q+C'+C‘+Q*0+C+0+

Following is the first traverse jury, and
jurymen so far sworn on the second
jury:
the

2

Climax, b s, F 11 Osgood, Ells-

..i.

enough already.

_

care to see re-

......4.

1.

—

i

*

I

j

The supreme judicial court for Hanother influences.
county convened yesterday for thi
October term. i-nmrfU,MCe A. P. »*
I am tiianafut to say." wrttp. ,T. I,. C.mpj
well presides. The nnmes of
court offij hell, of Sycamore. 111., "that Hood's Sarsapacers appear above.
riit* has cu.ed iue. For many years I was
Present indications are that this will bf j troubled with backache. At times I was so
a short term.
bad I bad to be he !ped from the bed or chair.
There is little crlmina
I am now well and strong and free from pain.”
business in sight, and though

This may be said, in fact, of the entire
carnival. The city was remarkably free
from disturbance of any kind. City
'Marshal Donovan, Night Officer Lord and
the special policemen deserve credit for

few who witnessed it will

pponlp

.lime 24, 1901*
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

Commencing

fppl

cock

had not rain caused postponement.
is as follows:
HORSE RACING.
Rich, Machlas.~. 1 1 1
grand jury.
The 2 35 class furnished an Interesting
Senator G, b g, W H Grady, Bangor.... 2 3 2
Llttlcileld, John H, foreman.Penobscot
Erick Lumps, b g, A Currier, Bangor... 3 2 3 race. There was a fight on between the
Haskell, Winslow C, clerk.Deer Isle
dts
.11m, b g. Snow, Bocksport..
drivers, which resulted in three of the Babson, Rodolph R... Brooklin
Lettle B, r m, A 8 Bunker, Hull’s Cove, dls
five horses which started In tbe race re- Candage, Asa O.
Stonlngton
Time
2-37*, 2.39. 2.89.
ceiving marks which took them out of the Clark, Alfred W.CMHtlnp
2 26 Class. Purse, #126.
tbfrorder preserved.
2 35 class.
Conners, Frank M.Eden
Credit for the successful planning and R A S, b g, by A1 Sultan, E McKenny.
Harvard, also, came near getting a new Crabtree, Colman A. Hancock
carrying out of the carnival belongs to
Bangor. Ill; mark. The horse showed a wonderful Dunbar, Albert H. Orland
3
W
2
2
R
Laura
blk
m,
Burrill, Bangor..
Gilmore, Pascal P.Bucksport
B,
the fair association, the carnival comburst of speed in the last half of tbe
Gray, Joseph C.Surrymittee and the business men and citizens Artl.st.bg, A W McKualck, Bangor.... 4 3 2 fourth
the field easily, and
heat,
passed
b g, F W Wheeler, Col urnGray, Merrlt .Brooksville
wbo assisted. Ail the visitors went away Livery Boy,
had
a
lead
in
the
stretch,
commanding
bla Falls. 3 4 4
Gray, Koscoe D.Sedgwick
aatisfied.
when
be
off
went
bis
feet.
Rob
Time: 2-30*, 2.28, 2.28*.
Roy Greene, William G.Bluehlll
came along and won the heat in 2.33%.
Miller, George E .Sullivan
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.
Austin L. won the first heat handily in Sargent, Simpson.Gouldsboio
Wednesday afternoon saw a big crowd
THURSDAY.
2.31%, tbe best time of the race, but Savage, Thomas.Tremont
at the fair ground.
There was a good
carnival plans
Rain Thursday upset
seemed to tire after that heat, aud was Somes, Lyman II.Mount Desert
card of attractions, and tbe show features
Sweeney, Charles W.Ellsworth
never dangerous again.
In the last heat,
pleased all. The horse racing went In
West, Francis W.Franklin
driven
his
F.
H.
Oswas
someClimax,
the
fair
until
but
there
by
owner,
Friday,
straight heats, and was not as interesting
The first traverse jury was empatieller',
had a grip on second money,
who
good,
as on tbe previous day, but the hose race
thing doing to amuse the visitors who rebut owing to several being excused from
was distanced
by the judges for foul
mained over from the previous days. The
filled in well.
the first panel, there were not jurors
Capt. Paul Quincy, who rides down the rain kept away the people from near-by driving.
enough to make up the second jury. An
Following is a summary of the races:
flight of stairs on a bicycle and dives into towns, however. The “Tremont” was
extra panel was necessary, and the second
2.3o Class. Purse, flOO.
unable to make her return trip to Heat
a tank, furnished a thrilling sight which
jury will not be filled until to-morrow.
Harbor on account of the fog. She re- Rob Roy, b g, by Alcautara Hoy,
was not on the programme, and which
or

That is whprp some

THts COURT.

brought court, Kev. J. M. Adams, of the
Congregational church, offered prayer.
cock hall, giving a good entertainment.
The following
were present
attorneys
The crush at the ball was as big as on any when court
opened: H. E. Hamlin, A. F,
evening during the carnival. An or- Burnham, J. B.
Redman, A. W. King
chestra composed of
from
the
pieces
John A. Peters, jr„ Henry M.
Hall, L. F
band
and
orchestra
Monaghan’s
Eastport
Giles, F. L. Mason, Harry L. Crabtree, D
furnished good dance music.
E. Hurley,
Ellsworth; O P. Cunningham
O. F. Fellows,
Bucksport; L B. Deasy, E
S. Clark, Charles H.
FRIDAY.
Wood, John E
Though the carnival had spent itself in Bunker, jr., B. E. Clark, Charles B. Pineo,
the rain of Thursday and there were no E. N. B'-n-on, H. L Graham, Harry M
attractions down town Friday forenoon, Conners, Bar Harbor; Jerome H. Knowles,
the postponed fair
made Northeast Harbor; E. P Hpofford, Deet
pra ramme
practically a fourth day of the fair and Isle; George R. Fuller,8ou;bwest Harbor;
carnival.
Friday afternoon at the fair George M. Warren, Castiue; E. E. Chase.
ground was, in fact, the best of the fair, so Bluchill; Bedford E. Tracy, Winter Harfar as Interesting horse racing goes. AH bor; Ellery Bowden, Winterport; Char ea
the show features were there, too. The J. Dunn, Orono.
THE JURIES.
midway, however, had disappeared, and
most of the exhibits had been removed
The grand jury was
empanelled, and
from the ball. The attendance, of course, after being charged
by the court, rewas much smaller than it would have been
tired
to
organize. The jury as organized
j
Borne

Ellsworth's fair and carnival of 1901 la

fireworks in

of

surprise. The

a

down from the

memory.

EVENING

good dispisy

was a

somewhat of

The Premium List.

THE

FOB
TBIAL_OFFIfoirpT—JCJRIFP
8HORT TERM EXPECTED.
THE

Steamboat*.

I

the Back

of

A88IONBI)

*

RACE.

FOOT

Mud—Fakirs

CASKS

CBB8 OF

Kailroaba an'o

Mouse, Agent, Bar Harbor.

Calvin

I

Austin, Gen’l Mgr., Boston

The American prints more vital statistics—births, marriages and deaths-than all the other papers printed in the
and most of them it
Campbell & True Bldg., East End Bridge, Q county combined,
! prints from one to two weeks ahead of its
ELLSWORTH, ME.
♦a#O*0*a*O*0*O*O4a*O#H:*O* oontemporarxes
Cod, Haddock, Halibut, Blueflnh, %
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops, 2
6
Lobsters and Finnan Haddies.

Thk

subordinate assemblies In
Maine, with a membership of 2,148 sisters
It is one of the most helpful of women’s
clubs. Its teachings are liberal and broad
as education, and a factor for good in any

subscribers at 106

tkhioan has

i\

•/ the 11 post-offices tn Hancock county;
mil the o...or papers in the county combined do not reach
KJ^W

not

ts

the

so

Thk Amkr-

many.

in

onty paper printed

Hancock county, and has

never

community.

ou*

orly

►©

»t

me

called

be

C.

D. Hodgkins has returned from
visit to relatives in Walt Lam.
Mrs. F.

r

John Maxwell, of Orient, was recently
the guest of Alton Tripp null wife.
Betsey Young ia spending a few
with her
aunt, Mrs. Hannah
Thompson, at Seal Harbor.
Mrs. J. 8. Blair returned Friday from
Mrs.

El wood
is

expected this

Miss

week

King have returned from
employment at Bar Harbor

Rev. W. H. Rice, wife and daughter
will return to their home at Orient this
week. Mr. Rice is at present visiting his

Sylvester Gott, accompanied by
Miss Anna M. Gott, is stopping in Bangor
tor a few days.
Logan Gott is keeping store for Adelbert
Gilley, of 8outhwest Harbor, during his
visit to Bangor.
Mrs.

and

mother

Birch

at

relatives

other

Harbor.

Higgins, of Minneapolis,
guest of her cousin, Miss
Phosie Higgins, last week, went to EllsShe will visit N. H.
worth Saturday.
Miss

who

Bert Eaton was as usual on time Wednesday morning to carry a jolly crowd to
Ellsworth on his buckboard.

Maude

was

Higgins

the

family until Tuesday, when

and

she will leave for the West.

H.

7.

Oct.

_

P. Richardson, of Mt. Desert
few
Rock light station, is spending a
weeks at the home of P. W. Richardson.
Mrs.

H.

a

few

a

days here

recently.
The season for packing sardines at the
Wm. Underwood Co.:s plant closed last
week. The pack this year shows a large
increase

over

work

nnnf Ink

bride,

%

Many

The Rhinoplastic club held a very enjoymeeting at the home of Mrs. Clifford
Dollivcr Wednesday evening of last week.
After the completion of the evening’s
work a collation was served. During the
evening, Mrs. Leslie Wilson was elected

absent until

go to

for

new

ning.

will

house and celebrated

sold

has

schooner “Cosmos” to

his

0

With two out and three

ball

for

by

men on

home

a

run

of last week at

The friends of Simeon
that he has received

Lord are glad
slight increase of

a

Capt.

has

charge

of the

for the steamboat company

for

a

short time.

Capt. R.

Whitaker,

alieady taken charge and sailed
Capt. Trussell will engage
the lobster fishing business during the

work

for Gloucester.

and

A.

done

Sinclair

is

having some
bis building by masoun

on

carpenters.

of

a

bath

The adjourned town meeting
Friday forenoon, Oct. 4.

was

session

the house

begun
repairing
recently purchased of the heirs of Mrs.
Ann Jarvis
Rev.
A. L. Hudson.
by
George Wasson has charge of the work.
on

of

He has been an earnest and active worker
in this town, and delivered some very interesting

sermons.

A lecture

was
exceedingly interesting.
parture is generally regretted.

on

Japan

His

Sept. 30_
Prospect

quarters of the yacht “Idaiia”. His little
daughter Grace is thougtu to be out of
danger.
Oct. 7.
C.

de-

Kh»i

R.

in

few

Moore

days during

in Ellsworth

was

bor last
Mrs.

!

Miss B^sie Williams is home from Bar
where she spent the summer.
Carl Peters left this morning for Chicago. lie has Bpent the summer at home.
Miss Sibyl Cole has returned from a
visit to Miss Blanche Deasy in Bar Harbor.

Harbor,

a

Ridley
Wednesday.

came

Bangor

Thursday.
*'Red Jacket”, Farr master,
with granite for New York, sailed last
Tuesday.
last

Schooner

PnBA

ConHoiro

ttt

Ka

Kon

Kaayi af

1

II

n *-

during the summer, returned last
v
Wednesday.
M,t”' rMCrane, of Winter Harbor,
Alice Candage who has been with Miss
l»*i
Mrs.
C.
C.
week
at
Larrabee’s.
spent
i’earsou at Bluehill during the summer
Marcus Handy returned home Saturday came borne last
Wednesday.
from
the

Marblehead, Mass

where he

spent

summer.

Mrs. L. P. Cole has returned home from
Portland, where she has been the guest of
Mrs. E. G. Abbott.

Alfred Tracy, of the Sands, Is taking a i~;.ich r??ded vacation with relatives
and friends In Boston.

bor

Margie Long,
Thom,
Leach, Anson Thom and May Curtis
attending the Bluehill academy.
Colina

Oct. 7.

rabee have been

spending

are

G.

Marlboro.

Mrs.

Mrs. J M. Williams and Mrs. C. C. Lar-

Liu wood

Pettengill

Miss Maria

is

ill.

Wilbur, of Lakewood, is
visiting Mrs. S. H. Kemick.
Mrs. A.

Miss

the week in

H.

Mary

Closson is ill at Bar Harbor.

Her mother, Mrs. Frank Closson, is there
caring for her.
enjoyable
Sawyer gave
George Jellison, who had his hip put
card party recently. Dainty refreshments
out of joint at the coaling station at Lawere served during the evening.
rnoiue, is slowly improving.
Mrs. M. A. Handy leaves for Bar Harbor
Melvin Jellisou and Mrs. Lucy White,
to-day, where she will spend the winter of
Clifton, spent a few days with their
with her daughter, Mrs. L. B. Deasy.
brother, George Jellison, last week.

Bangor and Ellsworth.
Miss Geneva

an

commenced with
promises of profitable terms. C. C. Baker
is teacher of the grammar and Miss Lucy
Bunker of the primary.
The

schools

have

Mrs. L. P. Cole, who was sent as delegate to he grand assembly of Pythian
sisterhood. In Auburn, Sept 24, reports
the order
an interesting meeting, with
growing in the State. There are now

Oct.
Ea«t

7._Abe.

Franklin.

Mrs. Lizzie
in

Patten is visiting relatives

East Sullivan.
Misses

Hattie Bhdsdell and Edith Gor-

don, who are teaching school at Eastbrook, spent Sunday with their parents.
Oct. 7.

M.

P.

2, when their daughter.

Mrs. Russell will

Deslsle, was married to
Cough. The ceremony whs
L.

in the

left for

Nellie Carroll
teaching. She writes

is

home

Bar

of

her

that

Harbor's

business

scenery made immortal

in

Longfellow’s I

“Hiawattia”.
literary circle has started up for the
season with renewed zeal.
The meeting
held at Lawyer Fuller’s office on the evening of October 1 was devoted to a general
review of past work and the discussion
of lines of stndy for future sessions. The
next meeting will be held at the same
place on Oct. 15.
The Congregational sewing circle held
its first fail meeting at the home of Mrs.
An inHarry Gilley Tuesday, Oct. 1.

j

wharf,
through
O. W. Cous'ns and Ned Clark, hearing a
little boy screaming, saw that Lawrence

j

The

|

has

_

North SciIbwiiK.
Kev. B. Merrill

her

college,

1* the guests*)! Mrs. Ads

Allen.

C. Cloeson is visiting st Mr*.

Mrs. I.

Both churches held their sewing circles
Thursday. Mrs. A. M. Herrick was

Lucy Cfosaon’a.
Mr«. EU* Power*, who he* been very 111,

president of the Congregational
sewing circle and Mrs. E. F. Hinckley,
secretary and treasurer.
The following left for Boston Monday:
Mrs. L. J. Osgood, Miss Emma Osgood,
Miss Florence
Miss Beulah Burnham,
Morse, Miss Mamie Snowman, Miss Lina
Master
Mortou, Mrs. Sidney Howe,
Roger Howe.
BRUZ
Oct. 7.
chosen

in

much better.

now

v

that found a bome at
flew all the way from Surry.
bird

The canary

Eiwell’s,
ball
Saturday evening at the Orange
All had
wan held a minalonnry sociable.
their fortunes told. It waa a very enjoyMrs.

able

evening.

Mina Abbte El well ha§ gone to Boaton
for a few days. She will return to Portland for the winter. She ban been at her

Impressive memorial services for Presifor two inontba
McKinley were held by the woman’s home In North Sedgwick
In ad- caring for her alnter, wbo has been very
relief corps Saturday evening.
dent

dition

service, there

to the ritual

readings and music.
The W. R. C. has

111.

were

Mm S

num-

left

bering fort>-tive, and is active in interest
Arrangements are
good works.
being made for an entertaiun cut at tbe
chapel next Saturday evening for the
it
is
benefit of the Newport home
expected tlmt besides recitations and

from

postponed

for the

home

future.

boy* and girl* In tbe
roM • devoted
will

teacher.

Treworgy, former paetor ol
North Sedgwick Baptlat church, left
here on TbureJay lor Caatlne w here the
will »top lor « lew day. ol reel. She felt
celled to glee up her paatorale end deyote
bereel! to the epeclei work of en evengellat. She will enter et ouce upon erengellatlc work In the town of Howland.
Mr<. 8, W.

the

week.

a

M.

7.

Oct.

echool

Sunday

Saturday evening, the entertainment will
be

make her

to

Her claan of little

some

to the

Loren Colima haa moved Into the bouse
formerly occupied by A. (J. Morrison.
C. C. Toole and wife have closed their
summer cottage and
returned to their
home In Bangor.

on

expect*

novel features will be added
If it should storm
programme.

music

Evelyn Cornor, who ban lived with
W. Treworgy for nearly five years,
Thursday for LewleUMi, where aba

Mi»*n

membership

a

and

happiness.

returned

business

—

last

Their

men.

friends wish them much

many
pleasant places, !
as her delightful hostess is ever ready to j
Commander L >gan
whirl the scboolma’am away In a carriage
j Washington, D. C.
and pair over historic roads through
lines have indeed fallen in

|

i

t else* will be organised.
lh
paper
About twenty-five b»vc lgned
Mr. J.lttlfHeld Is
now In circulation.
conaidered a floe singing ma.ter, having
All
taught a great number of schools.
tael- voice*
who ere desirous of ha-1
trained should not miss tills opportunity.
8’ BAOct. 7.

Boston.

of Lainotae’s most
and Mr. Cough one

popular young ladies,

Fryeborg

in

W.

Burdett

at

studies

a

one

!

Hinckley is employed with
I. Partridge in the drug store.
M iss Louise Hinckley has resumed

c

Miss Deslsle is

sing iu ihe grand chorus.

give lessons In music

academy.

Truman

Mr. and Mrs. Cough
wedding trip. On their return
they will reside at Bar Harbor.
The guests from out of town were Mrs.
Thomas Lawton went there on Thursday,
returning on Saturday, having attended J. A. Peters, jr., Mrs. Helen L. Wiggin,
Fred Higgins was ( Miss Anna Berry, Eilsffrorth; Ezra Cough
the music festival.
one of the members
from Pittsfield to and Miss Gertrude Lynch, Bar Harbor.

_

8#>al Cov*

Henry Jordan, son of Edgar Jordan, of
She will be greatly mlesed here.
HalloweJI, is visiting friends in town.
Ka«.
Oct.
day to visit her brother, who is a patient
for
7._
W. J. Harper and wife are planning
in the insane hospital.
!.»>( Orlande
a trip to Aunapolis, N. S., to visit Mrs.
Oct. 7.
H.
Mia* Lett le Btaisdell returned to Boston
Harper’s parents.
lat*.
S'MiHi
The house occupied by James Walls and Saturday.
George Robbins arrived home Saturday owned
C. 8. Jones, of Washington, is the guest
by Mrs. Mildred Norwood, of
from a coasting trip.
of F. E. Blaiedell.
Calais, has been sold to a Mr. Cooper.
Stephen Stanley arrived home last week
George Snow has moved bis family Into
Very Interesting meetings have been
from the season’s yachting.
formal discussion of a fair to he arraugeu
held here during the past week by Rev. Mrs. E. C. Mason’s cottage.
for early December met with general
Mrs. May Robbins arrived home Satur- Herbert
Shute, of West Hancock. Mr.
Fred Pickering visited bis daughter et
favor.
The circle will meet weekly to day from Biddeford, where she attended
Shute has been greatly assisted in the Ellaworth Falla Saturday.
work for that object.
Fruit was served the convention of the W. C. T. U.
Bible
of
the
Maine
work by J. 8. Corson,
Mrs. Etta Dunbar and daughter Dora,
by the hostess. The minister’s wife, Mrs.
News was received from Mrs. Elvira society. All regret that Mr. Corson is
who have been visiting in Bluebill, reWalker, was welcomed as a new member, j Thurston this
his
to
leave
the
week that she was not dan- obliged
coming week,
turned home Sunday.
Little Lawrence Gonzales narrowly J gerously 111, as was feared at first.
duties as agent of the society calling him
Miss Bernice Mason spent Sunday et
escaped drowning on Saturday. He fell j Miss Christie Robbins, who went to elsewhere.
her home, returning to Baugur Monday
a hole in Clark brothers’
Mias

j

Jane Smith went to Bangor Satur-

_

J. W. Ober thinks he is entitled to a
for beau-raising, having raised
will *o far two crops of beaus in the twentieth
had disappeared.
His younger brother j
remain for the present.
century. Last January Mr. Ober, while
stood in noisy fright gazing into the bole j
News came to-day of the death of Mrs. sorting some dry beans for table use. ;
in the wharf.
They reached the place
Eliza Small, of Sunset, which occurred at found a few small, shiny, dark beans.
just in time to see the boy rise to the
her home Thursday, Oct. 3.
Next to | These he planted in-dcors in boxes. They
surface. He was rescued just in time.
“Uncle ’Than lei” ami “AuntSalome”, Mrs. flourished and bore abundantly, ripening
Oct. 7.
Spray.
Small was, 60 far as the writer knows, the in due time. At early planting time Mr.
Hntuklln.
eldest person in town. She
was
the Ober planted the seed, which also bore and
Mrs. Alfred Joyce returned from Boston
widow of the lale Thomas Small and ripened, thus giving him, as it were, two
Saturday.
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Avery Fifleld, crops in a little over six month’s time.
E. J. Carter has moved back to bis own
who were among the oldest native resi- Who says our rugged climate will not proFred Stewart has moved his family into
E E. ingersoll’s house.
Charles Parker shot a deer at Flye’s
8. E.

Ailston for

Tuesday.

McFarland

bought

a

horse of

R.

the

respected

union

bouse and

Mrs. H. M Atherton goes to Melrose,
Mass., to-day to spend the winter.
Mrs. John Allen and daughter have !
spent the past week at Sargentville.
H B. Hooper sold his colt to Frank
Arey, of Bucksport Centre, last week.

have been

Tibbetts

and

Dorothy start for their home in

daughter
Washing-

The
annual

Harvest

Home society
held Its
meeting at the chapel Wednesday.

elected as follows: President,
Herrick; vice-president, Mrs. A.
Bray; secretary, Mrs. F. C. Stanley;

Otiicers

were

Dr. F. 8.

Fertilizer.
a

good

name

Sept.

much-be-

family

never

able to

and

own

A.

in

for

Emulsion. Children
Scott’s
Some
are like young plants.
will grow in ordinary soil.
Others need fertilizers.
The nature of some children

prevents them from thriving
Such chilon ordinary food
dren grow right if treated right.
All they need is a little fertilizer—a little extra richness.
Scott’s Emulsion is the right
treatment.

There

Decemuer

Oct. 4

Ego.

men

The people of this place are now enjovIng the privilege of regular religious
*ervices, by the pastor of the Congregational church of Seal Harbor, ltev. A. P.
McDonald, who preaches at the ecboolbouse every Sunday afternoon. A Suulay school and Christian Endeavor ate
tuatained by the people.
For some time
:he ladies have been colliding funds in
Lbeir society for a church building.
A

procured,

and

now

BOWNE, Chemists, 400 Pearl St., N. Y.
50c and $i.oo\ all druggists.

Hooper

Mr.

has started his

on a

;

quarry to the east of

|

uir

p'auti.

jociei.v has adopted the
Otter

name

of

who

interest* d in

building

uext

Joyce

sardine

account

ou

the

of

price

Wi.

Mrs.

Littlefield,

Julia

There

who

has

social dance at the

was a

be

H.

supper. The F'oresters
large number of friends
preparing for a jolly evening.
a

treasurer.

L. Candage and family returned
Tremont Friday.

from West

ing of Haucock county grange.
Oct. 7.

W.

l

as.

drug,
Tobacco Habit.

Cream Iialm

quickly.

a

regular meeting of the King’s
Daughters, held with Mrs. William Hellars Friday evening, the
following officers
were elected for the
ensuing quarter:
Kutn F. Smith, L; Fausta Orlndle, V. L;
Bertha Leach, secretary; Mary Varnuiu,

to

Mrs. B. H. Candage has gone to Dorchester, Mass., to remain this winter.

to t

1

Cream Balm is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
the membrane and is absorbed. Iie!ief is immediate and a cure fo.lows. It is not

over

drying—does

At the

New York.
Fred

~

guu

cleanses, soothes and heals
the diseased membrane.
It cores catarrh and drives
away a co.d in the head

clam

Tuesday evening, Oct. 1,

Johnson has returned

tlj’.H

was

hall

for

a

meeting

the

purpose

was

of

Hlunhiil Falls.
Mr*. A.

S.wiryal, %mm Twk. tit

In all its stages there
should be cleanliness.

was

of Court

have invited
are

...

(VUtfS,

CATARRH

pavilion

eveniug at the regular
Bagaduce, I. O. F., there

To-morrow

i held at grange

G.

atc.suno

Nasal

been

Saturday evening. The attendance
After the dance a supper
good.
served at the Penobaeot house.

at the Metho-

^

o.

PhhiIimoi

parsonage Saturday night for the
benefit of the pastor, Rev. J.D. McGraw.

good social gathering.

CATHARTIC

HflsTn.RIP
nu* I U-DAU

»•

will

was

PILES

MI aaflVred the tortures of the damned
with protruding pile* hro* Hit on by constipation with which I was afflicted for twenty
I ran across your CASCARKTS In the
ye vrs
town of Newell, la., and never found anything
to equal them. To-day I aui entirely free from
piles and feel like a new man
C. H. Kbitz, 1411 Jones bt., Sioux City, la.

•torksf k»ae4|

and

Mias Minnie Townsend went to Boston
Monday.
Mrs. Mary M. K. Gott went to DoJlardlowij Friday for a few days, visit.
Rev.
E. A. Carter, of Harrington,
preached in the Methodist vestry Friday
night.

Oct. 7.

&iUcrti2nnn!ta.

has

meeting

[t

M.
_

new

h

Sum.

pound party

Oct. 7.

raaof mash

scarcity of tin.

dist

E. C.

...

greatly

and

during

with Mrs.

Weeks.

just returned from
Plea«vnt. PntataMe fi'lent. Tsvre Cl/vwJ, T>0
supply of tin for his Good, Never Sicken. Weaken or (iripe. KJc, 2jc. 60c.
have
CURE CONSTIPATION.
been
factory. They
both-red

Portland wi.h

church,

B atedeii

hoarding

term.

Herbert

iuc

W.

W.

favs&aiew

Philip Small, of Deer Lie, has been on a
days’ visit to idatives here. He will
enter the juuLr Class at Bowdoin college

vfsitiug friend* and relatives In llallowell
and Buck field, returned t ome Saturday.

was a

with

the summer, ate
Mason for a few

H. I

meeting held Thureday evening, Oct.
?, was called by the justice of peace, William Cox. The members voted to incorporate the Hfcety under tbe name of
‘The Aid Hcciety of Otter Creek”,and the
M.
following trustees were elected: 1
rripp, G. W. Grover and Thomas Davis.

There

<

fe.\

‘*Tbe Aid

a

Hlakes'ey and wife, who havo been

Providence) M

Creek”, and enlarged the
membership by admitting ail tbe men
Society of

Mr.

boarding

days here.

few'

Capt Willard Staples leaves
this week iu the thret-mas er “Maud
Dudley” for Jacksonville, Fla.

a canvass

nciiiiuy

venerable preacher who
visit this island in years gone by, is
a

|

of

crew

Bridge’s.
Osgood, a

spending

being made for subscriptions to the
building fund. The plan is to erect a
building costing about f2,500, aud fitted

were

to work

used to

Is

lur iuv urcun ui

n

j

1

bouse.

Wilmer

CreeV.

lot has been

Littlefield, of Bangor, organized
singing school here last Wednesday
ght, with about thirty member*.

N. W.
a

Advent minister,

Bridges’

are a

Stinson

next
biter

come

great many cases of whooping cough in town, many patients being
quite ill.

Fertilizers make thingsgrow.
The lobster smacks “Katie 9. Lawson”
That’s just what Scott’s Emul- lad “E. McNichol” arrived Sunday
night with fish.
It makes children
sion does.
Oct. 7.
Sub. j
South HnncocK.
in
in
flesh,
strength,
grow
grow
Mrs. F. M. Watson left Wednesday
in mind,
grow rich blood, grow
morning for her home in Brooklyn, N. Y.
what we
Mrs. A. E. Wooster is at Bar Harbor,
grow happy. That’s
visiting her sister, Mrs. Henry 9. Brown.
make it for.
Louis Jordan and wife went to BucksSend for free sample.
port Friday, to attend tbe annual meetSCOTT &

C. Smith had a load of freight
Portland.

Johnson, the
has moved into Addison

choice.

Mrs. Small would

years old

Mrs. Hattie Perkins has Hosed her
co'tags snd is living with her sister, Mrs.
Nancy Blaiadeli.

No matter how long you have had the cough;
N.
If it hasn't already developed into consumption.
Dr Wood's Norway Pli e hyrup will cure It.—
clams for the Bass ; Arlet.

Rev. Mr.

up when she bad a shock
which rendered her insensible, and she

ninety

morning.

this week from

sitting

lived but two hours.

7.

Otis Albee is carrying
Harbor factory.

idle, spending her
such light work as

do, of her

crops?

Atlnniir.

re-

riie

QStiisSren'a
That’s

was

knitting

was

V.

a

A

duce two serial

large

place in August was
The American. Though in
feeble health, she was able to be about the

was

N.

mother.

a

in

She

Mrs.

leaves

premium

em-

which took

noticed

»he

Pease, Mrs. W. H. Tibbetts
and Mrs. Jennie Dority go to Boston to-

She

the loss of

mourn

loved and

Lime in

M.

town.

family to

The lumber has arrived for Judge Bentley’s cottage at West End.
Ralph Willey who has been yachting on
the lakes, arrived home Tuesday.

Mrs. H

visit, did not return

week’s

a

Saturday as expected, having found
ployment in Cambridge where she

dents of

home from Seal Har-

from

by

Higgins,

Jutia Gilley apent last week iu
Bangor. Mrs. E. L. Higgins and Mrs.

hunting

George E. Carter returned

Oeorge A. Clough, of Brookline, is in

friends of the bride.

Mrs.

SUrfirrtisnntntB.

Maud

a

the fair.

building

served

to-morrow
doubt but what

‘’Revenue” arrived Satur-

town.

remony refreshments were
Misses Ettle Bragdon, Alice
Anna Berry and Cordie King,

After the

bridge, it was concluded to go on with
repairs now, and petition the next March
meeting for a new bridge.

skiff.

Mrs. o. b. Lole is visiting relatives in
Winter Harbor.
Mrs. Welch

is

at the

Deslsle

fall asters.

considerable discussion of the Seal Cove

D.

Hlnehtn.

Harvey P. Long

Harlior.

G.

bud muslin with black velvet trimmings.
The decorations were autumn leaves and

After

Hartford, Conn
ton, D. C., Monday.
who has spent the season here assisting
Eugene Holden who has spent the past
Rev. C. N. Davie in his pastoral work, has
Capt. S. J. Treworgy left for Boston two years at Guam in the government emreturned to pursue his theological studies. Friday to atteud to the placing in winter
ploy. returned home last week.
Edward

place

trimmings. Her only jewei was a crescent
pin with twenty-five pearls, the gift of
Mrs. J. A. Peters, jc.
8he carried while
roses.
Toe maid of honor wore a rose-

room.

page*.

day.

brother of the groom, was best man.
The bride wore a gown of castor gray
broadcloth, with ch ff m and applique

Newport,

day.

Work has

winter.

Perkins,

D. Chatto

M.

.Jams,

bouse at Haven.

Surrv.

George Davis spent part

of

being plumbed for

is

W. Smith last week.

Capt.
f3,100
Capt. freight

part

M**

Holden, he hit the
winning the game.

who has
in

0 4-13
1 1-11

0

pension.

Trussell

Mrs.

U

Point last

E. C. Rose brook,

Schooner “Wild Rose” stocked
and schooner “Taniscott” f2,600.
S.

1 0
4 0

home.

for their homes in Massa-

members

a

bases, and two strikers and two balls on
him, and the score 11—9 in favor of

Raxl

chusetts.

W.

0

0
2

H. Burrill, of Dedham, in the ninth in-

Mr. and Mrs. Batchelder and daughter
and a friend who have been visiting at th?

Monday

2
2

4

scorer, Bruce Giles.
The feature of the game was the hit

Stanley last week

and Mrs.

by innings:

score

Umpire: Shaw;

the event by a house-warming at which
about sixty persons were present.

Capt.

is the

Dedham.
Holden.
G Towne.lb.W Chute
G Brewster.2b.C Burrill
M Warren.as.W Maddox
11 Burrill.3b.9 Prentiss
W Luce.p.N Stevens
W Sweet..c.J Hodgkins
A Smart.rf.H Prentiss
9 Burton.cf......J McAuley
L Mariludaie.If..1 Wakefield

After

days, they
Chicago.

home in

moved into their

Portland.

few

a

Mr. and Mrs. Frank

left last

following

NAMES OK PLAYERS.

to be

number of years.

their

defeated the Holdens
third time this season at baseball.

Dedham.2
Holden.1

spring.

friends there

home of

coaple.

\

Thursday

here

left

were

wedded

The

Mrs. E. T. Preble and daughter Lizzie

visiting

good

as

received

wishes

for the

of mackerel catchers numbering
thirty-seven vessels was recently in this
harbor. It was the largest fleet seen here
a

well

as

BASEBALL.

A fleet

quite

tokens of esteem

The Dedham nine

The fishing vessels have nearly all given
up fishing for this season.
William N. Cole and Miss C. E. Vose
have returned to their homes in Boston.

for

Portsmouth

_

for the ensuing year. The next
meeting will be held at the home of Mrs.
P. W. Richardson.
Anon.
Oct. Z

sea

0*1/1

T T XT

Dedham.

president

Preble Richardson has gone to

married at

were

14 Q

DA n

by the newly*
Four years ago, a youth
of less than twenty, Mr. Young went to
Portsmouth and began work on the coal
packets as a day laborer. By his sober,
quiet habits, he worked his way up to the
position of engineer which he now holds.
Y.
Oct. 7.

able

..it*.

wbo

tholp

Monday morning, Sept. 30, and arrived
here Monday evening on the 6 10 train.
Thirty of Mr. Young’s schoolmates and
One interesting
friends were present.
feature of the evening was an appropriate
reading
by Miss Qertrude Bragdon.

O. L. Bragg gave some of his friends a
tine outing on his naphtha launch “Ideal”,
Tuesday afternoon. The party included
O. L. Bragg and wife, Mrs. Ethel Wilson,
Miss Maude Chaffey, Capt. Clarence
Tor??— t-«*o qnd daughter Marion, and
Miss Bernice Bunker.

Cnuiu.uj

fllnatl

1*.. a

Har-

week’s absence, have returned to
Southwest Harbor and are again boarding at Nathan Clark’s. Mr. Clark’s bouse
after

\

performed by Rev. A. H. Coar, of the
Unitarian church, Ellsworth. The bride
was given away by her father.
The maid
of honor was Miss Lena Deslsle, sister of
the bride. Ezra Cough, of Bar Harbor,

county convention at

Little Deer Isle, the other
being unable to attend.

Oct.

Helen

AUonlratn B.

the

were

from the Southwest

bor church to the

Miss

on

that of last year and the
to have been successful in

every way.

home

Miss Annie Young came home last
Monday to attend the reception to her
She returned on Wedbrother Harry.
nesday.
Tuesday evening, Oct. 1, at the borne of
E. F. Young and wife, an informal re-

resident of

place but for many years

Gloucester, Mass., spent

arrived

has

Austin

from Bar Harbor.

native of this

a

Susie

Miss

The many friends of Mrs. Amy Clement
will be giml io hear that she is rapidly improving from the effects of a broken wrist.

Capt. John Bickford,

I.HnilllllK.

Moilll

Miss

we other

Josiab Morion is in town.

Mrs.

The schooner

A ver> pretty vveddiug took
home of Mr. and Mrs. E.

in health.

Rev. Dean A. Walker and wife

Une Femme.

Wednesday,

Crntnlp \e*r»

additional

«»*

organising

tttoehin

DE8IBLE-OOUOH.

elected

and Seal Harbor.

Miss Gertrude Knowlton will sing in
the Pitts Laid chorus at the music festival
in Bangor.

have moved into the Rosa
j.: t.j r t ciaik*

only delegates

was voted to
supper Wednesday evening, Oct. 23; if stormy, the Thurs-

l.iui i.aiuotii*.

Margaret Trundy has been in Bant-niled there by
oearly twv. *
the dangerous iliness'of her step-daughter,
a^uvs, who is uun ouuiunuiti unproved

King. Miss Carrie Salisbury and

Cordie

their season’s

b*LI visit to his former home.

to m©kv.

A.

H.

Mrs.

Holt and other friends.

Mini in*-},

George Richardson

They

their

the
it
singing school under
direction of N. W. Llttletlald. of Hsngor.
■' I--’
to »
There wss s smslt alt- ndsn
the
misunderstanding of the dale of
he held
meeting. Another meeting will
evening, Sod there la little

COUNTY NEWS.

It

Oct. 7.

wife will make
borne for the

and

Mrs.

weeks

page*

other page*

treasurer, A. D. Bray.
hold the annual fair and

day following.

Harbor

*o

Monroe where she visited
other

»<*>

winter.

•«>»

jj

Hnrtior.

George Crockett

I.amoinf.

County

additional Count# New*

additional County A>ir*

_

only paper that
a

Or

Southwest

Southwest

7.

Oct.

claimed to

can proppaper; all the
real arc mtrrwy local papers. The circulate
krican, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

toe,

COUNTY NEWS,

forty eight

aWjcrtisrounta.

orms?

cause sickness, and sometimes death,
ln*^
Children, before their presence Is suspect- M
ed. Give them a few dome of
■

TRUE’S

pi* worm

ELIXIR

I

„
Ifworms
are present
they will be expelled. ■
▲ harmless vegetable tonic. Mo. *t dragruu. ■
Pr. J. I THI E A t O., Auburn. Me.

%

i
j

gist*

or

ELY

by mall; Trial ttze, 10 cent* by mail.

BUOTUEUS, 56 Warren

Street, New

York.*

Dr. Emmons1

Monthly Regulator, ha* bi ought happiness to
hundred* of anxious women. There i* i.o*b
lively uoother remedy known to medical science that will *o
quickly and safely do the
work. Longest and nx.-tolwinate Irregularltle-t from any cause relieved atonre. Surcoat
guaranteed at any stage. So pain, «i t.iger
or interference with work
Have relieved
hundreds of case* where others have failed.
I ne moat dlflh ult case*
treated
soece.sfully
*'v man.ami beneficial
result* guaranteed lu
every instance. No risk whatsoever.
We treat
miudredsof ladle* whom weneversec. Write
for valuable particular* and free
confidential
advice. All letter*trutlifullvanswered.
Iteluc-mber,this remedy l* absolutely safe under
every possible condition aua iiodtiveir
leave* no after ill effect upon the
health.
Kv mail securely sealed,
f.'.ft0. All money
>
Addie-*, hit.
v •MONE
JCO., ITOTreroon* St., Boston.

wrt«

Wh®
Hava,U,ad Them
LADIES
LMUILO Recommend
th* BEST
a

as

JDB. KIX.M
Star Crown fissiul

PENNYROYAL PILLS.
Genuine stamped tCC. Never sold In bulk.
Beware oil the dealer who tries to sell

“something just as good."

SSSr5.”—'
»YPpTe®]®n*
in csm
p.A

trt*t

Willooarl-eg yon Q«fi?rhitrin«ln «!■«
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cents tor

—
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..yi
*
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MED.CIf.E CO., Box 193a
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and Hob) *Best to kTpend It
with the magazine SUCCESS,
special
BY enabled
extend
readers (exclusively
this section)
contract
to
to

are

we

the full

of THE GREAT SUCCESS CLUBBING
annual subscriptions to several magazines
may be obtained for the price of one. Last season more than
300,000 people took advantage of the remarkable SUCCESS offers.

advantages
OFFERS, by which
v.

All
*1.00

per sear

Subscriptions

for One Year

are

'*

MAGAZINES MAY BE SENT TO DIFFERENT ADDRESSES IF DESIRED

OUR GREAT FAMILY OFFEH.
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SUCCESS,
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Review of Reviews (new)
Current Literature (new).or New England Magaaune may be substituted tor Review of Reviews.

The
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timely pictures of place,
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news

with
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SUCCESS, Review of Reviews (new) and any one of the dollar
......
magazines described,
SUCC£SS and Leslie’s Weekly, .....
Bevlew of Reviews (new), 1 and any two of the dotSUCCESS
t or Current Literature (new), \ lar
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SUCCESS, Current literature (new) and New England Magazine,
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$1.50

3.00

2.00

NOUSEMOLD has been known and loved by more* than a
f American women, and is today at the height of its power
genera:!•
and prestige. Its finely illustrated, and ably edited departments cover
embroidery, crocheting and knitting, household linen and table-equipmunt.hounMfccora.ion. nurserylore, and etiquette. Monthly.
TIIF
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7.00
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scribes its contents
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*abrics, costume
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designs,
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THE NEW ENGLAND MAGAZINE paints with loving touch
the historic landmarks of New England; recalls her customs and traditions, and telLs ot the achievements ol New Englanders in all parts
It forms a monthly “old home week" for every
of the world.
Englander, no matter [mu far away. Monthly, *Ar» fer annum.

per year
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SUCCESS, Review of Reviews (new), Current Literature (new)
and New England Magazine,.9.50
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FRANK LE8LIF8 POPULAR MONTHLY*
now in it* fifty-second volume, is another of th«
great modern monthlies which have given America
its leadership in magazine-making. Its
editorial nrogram for the coming year embraces features second
in Interest to no otrar periodical, while its illustra
tions will continue to I* the highest
magazine art. Monthly, $i.oo fer

_hi

J

Only

year,™ s“cl«ful

l!

__

1.00 For

THE COSMOPOLITAN is a leader among the great monthly
magazines, covering every branch of human interest with timely sugRestive, well written, and finely illustrated article® by the best authors
Tt ,, so widely known, through ft, many
life a,
no turther description.
Monthly, $:.oo frr annum.

CURRENT LITERATURE is the leading lit'l
It gives its readers the
*«. Lj erary monthly of America.
cream of the l>est things published.
Its reviews of
j
books keep one posted as to what is newest and
Pe%*
*No on.p c in mikc a mistake in depending upon
V *st
h. Current L,teraturf for his knowledge of the
worlds literary achievement.
Monthly, fj.oo Per
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"
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(

The Cosmopolitan. Frank Leslies Popular
Monthly,
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is written
the one person in the
most competent tu write upon that particular
For eighty••
seven years
I Hi North Amkrh AN has guided public opinion in this
country, and the present editon.il management is the most successful in
the history ot tin, famous Review.
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and even the children,
containing, as it dots, a wealth of material
csting to al ages and classes. It already reaches
nearly
z.500,000 readers. It is bright, cheerful and optimistic.
and
everv page
In a thousand different
ways, direct and indirect, t tells how to
the foundation of true success 1,1 life-how to climb
the ladder of
Its contributors include the best known names in
politics, religion Mience art
literature, and industry. Business and professional men of the
men Who will Write for no other
willing to give to
Success the benefit of their wide
valuable experience. A
of arrides upon
Carters will form a special feature of Success for
The illustrations in
iqoa
Success are by the best artists in the country. The
of a
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cur waders that these penheJin
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c!L5?“
tnyour orders early, with names ot the magazines,
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described above.
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friends
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present than

a

__
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to

one or more
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of the mag*

Address all orders to

_THE
Young Men Who Should do to College.
For the great majority of men, a college
For a
course Is of inestimable value.
minority, it is worse than useless. How
shall a boy determine to which of these
classes he

belongs?

good college offers a student three
things—theoretical knowledge of princibreadth
ples connected with his business,
of general culture, and friendships that
A

service to him now aDd hereafter.
appreciates these things and can
a good
take them seriously, a college is
thus appreciplace lor him. If he cannot
better
ate at least one of them, he would
not go to college at all.
None of these things can bo played with.
must all be achieved by hard work,
are

of

If

he

They

__

Ihn

luuu hard hf-OflllBtJ

pleasurable.

It 1b

BO

often

boy thinks that the study of theory
for the attain1b a short Bud easy way
he la gravely
ment of practical skill,
from practimistaken. It is quite apart
themselves
cal skill, and its results show
of the student’s
more in the later stages
do when he first
development thau they
or the shop.
goes into the office
or of physics
The theory of mechanics
lectureB and exia not to be studied by
of analytJirlmeiiU. It means knowledge
calgeometry and the differential
is not to
of
chemistry
theory
The
cine
by amusement in the labratory,
attention to dry principles which
bu
of applicareduire the utmost exactitude
is
The theory of political economy
the reading of enterlearned
by
be
to
not
A
articles.
taining books and magazine
master it must
student who would really
II

---

A Sons Inspiration.
Chambers’ Journal says the Inspiration for Milton Welllngs’ song “Some
Day" came to him while ho was waiting In an agony of suspense to hear
[rom his wife, rumor having arisen of
an
accident to a yachting party of
which she was a member. Nervously
jpenlng a hook, his eyes fell on the
line, “Or are you dead or that you
live,” which line he Incorporated In his

song.

“y

tion

.lust A-(»outcr.
Want to leave my shoes and stockings
Where they'll bother me no more.
Want to toss my coat and waistcoat
In the corner of the Jloor;
Wan ter just put ou my trousers
An'a little outing shirt
An* alt right down close to natur’
In the grass roots an’ the dirt.
Gonter cut an alder saplin’
From the bushes by the bridge,
Gonter dig some worms for baitin'
Of the flsh beyond the Ridge.
Gonter hunt up In the attic
Till I find my ol’ straw hat,
Gonter steal along the medder,
Where tlw
been glttin* fut-

trout’s

Wanter grasp the ol’ crook handle
Of the scythe 1 uster swing,
Wanter dtink an honest gallon
Lying low beside the spring.

Celluloid.

a

ic
Earned

AMERICAN, Ellsworth, Maine.

understand the principle* of law and of
ethlce which are mure difficult than those
which he meets In the routine of
ordluary
business. Those so-called theories wbleu
are easily acijuircd and
gllhly recited are
met, In practice, with a contempt w hich
is welt deserved.—Arthur Twininq Uadlev
in "Success.”

The base of celluloid is common paso■

T > .. notion od
—v--

m.lnhitnln

nn,l

nUnlfl

-1-—

w

«>

iam B. Helds, Cr.

cap.

Where the straw’brles growln’ red,
noon beneath the shado w
Of the daisy’s tossln' head.

Sleep at

iclds It Is changed to gun cotton, then
Iried, ground aud mixed with from 20
:o 40 per cent of camphor, after which
1 is ground tine, colored with powder
colors, cast in sheets, pressed very
lard and at last baked between sets of
raperheated rollers.

Want to hear the call to dinner
From the tin horn's hollow mouth,
Anil to smell the scent of clover
From the fle'ds to north and south.
Waut to hear the hay carts rolling
In upon the ol’ barn floor.
And to see the swallows fllttin’
in and out the open door.

Loss of appetite Is commonly gradual; one
liah after another Is set aside. It Is one of the
Irak Indications that the system Is running
town, and there Is nothing else so good for It
is Hood’s Sarsaparilla—the best of all tonics.—
idvt.

Wonder ’f holly hocks and glories,
Blushing, by the cottage grow !
Wan ter sit there In the evening
W hen the western s ky’s aglow,
Llsfuln’ to the night hawk’s wooplng
Out along the sleeping hill;
And to hear the nickels chirpin’
While the worl
growln’ still
—J. Otii Sun ft.
>

'Umu

IUHC

wvcu

lyln

FRUIT

'bout my good old mammy.
’She was always good to me, so this
mornln when the guard wasn’t very
close I made a break and got a good
start befo’ they could get the hounds
from the camp to the field. My mind
was made up, cap, to get away or get
killed tryin. Cap, if you’ll help me,
you’ll never be sorry.’
”1 couldn’t resist the pleading in that
nigger’s eyes. There was truth in
them.

TO OUR READERS
readers by
with

un.es

cy

Hinckley. Brooksville, yoke steers, 2 yr, l
Tne line repairer laid the Inter he J
Frank Hinckley, Brooksville, yokt
steers, 1 yr, 1.
had been reading on his
knee, and his
PWYEP AND SWINE.
nigged face gloYveu.
^ A Higgins, flock sheep, 1.
What is It, Billy?” his partner askGeorge C
Dyer, Franklin, Oxford down ram, 1; Oxed. “You look as if some one Lind
left ford down ewe, 1 and 2; Oxford down
n
you a pile.”
tig lamb, 1 and 2; gr. do ewt, 1 aud 2. J
G Barron, O I Chester
“You’ve hit It off right, Ned; a
boar, 2. George U
pile Dyer, Franklin, O I Chester
boar, 1. J G
of pleasure.
I haven’t done many Barron, O I Chester sow and pigs, 1.
things in my life, I guess, for other
HORSES.
folks’ benefit, but I wouldu’t
Clarence Partridge, Oriand, draft stock
give this
1. E H Greely, driving stallion,
stallion,
one experience for a sound
leg in place Col umbo, 1. E J Moore, breeding mare
of the shriveled peg.”
Hiidcolt, 2. AJ Weaver, breeding mart'
He extended a shrunken, shonened and coll, 3. E E McFarland, North Lalimb and held the misshapen foot closer moine, breeding mare end colt, 1; bay
filly, 2 years, 1. C E Sinclair, bay stallion,
to the stove. The lineman was
sadly 1. Isaac N Avery, bay stallion, 1 year, 3.
crippled, but there was no better pole E H Greely, bay stallion,
1 and 2.
climber nor more reliable man on the
POULTRY DEPARTMENT.
division.
T H Campbell, Ellsworth, first on white
“Tell us all about It, Billy.”
Plymouth rocks,silver Wyandottes, white
Slier woods, buff Plymouth rocks, barred
“All right, you shall have the
yarn,
Plymouth rocks, white Wyandottes, trio
such as It Is. Last October, when
barred Plymouth rocks, trio buff
you
Plywere in the hospital, Ned, and I was
mouth rocks, trio white Plymouth rocks,
while
rock
Plymouth
Sherwood
alone
In the delta, I was pullchicks,
working
chicks, barred Plymouth rock chicks,
ing my tricycle up a heavy grade. The buff
second
Plymouth rock
line was down five miles below Dezell, on huff P.ymouth rockchicks;
chicks, white
and rush orders came to look after it. Plymouth rock
barred
chicks,
Plymouth rock chicks. Pigeons, Leon E
My machine worked hard, and I made
Kowe, 1; George Parcher, 2
Trio
slow time up hill. I’d been bearing the white leghorn
chicks, George Parcher, 1
Ptkiu ducks, F P Haynes, 1.
cry of hounds for awhile and was on and 2
the lookout to see a deer cross the Brown leghorn chicks, A E Foster, 1.
Touloune geese, W A McGown, 1. Tr>o
track. A long stretch of cancbrake ran Gulden
Wyandotte
chirks,
George
and
I could tell the bounds Parcher, 1. White Minorca chicks, do, 1.
alongside,
were coming through it. Just before I
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS.
reached the top of the grade, and when
Potatoes.
iuum;
11(1 U.
Beauty of Hebron, Carlton McGown, 1;
half a mile away, there was a crash in E E McFarland, North Hancock, 2. New
the cane and out burst a strapping Queen, Carlton McGown, 1; John Kief,
North Lamoine, 2.
Clark’s No 1, Meltiah
young giant of a nigger with the Salisbury, jr, North Lamoine, 1; Gilbert
2.
Fourth
of July, M Salisstripes—that Is, ns many stripes as the Davis, Suriy,
briers had left, for he was about fraz- bury, North Lamoine, 1; John Kief,
North Ltmoine, 2.
Green
Mountain,
zled out.
Mrs Alvab Graves, North Lamoine,
1;
"He had lost his hat. He asked no John Kief, North Lamoine, 2. Early Bos*,
leave, but was on my machine before 1 Gilbert Davis, Surry, 1. Carman No 2
Clarence Young, North Hancock, 1. Harcould suy yes or no.
mony Beauty, M S Moore, East Surry, 1;
‘Let me pull her for you, cap,’ was H A Pierce, 2. Dakota reds, Isaac Jordan,
all he said as he shoved ine aside and 1. White elephant, George Quinn, 1;
took hold of the lever. ’Twas no will Gilbert Davis, Surry, 2. Ruse of Erin, C
C New hall, 1.
Largest potatoes, E E McI or won’t I.
He could have pitched Farland, North
Hancock, 1; HA Bail.
me Into the ditch easier than I
Mt Desert Ferry, 2.
can
on
the
climhers. And the way
Miscellaneous Vegetables.
strap
the old machine roared along under the
Collectiou garden vegetabiea, H
W
White,
Oriand, 1; Carlton McGown, 2.
powerful swing of that nigger's arms
Beardless barley, H A Pierce, 1.
While
left me nothing to do but to hold the Melrose
oats, G S Cook, 1; Carlton Mchair on my head and sit on my cap.
Gown, 2. Imperial yellow-eye beans, J L
"About a mile down I looked back Googins, 1; I J Shackford, 2. Pea bears,
and saw the hounds circling round and GW Graves, North Lamoine, 1; Isaac
Jordan, 2. Snowflake beans, Carlton Mcround on the track. They’d lost the
Gown, 1. Yellow-eye beans, N H Tinker,
Red kidney beam-,
trail, for the chap that made it was North Hancock, 1.
aboard my machine, and the way he Arthur McDonald, 1; G S Cook, 2 Heroine
Marrow fat peas, E H
peas, U S Cook, 1.
the
lever
near
made
the
swung
pretty
King, Lamoine, 1. Juno peas, G S Cook, 1.
old three wheeler Jump clear of the Telephone peas, M Salisbury, jr., No Larails at every stroke.
molue,l. Carrots, Carlton McGown, 1; GB
"He kept this up for full ten miles, Bridges, 2. Two ears corn, E A Hinckley,
Sedgwick, 1; II L Rowe, Aurora, 2. Six
and we passed Dezell a-whizzing. No Htalk corn, L F Giles, 1.
Crosby’s early
one
could have seen how we were corn, H W W hite, Oriand, 1; G S Cook, 2
dressed or told our color. We split the Imperial yellow Canada corn, W K Me±,
voowii,
z.
1;
uoogins,
itipe
wind too fast for clear sight. There
tomatoes, H W White, Orland, 1; Mrs
were no loafers about the depot, as
Georgia Harding, 2. Golden yellow-eye
whx ueans, G S Cook, 1.
Green tomatoes,
’twas not train time.
“When we slowed up a bit, I told H W White, Orland, 1; Charles MouButman
agban,2.
squash, Julia Graves,
him we were pretty near where I had North Lamoine, 1;
George W Graves,
North Lamoine, 2.
to stop and he must let me take hold.
Largest pumpkin,
"He stepped aside at once and looked Mrs. N. H. Tinker, North Hancock, 1;
John Kief, North Lamoine, 2.
Largest
me square in the face. Though as black
squash, li W White, Orlaud 1; Greenley
as a pot, he wasn’t a bit what you’d
Smith, 2. Marblehead squR«b, d^*, 1: Z
E Tibbetts, North Lamoine, 2. Turban
call a bad looking nigger.
"
J T Cusbmau, 1; Warren Graves,
’Cap.’ he said, ‘don't give me away! squash,
North Lamoine, 2.
Hubbard squash, J C
I didn’t kill the man I was sent to the Frazier, 1; H W White,
Orlaud, 2. Warted
was
some
there
Hubbard
for
dolu
though
do,
pen
up,
squash,
1; Warren Graves,
Boston marrow
Lamoine, 2.
hard swearin done ag'in me. They’ve North
squash, H W White, Orland, 1; J T Cushgot on to the feller that did it, though man, 2. Celery, Carlton
1. CabMcGown,
they haven’t caught him yet. My ole bage, H W White, Orland, 1; Arthur
2.
home
and
H
W
Orat
sick
McDonald,
Citron,
White,
mighty
mammy's
laud, 1; Mrs. Alvah Graves, North Lawrote word she was pinln to see me
moine, 2. Cattle beets, H W
White,
'fore she died. I told the captain if Orlaud, 1; Greenly Smith, 2. Table beets,
he'd let me go I'd shore come back, but C B Bridges, 1; Carlton
McGown, 2
he laughed at me and ’lowed I'd.go Lmgt-.Ni btt-in, Join* Carr, 1. Onions, 11
W
Uriah
Wbile, Oriai.d, 1;
Look, 2. Turwhen my time was out and not befo’,
nips, 11 W White, Orland. 1; Mrs Alvah
and that would have been never, for I
North
2.
Carter’s eleGiaves,
Ltmoine,
I couldn’t stand piiHi.t turnips, C B Bridges, 1. Quincy
was sent up for life.
11
W
market
corn,
White, Orlaud, 1.
awake all night grievin
It,

!

in

our

carnival.

Continued from page J.

“

Your Mag'azine-1Money”

fair and

I Knew tne risa,

nut

your

DEPARTMENT.

Appl€8.
Rett collection Hpplea, Sewell Brimmer,
Tildun, 1 Williams favorite, Burt Uiggint,
East Dedham. 1 Fartieuse, William A Austin, East. Dedham, 1; George Quinn, 2. McIntosh red, Oicar siapiew, 1; W H Pnilhps,
tiMiieock
Pewaukee, Oscar
Point, 2
Staples, 1; H A Ball, Mt Desert Ferry, 2.
Tolinan sweets, E E McFarland, Norm
Hancock, 1; W A Austin, East Dedham, 2.
Baldwins, J T Cushman, 1; Bert Higgins,
East Dedham, 2.
Ben Davis, JT Cushman, 1. Yellow Porter, G S Cook,l ; WeitGravenstein, C M
ingioti liaslem, 2
Smith, Amherst, 1. Red Astrachan, do, 1;

over-

alls were In the tool locker. Nod, and
they covered the convict's big carcass
fairly well. The stripes we sunk in the
ditch with a lot of loose bolts and nuts
tied up In the roll.
“He waited In the thicket while I
righted up the wire, and then I took
him down pretty near to Greensburg.
"lid wanted my name and address,
got both, and after nearly crushing my
hand In a thankful shake struck off
through the swamp with my cap on his
head.
"When I got back to Dezell half a
dozen horses were hitched about the
depot, aud a lot of guards from the
convict camp were in the office with
Sam Coleman, the agent.
“When I walked In, Sam says, ‘Who
the thunder was that pulled you
through here this morning, Billy T
‘Oh.’ says X, ‘that was our foreman,
Charley Lang. lie was In n rush to
catch No. Id on the river loop, and,
being A No. 1 at the lever, which I’m
not, Sa took bold.’ The crowd didn’t
seem to take to this exactly to please
me and plied on a lot more questions
than I liked. Fact is X had to do a little

figure, Miss Annie Stock bridge 1. Water
color figure, original, Mias G mc Lord, 1.
*
Pencil drawings, do, 1
F
-~on
portrait, Mrs Grace Royal, 1. Pen and
ink drawing, Miss Grace L id. 1 Burnt
feather work, Mies Mabel Joy,l. t'rochcted
tidy, Mrs. F. O 8il*by, Amber*?, 1; Miss
Table inni. M<-u Myra
Nettle Adams, 2.
Shack ford,
1.
Apron, Mrs i- O 8li®~
Mrs 11
1
by, Amherst,
2;
1.
Toilet
mats
Hcdewick,
Bndte
Amsrrong, 1. Lace handkerc‘<Hf, CuroHn*C,,,"al Me»»cock, 1. T.r*
*1*®
F O Bilsby, Amherst, 1
flannel. Mrs W R Parker,
I
Afghan,
Sadie Armstrong, 1; Effio B Johnson,
West llancuck, 2.
Worsud
pillow,
M<ss Nettie Adams, 1; Mr« lt
F^henagucia, 2; Miss Maggie MeLcRan, 3. Embroidered spread, Mrs E E Mil!*, 1; Mis®
Lucy Adams, 2. Honeton curlain, Mis®
Nancy M Abbott, Hancock, 1 <. rocheted
shawl, Mrs H B Phillips. 1; Afru p J Phillips, 2 Chair cushion, Mrs Ju
Graves,
Norm lamoine, 1; Mr* A r
av 38,
North Lamoine, 2. Embroidered center
piece, Miss Minnie Townsend. Burry, 1
and 2.
Batten burg
«•,
Mr®
century.
C
H Copp,
Trenton, 1; Airs W H
Crocheted slip^rrs, Mrs 8 I
Smith, 2
Smith, Sedgwick, 1. Knit
Mrs
Luther Hastings, 1; Mrs Georp-lo Harden,
2.
Crocheted
Mrs Luther Hastings, 1. Crocheted lace, Mrs H H Fchenagucia, 1; Mrs Luther Hant'i'i
Lunch
cloth, Caroline Oakes, Hancock, 1 Handkerchief case, Miss Alice Bcott, 1; Mrs F
O Silsby, Amherst, 2.
Uuaerwear, Mrs C
E Monaghan. 1.
Table cover, Mrs E E
McFarland, Lamoine. 1.
Darned lace.
Miss Nettie Adams, 1.
Mexican work,
Mrs Elbridge MiJlihen. 1. Crocheted bag,
Mrs HAM Joy, gratuity.

jacket,

KITCHEN AND

Bept

DAIRY.

Dickies, Julia Graves,
North Lamoine, 1; Mrs Alvah 14raves
North Lamoine, 2.
Besr, collection jellies!
Mr* Luther Hastings, 1; Mrs 9 I Smith,
2
Loaf
brown bread, Mrs G
Sedgwick,
collection

A Phillips, 1; Miss Maggie
McLellan, 2.
White bread, Mrs Luther Hastings, 1;
Mrs B F Phillips, 2.
Print butter, Mrs 8
L Brimmer, Tildeu, 1; Mrs EE McFarland, North Hancock, 2. Packed butter,
Mrs 8 L Brimmer, Tilde??, 1.
Honey,
Wellington Hasletn, 1; A N and L H
Best collection preserves,
Cushman, 2
Mrs A E Foster, 1.

HER DIVORCE CELEBRATION.
A

Novelty

In the Way of an Invitation
Printed by a Stationer.

“Come back here

minute, if you have

a

time,” said the stationer. “Did you ever
see anything like this?” he added, as the
customer approached.
“This,” was an announcement in regular wedding
card
style on
heavy
The stationer read it aloud:

white paper.

MRS. ISRAEL MURRY
the pleasure of your presence
celebration of her divorce
from
MR. ISRAEL MURRAY,

requests

the

at

Wednesday evening, July Tenth,
Nineteen Hundred and One,
at

Nine o’clock.

He

paused and looked at the customer.
“Well, I’ll declare!” gasped the customer.

“Surprise you?” asked the stationer.
“Well, rather,” returned the customer.
“It’s

the

funniest

thine

1

ever

heard

of.”

“It’s

a

new one

stationer.

me,

on

printed

“I’ve

too,” said the
a
good many

odd

invitations and announcements in
my time, but this thing of celebrating a
divorce is a decided novelty.
I don’t
know whether the custom is ever going
to become

popular or not, but if there are
mnny people in New York as glad to be
released from matrimonial cimyments
as is Mrs. Israel Murray, I will
probably

print

a

course

good many such notices in the
of the next few months.”

Widely Scattered Triplets.
An

old

soldier

tweuty-one years

who

had

his

served

dischargeu

was

at

Ports-

He went to the station

mouth.

wife and children and

with his
demanded three

half fare tickets for his three youngest.
“How old are they?” asked the book-

ing clerk suspiciously.
“Eiivin

thriplets,”

them.
years all av
was the answer.

They’re

“Fine

youngsters,” said the clerk,
“where were they born?”
“Pathrick was born in Cairo, Bridget
was

born

born in

Bombay

in

Madras,”

and

Mickey

the prouu

was

was

reply.

Doctors say that, ou account of their absolute purity and the hygienic conditions under
which they are prepared, Chase & Sanborn's
Package” Teas are best for the sick. The exquisite mellow flavor of these teas stimulates
the appetite for wholesome food.

fflrtiital.

Dedham,

2
R 1 greenings, C M Smith.
Amherst, 1; W H Phillips, Hancock Point,
Slsrk greeningi*, C M Smith, Amherst,
1; A B boss, Hancock, 2. Yellow Bellflower, C M Smith, Amherst, 1; S Scott
Estey, 2. Autumn strawberry, E A Lermn»'i, l; Sew**l| Brimmer, Tilden, 2
Alexandria, J G Dunham, Amherst, 1;
Sewell Brimmer, Tilden, 2
Bound sweet,
L F Giles, 1. Milding, Wellington Has*
lem, 1; VV H Phillip*, Hancock Point, 1.
Wo.I river, George E King, Lsmoine, 1;
H F Maddocbs, 2.
King Tompkins
Char’es Swreeney, 1; John Chapman, 2.
Boxnury russets, Sewell Brimmer, Tilden,
1; H A Ball, Ml. Desert Ferry, 2. Golden
russets, Mrs. M E Kincaid, 1; J T Cush-

2.

man,

grapes, Mrs. Gilman Jordan, Waltham, 1.
Moore’s early grapes, Mrs. Charles Beal,
1. Clapps favorite pears, do., 1.
Lombard plums, Mrs. Alvah Graves, North
L&moine, 1.
women’s department.

Seeds ot Plants.

Mankind subsists to a great extent
upon the seeds of plants. Of course all
the grains are seeds. Likewise the nuts
There are other seeds,
are all seeds.
aud many of them, by uo means so familiar as a diet which nevertheless
contribute largely to the support of

human beings
I

Don’t take

Drawn rug, Mrs Elias Armstrong, 1;
Mrs H A M Joy, 2; Mrs Mary Goodwin, 3.
Braided mat, Mrs Nelson Jordan, 1; Mrs
Luther Hastings, 2; Mrs H L Snow, 3.
Knit rug, Mrs Alva Graves, Lamoine, 1;
Miss Florence Stevens, 2.
Knit stockings,
Mrs Sarah Goodwin, 1: Mrs Mary Goodwin, 2; Miss Mabel Shackford, 3. Knit
mitteus, Mihs Mabel Shackford, 1; Mrs
Gilman Jordan, Waltham, 2 and 3. Knit
drawers, Mrs Thomas Tapley,
West
Brooksville, 1. Cotton patchwork quilt,
Mrs Naomi 1 read well, 1: Mrs Mary Goodwin, 2. Silk quilt, Mrs F O Silsby, Amherst,!; Miss Maggie McLellan, 2; Mrs
Arthur Clement, 3; Mrs Lois Treworgy,
age 77, gratuity. Amateur photography,
Miss J A Thompson, 1. Professional phoAnimal
tography, Irving OBgood, 1.
water color, Miss Annie Stockbridge, 1.
water
1.
Oil
Figure
color, do,
landscape.
Miss Mary Stockbridge, 1;
Mrs J
H
Patten, Amherst, 2. Water color, flowers, origiual, Miss Mary Stockbridge, 1;
oil flowers, do, 1 and 2. Water color, flowers, do, 1. Oil painting, David A. Young,
gratuity. Oil animal, Miss Annie Stockbridge, 1; Mrs J H Patten, AmberHt. 2.
Water color, landscape, Miss
Annie
Stockbridge, 2. Oil ligure, Mrs J H Patten, Amherst, 1 and 2. Water color,

our

Here, Backed by
Testimony.

is

word for it.

Don’t depend on a stranger’s statement.
Read Ellsworth endorsement.
Read the statements of

Ellsworth citi-

zens

And decide for yourself.
Here is

Miscellaneous Fruits.

display strawberry plants, G B
Bridges, 1. Cranberries, Mrs. Isaac JorGreen Mountain
dan, 1; H N Joy, 2.

“And now cornea this letter, written
for the nigger, to tell me that he got to
his mammy In time, went baca to camp
after she died and that he's got the
governor's pardon In his pocket.
“Some way X can't feel as bad about
that spell of lying as tnaybe X ought
to.”—New Orleans Tlmes-Democrat.

Opportunity
Ellsworth

2.

Best

lying.

The

one case

it.

of

Mr. J. T. Crippen, dealer in
pianos,
gans, musical instruments and

or-

sewing

machines, says: “Helping uiy father one
day, who is a mason, I fe'i off a scaffold and injured myself. From then
until
I

was

over

35 years old

there

was a sore

spot

the left

with my
years ago

kidney which I could feel
Anger. It disappeared until i

when I had

ness, and after

a sevcic
spell of sickthat 1 had pains in my

back oa and on, especially if [ did
any
heavy lifting. In the summer of ’90 an
annoying urinary difficulty set in for
which I doctored and.received some relief.
Later on when Doan’s Kidney Pills atattention in my paper 1
got
them at Wiggiu’s drug store. After
using
them the trouble was
checked, and
I have not noticed any indication of a retracted my

turn.

I know of others who have been

using Doan’s Kidney Pills and who speak
highly of them as a kidney medicine.”
For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents.
Foster-Milbu u Co., Buffalo, N.
Y., sole
agents for the U. 8.
Remember the came, Doan’s, and take
no other.

CITY MEETING.
ALDERMEN

PROPOSITION

MAKE

A Midnight Alarm.

WHAT THEY
WILL

WHAT THEY

AND

WANT

PAY

STREET LIGHTS

FOR

TAX DEEDS AND SEWER
ASSESSMENT.

Tax deeds, sewer assessment, and electric light contracts were the principal
business dis-

matters outside of routine

Monday evening’s meeting of
the mayor and aldermen. Mayor Greely,
Aid. Stuart, Patten and Brady were prescussed

at

meeting.

entat the

Higgins

Aid.

was

absent on account of illness, and Aid.
Jellison was away on a wedding trip.
The city clerk was instructed to notify
tuts

iu

cuneciurs

iha

Biiuoiucum

nuuuia

of uncollected taxes in their hands.
The discussion of lax deeds and
assessment resulted in

vote

a

sewer

empowering

the mayor to act for the city government
in the enforcement of the collection of
sewer assessment and the amounts due
on

tax deeds iu the

manner

provided by

the laws of the State.
The mayor was also authorized to offer
the Ellsworth Water Co. f1,800 a year for
street lighting by twenty-four arc and

lamps, the lighting of Hancock hall, the city library, the high school
and the engine houses, the contract to
begin Oct. 1. This is something like $10u
seven

series

proposition

less than the

city by

submitted to tin

the company.
ROLLS

ACCOUNTS.

OF

of accounts

Bolls

were

passed

as

fol-

lows:
STREET

COMMISSIONER’S

ROLL.

$304 78
148 28
9 00

Highways.
Sidewalks.

Bridges.

$462
TEACHERS*

$150 50
828 oo

High school.
City schools.

#07*
ROLL OF ACCOUNTS NO.
FUND.

AMOUNT.

Timothy Donovan,

Insane poor,

Contingent,

Hiram C Lord.
Maine insane hospital,
Eastern Me insane hospital,
M M Davis,
Mrs S J Frazier,
WmB Campbell,
F R Mctiovn,
Ellsw .rth Water Co,
Hiram W Nason,
L B Wyman,
E A McMillan,
John H Brimmer,
Hancock Co Pub Co,
Chas E Higgins,

Whiting Bros,

Fire

dept,

16 64

10 90
49 50

15 50
17 50
75
1 CO
75
75
75
115
77
220 00
5 30
42 30
1 55
287 50
14 06
5 00
12 83
3 00
2 00
3 00
13 40
42
6 87
45 83
108
15 14
13 50
9 00
2 00
25 00
4 00

Henry Lord,
Arthur L Jordan,
Willis Jordan,
Roy L Bragdon,
Martin Lamson,
WmJConnlek,
Stratton & Wescott,
Whiling Bros,
Ticonlc Hose Co,
Andrew J Morse A Son,
Chas J Brown,
C E Plo,
Ellsworth Water Co,

Electric

light,
Schoolhouse, Whiting Bros,

Supt schools,
High school,
School.

00
45 00
112 02
74 45
2 00
1 50
95
26 25
1666
10 00
7 85
2 00
6 00
11 00
12 04
813
41 25
37 50
45

O W Tapley,
CWAFL Mason,
Charles I Welch,
Ellsworth Water Co,
John Brady,
M Brady.

Library,

50

8.

NAME.

Police,

06

SALARY ROLL.

N J Moor,
Stratton A Wescott,
J Q Adams,
George B Jameson,
D L Fields,
Chas Beal and ?on,
Morrison, Joy A Co,
E E Brady A Co,
G B Stuart,
Ellsworth Water Co,
Cbas I Welch,
Beni B Davis.
Chas E Higgins,
Lottie Crockett,
Edward Haney,

George Dunham,

$1,208 34

Total.

Dentist (to patient from Wayback)—
Did you ever take gas before? Patient—

Looky here, smartyl

joke’s

Thet

gone
to tbet

You bin talkiu’
enough.
fresh hotel clerk, ain’t ye?
Silas—How did Ery Marks come tew
lose bis farm? Jason—He tboaght bis
neighbor’s fence wuz encroachin’ on bis
land, an’ tbe very fust darn lawyer be
spoke tew about it thought so, too. Now
the lawyer owns it.
fur

atjijrrttscmnns.

Women

Well

as

as

Are Made Miserable

Kidney

Men

by

Trouble.

Kidney trouble preys upon the mind, discourages and lessens ambition; beauty, vigor
and cheerfulness soon
disappear when the kidneys are out of order
or diseased.
Kidney trouble has
become so prevalent
that it is not uncommon
/ for a child to be born
afflicted with weak kidneys. If the child urinates too often, if the
urine scalds the flesh or if, when the child
reaches an age when it should be able to
control the passage, it is yet afflicted with
bed-wetting, depend upon it. the cause of
th difficulty is kidney trouble, and the first
step should be towards the treatment of
This unpleasant
these important organs.
trouble is due to a diseased condition of the
bladder
and
and
not
to a habit as
kidneys
most people suppose.
Women as well as men are made miserable with kidney and bladder trouble,
and both need the same great remedy.
The mild and the immediate effect of
Swamp-Root is soon realized. It is sold

I

by druggists,

in

fifty-

cent and one dollar
g
sizes. You may have a|
sample bottle by mail
free, also pamphlet tell- Home of swatn^Root.
tog all about it, including many of the
thousands of testimonial letters received
^from sufferers cured. In writing Dr. Kilmer
dt Co., Binghamton, N. Y., be sure and
mention this paper.

There are three policemen in Chicago
who daily smoke 123 cent cigars. How
tv.j vw uTord tv do SO v. v Utjrbiwj LV
tlicir brother officers.
There are four or five resident* alone
the lnke shore vrho know the secret of
the cigars, aud one of these resident!
lias told. One of Chicago's judges lives
in Luke View. He has u 14-year-old
Son who keeps dogs. For the last two
weeks some unknown miscreant has
been going about Lake View streets
throwing poisoned tidbits to every dog
he meets. Some other miscreant ha*
been going about the streets stealing
Dog
every dog of value he meets.
owners have been alarmed thoroughly
for the safety of their pets. The Judge's
son owns a setter and three pointer
pups. L'p to ten days ago he kept them
in ordinary open kennels. Then, with
the poison and the stenliug scare
abroad the boy put his pets inside a
disused henhouse. The house was a
tight boarded affair with a large door
opening outward from the side. Even
after his dogs were housed thus the
Judge's boy feared for their safety. He
resolved to arrange n burglar alarm
that would rouse the household In case
anybody attempted to steal bis pup
possessions. The boy rigged up an
alarm that was an alarm. The door of
the kennel, as has been said, opened
outward. To a staple driven Into the
Inside surface of the door a stout but
thin wire was attached. This ran
through an auger hole, then past the
woodshed and the aide of the residence
and found an end In the boy's bedroom.
There it was fastened to the back of a
chair which was nicely balanced with
very slight support upon its biud legs.
An auxiliary wire ran to a great clock
spring, which was wound up and in
turn had been attached to a bell that
had a tone about sevenfold that of the
ordinary fire gong. The exercise of
further boyish Ingenuity had so fixed
It that upon the springing of the alarm
eight huge out of date volumes of the
Edinburgh Encyclopedia would go
crashing from the top of a desk to the
Boor. The working of the alarm was
the simplest thing Imaginable, for a
tug on the wire consequent ui>on the
simple opening of the kennel door
would start a riotlike uproar.
All the members of the judge's faml...

J

«,T

Wisconsin. The Judge liked the dogs as
well as did his son. He examined the
alarm and pronounced it good. The boy
explained the mechanism of the affair
to the neighbors and advised those of
them who had dogs to go and do likewise. The Judge likes a light novel.
Every evening he puts on a red dressing gown and lies down on a lounge in
a room next his boy's bedroom and
there reads until after midnight. That
hour had struck from the clock on the
Judge's shelf on the night of July 31.
He was reading while the boy slept
soundly in his bed in the room beyond.
Suddenly there was a scraping noise
and then a crash that shook tbe old
frame mansion like an explosion. Succeeding there came the sharp alarm
note of a bell, with tbe gong strokes
beating a brazen tattoo louder and
faster than that ever pounded out on a
drumhead. Above it all rose a bowl
from the next room.

"Dad, they are stealing my dogs!”
Into the room bounced the boy, with
enough white flowing from above his
hastily pulled on trousers to make a
goodly sized sail. The bell kept on
ringing.
“Come, George," said the father as
he grasped a heavy cane. The boy followed his father down the front stairs,
tbe front door and round the corner
of the house toward the kennel. On his
way through the yard the youngs!, r
picked up a brick. An electric light
glimmering through the shade trees
showed the progress of the march. The
Judge strode sternly ahead, gripping
his stick, his red dressing gown flapping about wildly in the night wind.
The boy followed bravely, though all

out

unconsciously be

was

flying

flag. They passed tbe dining

a

white

room

and

kitchen and uiade their way through
the vegetable garden.
Just before
rounding the corner of the kennel the
formation changed from column into
line, and the judge and bia son advanced to the attack shoulder to shoulder. A howl of welcome from the
throats of three pointers and a setter
came from within the kennel at the
faint noise of the approaching footsteps. The last stroke of the alarm
bell, which had beat time to tbs march
about the bouse, died away on the
night air. The door of the kennel was
undisturbed, the padlock and chain
were In Diace, and the pups within
were joyful In their unbroken security.
The Judge looked at his son in disgust. “Some enemy bath done this," he
said, “to make a fool of the old man.”
There was a rattle and a clatter on
the street. Tbe alarm bell had done its
work and bad brought the patrol wagon and a few neighbors.
Tbe Judge
made a lame explanation and said
something to the policemen about ciand secrecy.
Then he went
gars
thoughtfully into the house.
“My boy,” said the Judge to his son,
“whom have you told about this burglar alarm?”
Tbe boy mentioned the names of *
few neighbors.
“The wire is within easy reach of the
ground, Is it not?”
“Yes, papa.”
“Did you tell the youDg woman next
door who sits out late every night In
the hammock with the young man?”
“Yes. papa.”
“Well, that's where you made & misJake.”—Chicago Record-Herald.
of trouble if possible.
About all your friends can do for you
when you get !□ will be to say, “I’m

Keep

sorry.”

out

additional

Count.v AVtea

other

nee

pages,

Pot Additional County

hpfn

a

'■•»>

Mark Frost is in very poor health.
Mrs. Nelson Garland is improving.
John Pool has his

*»-*p,

r

gt?*'.

Greeley Small

is

handsome

a

George Brimmer, of Brewer, is in
for a few days.

Warren’s niece, of Bar Harbor, is visiting her for a few days.
A party of hunters are in town from
Mrs. Abram

Ralph Buckminster, who has been employed in a hotel at Bar Harbor, arrived
Saturday.
Charles Thurlow is buying clams and
having them shelled and cooked ready
for packing for Thorndike & Hix.
who bad

Maggie Philbrook,
ping

window,

but

was

a

week

or

who has

been

two in Otis with her

Frank Frost will put

New

basement

a

Morrison

the

stopsister,

is at home.

charge of

of

a crew

Rocky pond

the woods at

in

men

this

winter,

cutting stavewood and logs.
Oct. 7.

Some thief attempted toentertbe house
of Nelson Coombs one night last week

through

at

farm.

York state for the
Twitcbell Co., of Portland, arrived home
Saturday.
in

factory

Harbor, stopping

Bar

home

Buckminster,

bouse up and

new

Mrs.

Eaton.

Reuben Cousins snd R. Y. Stinson have
finished painting F. A. Torry’s dwelling

a

j

Rev. E. F. Pcmber has

a

working

crew

the

cottage.
Capt. B. J. Franklin, of steamer "Senator”, was in Ellsworth Saturday.

He is
night and died before morning.
having au investigation to find the cause.

W. Cotter, 8. S. StrickHardy,
land, Bangor; C. A. Harlow, Capt. 8. 8

Candagc lost two valuable
week. They were taken sick

Eben

horses
in

Steamer “Mt. Desert” has
to three

run

trips

her

changed
week, coming from

a

Sundays, Tuesdays and Fridays, returning Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays.
west

Cynthia Knowlton, aged sixtyseven, has finished a fine silk quilt of
1,500 pieces. She refused several large
offers for it, and presented
It to her
daughter.
Oct. 7.
Mrs.

_Eugkhe.

South

the south side of his house.

Grindle has gone to Bluehill
to-stop with her sister, Mrs. John Snow.
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Snow, of Sedgwick, were recently In town for a few
days.
Carl Grendell is having extensive reMrs. Sarah

pairs and improvements made Inside his
house.

F.

Bragg, Brewer, spent

E.

jj
jj

Sunday at their cottages.
B. E. Higgins acted as guide for Ban-

r. .Iprrard

returned

nnri

tv

iff*

after

home

a

rtf Purihriii

Imro

week at their cot-

tage. Mr. Jerrard has repaired his cottage
and built

New Cloaks, New Raglans, New Tai=
lor=made Suits, New Dress
Skirts, New Storm Skirts,
New Waists.
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the lowest possible, consistent with the quality, style
prices
workmanship. We have Suits from #ti to #25. Our Dress
Walking skirts in Cheviots, Oxfords and Grays are the latest
We have them at the
of Xcw York manufacturers.
are

productions
extremely low prices
mere

visiting

town
Mrs.

mother,

week,

last

J. G. I

Ernest Perkins and 8.

his

visiting

an bar.

B.

*

Condon have

been on a bunting trip to Ingalls Siding,
Norcross. They returned Thursday night,

her

Ladies’ Coats
The colors—
in 27 and 42 inch lengths and some full lengths.
Prices from #5 to $20.
blue, black, mode, tan and brown.
We have made extensive preparations for the production of

Stanley, who received quite
injuries by falling from his cart, is
improving slowly.
The Baptist society Is making plans for
William

having

Perkins

Condon

Mr.

one.

go back soon fand
which the law allows

two deer and

Mr.

Qpndon plans to
get the other deer
him.;

Oct. 7.

Climax.

!*!•.

«,

BertbR) Saunders and Susie Pickering
arrived home from Castine Saturday for a
short visit.

Stevens and

weaves are

Atkins Stover, who has passed the sumPickering returned home mer here at bia cottage, leaves for New
York this morning.
from yachtingtSaturday.
,■
Rev. H. L. Packard and Capt. George A.
Charles H.|M. Pressey, mate of steam
Stevens attended the county conference
yacht “White Heather”, arrived home,
at Little Deer Isle last week.
Saturday.
Capt. Charles Davis, who bolds a posiF. Lament Green returned home from
tion on the Boston and Portland steamer
yachting Friday.
State”, and who has been absent
E. Allen Green returned home Thurs- “Bay
is

here

for

Kelsey

home Tues-

came

Oct. 7.

Thursday.
Rev. J. S. Richards, a former pastor
this place, was in town Tuesday.

Alfred F. Robbins has moved Into tbe
Herrick bou*»e. owned by Dr. Hagerthy.

Parker arrived from Camden

and Warren

Oct. 7.

8.
_

ill’*

Harley Grant

Mr. and Mrs.

Harrington for

to

Bert

ing

a

Abbott,

a

have gone

visit.

Paris,

of South

spend-

is

few weeks in town.

Miss

Hattie Donnell has gone to North-

east Harbor for the winter.

Stanley came
to spend Sunday with
Stanley.
Lizzie

William

by

a

Gordon

horse

one

home from
her

was

Castine

father, Wallace

kicked in the side

day last week, and injured

quite badly.
Boston

Alvah Pierce has returned from
where he has been

employed for

the

past

few weeks.
Oct. 6.

Ann.

GouMsburo.

“Miranda”,

Schooner

evening.
Lorina

visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Forrest Perry, of Northia

Guptill

Capt.

Joseph

Clay, finished loading ice at the Maine
Lake Ice Co.’s works Saturday, for BaltiHer cargo was the last Ice the
more.
company had
Oct. 7.

Whitaker and wife have moved
home from Corea, where Mr. Whitaker
has been employed for the summer.
Rev. and Mrs. C. B. Morse, with their
little son Herbert, spent Saturday here.
Mr. Morse was a former pastor here, but
is
now
teaching the high school at
E. F.

Columbia Falls.

in

Orland

last

her

summer

Jen.

Oct. 7.
_

Mias Lowell was a native
town, but most of her life was
spent in Boston, where she was engaged
years.

property. A few years ago she purchased a cottage here, which she made
her summer home, spending tbe winters
in Boston. She had no near relatives living.

visiting Mrs

Charles Bordeaux.
School is in ^session, taught by Miss
Bertha Mason, of Beechhill.
Miss Rubie Higgins and Harold Higgins

attending

school at Somesville.

Daisy Howe, of Winterport, visbrother, Lewis Dorr, last week.
Perry Sargent has painted his house
and is making other improvements.
B.
Oct. 7.
Miss

ited her

George

A. Martin left

for

Calais Mon-

day.
a large
attendance of tbe
circle at the parsonage, last

was

Methodist

Tuesday.
H. C. Bunker, Miss Clara Leavitt
W. Blaisdell attended tbe
music festival in Bangor.
B.
Oct. 7.
Mrs.

Mrs. L.

Kastbrook.
Frank

Hardison,

who has been

at Sullivan for his

stopping

health, has returned

home.

Bunker, with son Chester,
daughter, Mrs. Charles Pomroy, at South Hancock last week.
Oct. 7.
B.
Mrs. A. B.

visited her

8omesville.

Mrs. J. A. Somes and son Mark
festival week in Bangor.

are

spending

Pray” finished loadCampbell & Macomber’s

Schooner “Kate L.

ing Saturday at

Center.

Edgar Robbins
here

was

in town

Mary Leith, who
is at home sick.,

Mibb

The ice-cream
don’s last week

is

last

week.

teaching school

sociable at W. W. Hodgwas a success.

wharf

with atone for Boston and Ports-

mouth.

H.

Oct. 7.
_

Bucksport.

Important changes are to be made at
Light & Power Co.’s works. Supt. E.

«

1
Stanley Mitchell, of Boston, was in
Emerson has leased the lines of the
calling on relatives.
Bucksport & East Orland Telephone Co.
Capt. Samuel Henderson, of Rockland for a
year. He will extend and reconis visiting his niece, Mrs. Robert Higgins.
town last week

■

’•

!!

“OTTO” Coke for Domestic Use.

5 Park

Street,

;;

coaling

J
England Telephone

106-11.

Eeetern

Telephone 150-3.

If we apply to the future growth of
the world's population the rate of Increase that obtained dui1»g the nineteenth century—one person per hundred per year—we obtain the following
forecast:

In a newspaper card a l>etroit woman
thus thanks an insurance
company for
the prompt payment of
her
claimsi
“April 29th, my husband took out an accident policy, and in less than a month
was
accidentally drowned. I consider it
a good investment.”

Millions of
No. of pertoni to
one square mile
persons.
1900. 1.600 or.
si
2000.
4,328 or.
83
2100. 11,700 or. J25
2200. 81,603 or. 609
3260. 62,073 or.1,001

10c.

As there arc 52,000,000 square miles
of land on the earth, and as we are to
consider 1,000 persons to each square
mile as the equivalent of the world's
being full, it follows that we want a
world population of 52,000,000,000 of
persons to fulfill this condition.
A glance at the above statement of
growth in the world’s population shows
that the necessary growth from 1,000,000,000 In the year 1900 to the 52,000,000,000 of persons wanted for our purpose will eventuate in the year 2250, almost 350 years ahead of the present
time, when, as the Illustration suggests,
it may be necessary to hang out a notice to the effect that the world 1b full
to the utmost limit.—Cosmopolitan.
-7-—

She—Oh, Fredj dear, you are so noble,
so genero is, bo handsome, so
chivalrous,
struct the line.
so much the superior of every
man
I
H*
Oct. 7.
meet, I can’t help loving you. Now, what
Hancock.
Girl—Are you a lover of music, proThere will be a social dance at the town can you see in plain little me to admire?
fessor? Professor—Yes, I am; but It
hall next Friday evening, Oct. 11. Music He—Ob, I don’t know, dear; but
does not make any difference. Jnst go
you
on and play away.
certainly have very good judgment.
I by Mouagban’s orchestra.
_______

steam vessels at any stage of

the tide.
Sew

J|
V.
V.
*1
II
1
!'
J[
*
I

Rockland, name.

•

We have facilities for
■

ij

SPEAR,

Coal, Wood, Hay,
Sand, Hair, Rosendale
Straw, Lime, Brick,
Cement, American and
Imported Portland Cements, Calcined Plaster,
ADAMANT Wall Plaster, Sewer and Drnin Pipe,
Fire Brick,
Fire Clay Chimney
Pipe,
Fire Clay,
Kerosene Oil,
Charcoal and Baled Shavings,

■.

i;

R.

WHOLESALE AXB BET AIL,

WMen the World Will Be Fall.

fraokiiu.

_

is
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GALLERT.

She accumulated consider-

able

Souaa.

Miss Violet Norwood

is

FRED

Thursday, aged

of thia

and

Dress Goods News.

Special

by trading with

::

!!

Miss Harriet Loweli died at

There

Silk Petticoats

very

M.

5

C.

east Harbor.

are

mistake

hand.

on

Orland.

eighty

$1.50

selling priee.

The largest and best assortment in the city.
We have added
line a full line of Panne Velvets in all colors.
Do you know we carry the largest and best selected small ware
and notion stock in the city ? A full line of yarns, hosiery, underIf you want reliable goods, you cannot make a
wear and gloves.

_

in business.

Prof. Chandler gave an interesting entertainment at Union church Wednesday
Mrs.

Capt. Yetts H. Cain has moved his family from Isleau ilaut to his home In the
village.
Capt. Cbarlea A. Gott and wife of the
Dice Head light station, Caatine, were in
town Saturday and Sunday, tbe guests of
their cousins, O. P. Carter and wife.

home

of Petticoats at less

Tomsox.

Sedgwick.
Mrs. Belle

H

I

to our

two

day.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Gross returned
home from a visit to friends in Rockland
of

#

Silks and Velvets.

weeks’ vacation.
Frank

and at a

department complete in every line. Plain
popular. Coverts, Broadcloths,! Venetian*, Serges,
Hop Sackings, and scores of others that have a quiet, unobtrusive
elegance hard to resist. Come and see them.

Kev. H. L. Packard exchanged pulpits
Rev. Mr. Hill, of the Methodist
church, Sunday.

years,

samples

•*

Our Dress Goods

with

from home four

•’

General and

visiting in Brewer.

Lawrence

day.
Capt.

notice,

one-third less than any other house

or

These are just one-half of the usual
from $5 to #10.

Wallace

son

((

100 black and colored Petticoats at 08c.
100

E.

George

Mrs.

(1

Bargains in Petticoats.

W«*Mt Brookwvllle.

are

$:{5,

We have closed out manufacturers’
than half price.

her normal health.
Oct. 8.

jj

Jnirs.

in eithsr ready-made or materials. The ready-made range from
to $5. The materials from 50c. to $1.25 per yard.

Oct. 23.

get back to

soon

(J
(^

Novelties in Waists

supper
Julia Parker, who, since an operation at the Maine general hospital last
spring, has been gaining steadily,suffered
fall last week. She has
a setback by a
been confined to her bed several days, but
that she will

|i

Nearseal Jackets

severe

hoped

at the

are

at #25, $50 and
asks for them.

prove.

it is

practically

or

^

j,

High-class

Mrs. Eliza King, who has been quite
ill for two weeks, does not seem to im-

and sale

#0,

to

cost of the cloth.

in Brewer.

harvest home

#2.50

from

We can furnish any kind of high-class furs at short
saving of at least one-third.
We offer for a short time to early buyers

Manwet.

a

Jj
j|
jj

X.

Mrs. Cornelia Teague is

jj

Our
and
and

fall.

daughter

jj

A magnificent display, every one beautiful, attractive, new and
fashionable, workmanship equal to that of made-to-order garments.

wharf and ice house this

a new

j

j!

gor huntsmen Saturday with his usual
good luck, bringing home a number of
•
partridges and woodcock.
A.

M. GALLKRT’S.

Mrs.

in

l>e«r

Woodbury,

Penobscot.

Hannah Gray has been in Prospect
visiting relatives.
J. VV. Bridges is building a piazza on

Mr.

8.

Oct. 8.

Mrs.

whs

A. E.

j

Ellsworth's Leading Dry Gootis Store is

|
J>

A.

Grreii l.att**.

at his

scared off.

••-t

'U«* %*

•J

warded.

building

dwelling for Henrv R

W. A.

other pagen.

dm

Marlaville.

D. J. Noyes has moved into his new
drug store.
Mr. Taft and a friend, of Philadelphia,
bm

atPbcrttsnnrnt*.
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BY EDWARD B. CLARK.

TO ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
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Educate Tour Bowels With Caacarets.
Candy Cathartic, cure constipation forever.
25c. If C.C.C (all, druggists refund
money

SoUrrtisrmtnts.

of

a

Sovereign

rebel, when abused, and

lows.
when

war folA man’s stomach
rebels,
abused, and indigestion

follows.

TRUE “L, F." ATWOOD'S BITTERS
reorganize the system ami
restore yon to health.
35 cents a bottle. «

Subscribe

for Tub

American

